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Glossary
TERM
Aquifer
Catchment
Flood
Management
Plan
Climate Change
Culvert
Flood defence
Flood Map
Floodplain
Flood storage
Fluvial flooding
Functional
Floodplain
(1 in 20 year
event)
Groundwater
Internal
Drainage Board
Inundation
Local
Development
Framework
(LDF)
Local Planning
Authority
Mitigation
measure
Risk
Sequential
Testing
Sewer flooding
Stakeholder
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DEFINITION
A source of groundwater comprising water-bearing rock, sand or gravel capable
of yielding significant quantities of water.
A high-level planning strategy through which the Environment Agency works with
their key decision makers within a river catchment to identify and agree policies to
secure the long-term sustainable management of flood risk.
Both natural and human actions causing long term variations in global
temperature and weather patterns.
A channel or pipe that carries water below the level of the ground.
Infrastructure used to protect an area against floods as floodwalls and
embankments; they are designed to a specific standard of protection (design
standard).
A map that delineates the areas that have been predicted to be at risk of being
flooded during an event of specified probability.
Area adjacent to river, coast or estuary that is naturally susceptible to flooding.
A temporary area that stores excess runoff or river flow often ponds or reservoirs.
Flooding by a river or a watercourse.
This comprises land where water has to flow or be stored in times of flood. SFRAs
should identify the functional floodplain, i.e. land which would flood with an annual
probability of 1 in 20 (5%) or greater in any year or is designed to flood in an
extreme (0.1%) flood, or at another probability to be agreed between the LPA and
the Environment Agency, including water conveyance routes.
Water that is in the ground, this is usually referring to water in the saturated zone
below the water table.
Independent bodies with responsibility of ordinary watercourses within a specified
district.
Flooding.
The core of the updated planning system (introduced by the Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004). The LDF comprises the Local Development
Documents, including the development plan documents that expand on policies
and provide greater detail. The development plan includes a core strategy, site
allocations and a proposals map.
Body that is responsible for controlling planning and development through the
planning system.
An element of development design which may be used to manage flood risk or
avoid an increase in flood risk elsewhere.
The probability or likelihood of an event occurring.
A risk based approach in to assessing flood risk, which gives priority in ascending
order of flood risk, i.e. lowest risk first.
Flooding caused by a blockage or overflowing in a sewer or urban drainage
system.
A person or organisation that has an interest in, or affected by the decisions made
within a site.
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Sustainability
Appraisal
Sustainable
drainage system
Sustainable
development
1 in 100 year
event
1 in 100 year
event plus
climate change
1 in 100 year
design standard
1 in 1000 year
event
1 in 1000 year
event
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A process used to identify if policies, strategies or plans promote sustainable
development and further used for improving policies. It is a requirement for
Regional Spatial Strategies under the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act
2004.
Methods of management practices and control structures that are designed to
drain surface water in a more sustainable manner than some conventional
techniques.
Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations meeting their own needs.
Event that on average will occur once every 100 years. Also expressed as an
event, which has a 1% probability of occurring in any one year.
Event that on average will occur once every 100 years, with a 20% allowance for
climate change.
Flood defence that is designed for an event, which has an annual probability of
1%. In events more severe than this the defence would be expected to fail or to
allow flooding.
Event that on average will occur once every 1000 years. Also expressed as an
event, which has a 0.1% probability of occurring in any one year.
Event that on average will occur once every 1000 years with a 20% allowance for
climate change.
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1

Introduction

The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 (PCPA) (HMSO, 2004) requires Local Planning
Authorities (LPAs) to produce Local Development Frameworks (LDFs) to replace the system of Local,
Structure and Unitary Development Plans. Local Development Frameworks are a portfolio of documents
(Local Development Documents (LDDs)) that collectively deliver the spatial planning strategy for the
authority area. The PCPA 2004 requires LDDs to undergo a Sustainability Appraisal (SA) which assists
Planning Authorities in ensuring their policies fulfil the principles of sustainability. Strategic Flood Risk
Assessments (SFRAs) are one of the documents to be used as the evidence base for planning decisions;
they are also a component of the SA process and should be used in the review of LDDs or in their
production.
The release of Planning Policy Guidance Note 25: Development and Flood Risk in July 2001
(PPG25)(DTLR, 2001) introduced the responsibility that LPAs have to ensure that flood risk is understood
and managed effectively using a risk-based approach as an integral part of the planning process.
Planning Policy Statement 25 (PPS25) ‘Development and Flood Risk’ superseded PPG25 in December
2006. PPS25 re-emphasises the active role LPAs should have in ensuring flood risk is considered in
strategic land use planning. PPS25 encourages LPAs to undertake SFRAs and to use their findings to
inform land use planning. In February 2007, a “Living Draft” of the Practice Guidance for PPS25 was
released for consultation. Although this is a consultation document, the approach to SFRAs that it
suggests should be considered.
To assist LPAs in their strategic land use planning, SFRAs should present sufficient information to enable
LPAs to undertake Sequential Testing of their proposed development sites. The SFRA should have regard
to river catchment wide flood issues and also involve a:
“Process which allows the Local Planning Authority to determine the variations in flood risk
across and from their area as the basis for preparing appropriate policies for flood risk
management for these areas”.
In addition, where development sites cannot be located in accordance with Sequential Testing as set out in
PPS25 (i.e. to steer development to low risk sites):
“The scope of the SFRA should be increased to provide the information necessary for the
application of the Exception Test”.

1.1

The West Northamptonshire SFRA

This report presents a Level 1 SFRA for West Northamptonshire, which covers the administrative areas of
Daventry District Council (DDC), South Northamptonshire Council (SNC) and Northampton Borough
Council (NBC).
West Northamptonshire falls within the area covered by the Milton Keynes South Midlands Sub-Regional
Strategy (MKSM SRS). The MKSM SRS notes that the general area of Milton Keynes and the South
Midlands are identified as one of four potential major growth areas in the wider South East (of England). It
is also highlighted that Northampton, defined as a Principal Urban Area, will continue to grow in stature as
an important regional centre and major areas of new development will be concentrated here.
DDC, SNC and NBC are currently working together to produce a ‘Joint Core Strategy’. The councils are
currently undertaking their ‘Issues and Options’ stage, with the ‘Preferred Options’ stage due to be
completed in early 2008. The Joint Core Strategy, when completed will cover the whole of West
Northamptonshire.
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NBC have an existing SFRA, which was completed in December 2004. A review of the existing SFRA is
being undertaken as part of this Level 1 SFRA.
The spatial planning of any proposed development must be considered with regard to the current and
future risk of flooding from a number of sources, including fluvial, tidal, surface water (stormwater and
direct runoff) management and groundwater. It is therefore vitally important that flood risk is considered at
a strategic scale to inform land allocations and future developments proposed by the emerging LDFs.

PPS25 Guidance
In accordance with the Practice Guide Companion to PPS25 (released February 2007), SFRAs should be
completed in two consecutive stages. A Level 1 SFRA should present sufficient information to enable
LPAs to apply their Sequential Testing to potential development sites and to assist in identifying if
application of the Exception Test will be necessary. In addition, a Level 1 SFRA should provide
background information and a preliminary review of available data, sufficient to scope the type of
assessment necessary should a Level 2 SFRA be required. The deliverables from a Level 1 SFRA should
be used by LPAs, together with other evidential documents and the draft Sustainability Appraisal (SA), to
undertake Sequential Testing of the potential development sites. This will help to identify where sites can
or cannot be located in Flood Zone 1 and therefore require further investigation through a Level 2 SFRA.
This report presents the information generated during a Level 1 SFRA.

1.2

The SFRA Objectives

The objectives of the SFRA as set out in the brief dated October 2006 are:
1. To provide a background technical document to inform preparation of the Local Development
Frameworks (LDFs),
2. To ensure that DDC, SNC and NBC meet their obligations under the latest planning guidance in
the form of PPS25 (including the Practice Guide Companion), and any other relevant documents,
e.g., PPS23, RSS8 and MKSM SRS,
3. To provide a background technical document to advise and inform private and commercial
developers towards fulfilling their obligations under the latest planning guidance,
4. To provide a reference document which gives an overview of flood risk from the catchment areas
within the respective districts to act as a starting point in composing or appraising Flood Risk
Assessments produced for individual development proposals.

1.3

The SFRA Structure

Since this study was commissioned, the Department of Communities and Local Government has released
the Practice Guide Companion to accompany PPS25 (released February 2007). The Practice Guide
Companion to PPS25 recommends SFRAs be completed in two consecutive stages; this follows the
iterative approach encouraged by PPS25 and provides LPAs with tools throughout the LDF and SFRA
process sufficient to inform and update decisions regarding development sites. Under the Practice Guide
Companion, current best practice recommends that SFRAs are undertaken in the two following stages:
•

Level 1 SFRA,

•

Level 2 SFRA.
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The results of the Level 1 SFRA will enable the LPAs to review the preliminary site allocations and to
inform the scope of the SA. Following consultation from the LPAs, the findings of the Level 1 assessment
will also enable the scope of the Level 2 SFRA to be fully defined.

Level 1 SFRA
The objective of the Level 1 SFRA is to collate and review available information on flood risk for the study
area. Information has been sought from a variety of stakeholders including the three LPAs, Environment
Agency, Anglian Water, Thames Water, the Highways Agency, British Waterways and the River Ouzel and
Buckingham Internal Drainage Board. In addition to the review of data and consultation with local
stakeholders and following Sequential Testing by the LPAs, Level 1 also reviews the available data to meet
the requirements of a Level 2 SFRA where required. Where necessary the report also identifies works
beyond the critical scope that may benefit the assessment.
The information presented in this Level 1 SFRA should not be considered as an exhaustive list of all
available flood related data for the study area. The Level 1 SFRA report is a presentation of flood sources
and risk based on data collected following consultation with and input from the partner LPAs and agencies
within the timeframe available. It is hoped that should a Level 2 SFRA be required, the contacts and
relationships developed in Level 1 will continue to assist in providing data and information for the SFRA.
The scope of the Level 1 SFRA also includes a review of the existing NBC SFRA, to determine whether it
is valid in accordance with emerging best practice documentation. Should additional work be required to
update the existing NBC SFRA, this will be addressed in a Level 2 SFRA as additional work to the scope of
the original commission.

Level 2 SFRA
The principal objective of a Level 2 SFRA is to facilitate the application of the Exception Test. The Level 2
SFRA uses information from this Level 1 SFRA and potential additional work for sites allocated in areas at
risk of flooding, which have been identified following Level 1 Sequential Testing.
If it is required to consider the more detailed nature of the flood hazard such as defences and flood
probability, depth, velocity and rate of onset. A sequential approach to site allocation can then be adopted
within a flood zone. In order to satisfy the requirements of the Exception Test to be incorporated into the
LDD, the Level 2 SFRA assessment will ensure that policies and practices are considered for development
sites located in areas of flood risk.
Flood defence information for sites to be considered in a Level 2 SFRA will be reviewed. Where necessary
and in agreement with LPAs as additional work, breach analysis and overtopping scenario may be
undertaken. Sites situated within Flood Zone 3 will be assessed to consider whether the design could be
such that it is safe from flooding and does not increase flood risk elsewhere.
In order to assess the varying nature of flood risk for sites considered to be at risk of flooding, a Level 2
SFRA will contain appraisals of the current condition of flood defence infrastructure, likely future policy
regarding maintenance and upgrade and the probability and consequences of overtopping or failure of
flood risk management infrastructure (including climate change). During the Level 2 SFRA, additional
modelling of key watercourses may be required to define the functional floodplain and extent of the
floodplain including climate change where no data is available. The Level 2 SFRA will highlight areas
where it is considered necessary to undertake flood defence works. Clear guidance will be given on
appropriate policies for the application of the Exception Test and the preparation of site-specific Flood risk
assessments will be provided.
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2

Level 1 SFRA – Methodology

2.1

Objective

As outlined in Section 1 the objective of the Level 1 SFRA is to collect, collate and review the information
available relating to flooding in the study area and also review the existing NBC SFRA and make
recommendations to ensure that the document follows current best practice and guidance. This
information is presented in a format to enable the LPAs to apply Sequential Testing to their growth areas to
determine sites that may need to be examined in more detail and justified through further application of
Sequential Testing or application of the Exception Test (if necessary) at Level 2.
In order to ascertain additional requirements for meeting the objectives of a Level 2 SFRA, missing or
inadequate data has been identified.

2.2

Tasks

The sequence of tasks undertaken in the preparation of the Level 1 SFRA were, in order:
th

•

Inception meeting with the LPAs and the EA on 24 January, 2006 (Appendix A),

•

Established the local stakeholders,

•

Contacted stakeholders requesting data / information,

•

Collated and reviewed data and populated data register,

•

Presentation of available salient information on flood sources and flood risk,

•

Reviewed received data against the SFRA objectives,

•

Identified missing data.

All tasks were completed between January 2007 and August 2007.

2.3

Stakeholders

The stakeholders that were contacted to provide the data / information for the SFRA were:
•

Daventry District Council,

•

South Northamptonshire Council,

•

Northampton Borough Council,

•

Northamptonshire County Council Highways (Atkins Highways),

•

Environment Agency,

•

Highways Agency (Carillion / URS),

•

Anglian Water,
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•

Thames Water,

•

British Waterways,

•

River Ouzel and Buckingham Internal Drainage Board.

2.4

Data / Information Collected

Data / information was requested from key stakeholders. The data was analysed using Scott Wilson’s GIS
system where possible to facilitate a review.
In accordance with the Practice Guide Companion (to PPS25), the following information has been
collected:
•

Environment Agency Flood Zones,

•

East Midlands Regional Flood Risk Appraisal,

•

National Flood and Coastal Defence Database (NFCDD) information,

•

Additional data from the Environment Agency,

•

•

o

Modelled flood outlines (River Cherwell and River Nene),

o

Historical flooding information (maps and reports),

Information from other flood risk consultees,
o

Anecdotal (historical) data from the River Ouzel and Buckingham Internal Drainage Board,

o

DG5 (sewer) data from Anglian Water and Thames Water,

o

Anecdotal (historical) data from Daventry District Council, South Northamptonshire Council
and Northampton Borough Council,

o

Information from British Waterways,

o

Details relating to reservoirs within and adjacent to the study area,

o

Limited information from the Highways Agency and County Council Highways Department,

Geological Maps (including drift maps) to provide advice relating to SuDS.

In addition to this, the following additional data has also been collected / requested:
•

River cross-sections (included in models or supplied as AutoCAD drawings),

•

Neighbouring Local Planning Authority information – proposals etc,

•

Terrain Information – digital elevation models (LiDAR / SAR).

All of the received data has been registered on receipt and its accuracy and relevance reviewed to assess
a confidence level for contribution to this Level 1 SFRA (Table 2-1). Details of all collected data are
presented in Appendix B.
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Table 2-1: Method for qualitative confidence ranking of data received

RELEVANCE
1 - VERY
RELEVANT

2 - PARTLY
RELEVANT

3 - NOT
RELEVEANT

VERY GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

2 - GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

3 - FAIR

GOOD

FAIR

FAIR

4 - POOR

FAIR

FAIR

POOR

5 - VERY POOR

FAIR

POOR

VERY POOR

ACCURACY

1 - EXCELLENT

2.5

GIS Layers

Using the data collected a series of GIS layers were collated to visually assist DDC, SNC and NBC in their
site allocation decisions and Development Control activities. Using GIS, the data was analysed and
interrogated to produce flood risk statistics.
Broadly, the layers can be classified into planning policy, informative and flood risk categories. Table 2-2
summarises the main GIS layers used in the SFRA. Appendix B includes a more detailed table relating to
the GIS layers.
Table 2-2: GIS Layers used in SFRA

Planning Policy

Informative

Flood Risk

LPA Boundaries

Main River

EA Flood Zones

Northampton Implementation
Area Boundary

Critical Ordinary Watercourse

EA Historical Maps

Potential Development Sites

Ordinary Watercourse

DG5 Flooding Information
(Anglian Water and Thames
Water

Canals

Flood Defences (EA)

Background Ordnance Survey
Mapping
(1:10,000, 1:25,000 and
1:250,000)

Flood Warning Areas (EA)
DDC Flooding Hotspots
SNC Flooding Hotspots
NBC Flooding Hotspots
IDB Flooding Hotspots
Historical Flooding in
Silverstone
Major Water Bodies under the
Reservoirs Act (1975)
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GIS Data Gaps & Assumptions
The main (potential) gaps in the data relate to watercourses where no flooding information is available.
Whilst it is possible that there is no flooding related to the stretch of watercourse, it is possible that this may
indeed be a gap in the data.
Any potential development sites adjacent (typically within 20 m) to a stretch of watercourse without flooding
information (i.e. broad-scale flood zone maps) should either be examined in more detail during the Level 2
SFRA or during a site-specific flood risk assessment.

Planning Policy GIS Layers
Area Boundaries
The DDC GIS data management team provided boundary layers for the entire study area and the
administrative areas of the three LPAs.
Potential Development Sites
DDC, SNC and NBC provided a list of potential development sites / areas, where they required more
detailed mapping at Level 1. GIS layers have been created to represent these sites / areas.

Informative GIS Layers
Watercourses
River centreline data has been provided by a number of sources. This data differentiates between the
varying watercourse classifications:
•

Main River,

•

Critical Ordinary Watercourse,

•

Ordinary Watercourse,

•

Canal.

Mapping
The DDC GIS data management team provided digital ordnance survey mapping (1:10,000, 1:50,000 and
1:250,000) for the entire study area.

Flood Risk GIS Layers
Fluvial Flooding
In order to present the most up-to-date and relevant flooding information available, the broad-scale
modelled flood zone maps have been used as a base layer. Where more detailed hydraulic modelling
(which has not been incorporated into the flood zone maps by the EA) has been undertaken and flood
outlines mapped, these have been used in preference to broad-scale modelled flood zone maps.
Where detailed hydraulic modelling outputs are available, these should be used in preference to the broadscale modelled flood zone maps as they add greater definition to the flood zones and are also considered
to be more accurate. A combined layer has been created, using the broad-scale mapping as a base, with
additional resolution added in areas where detailed modelling output is available.
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Functional Floodplain
One of the requirements of PPS25 is that the functional floodplain, Flood Zone 3b, should be identified and
mapped to highlight those areas where only water-compatible development and land use is recommended.
PPS25 defines Flood Zone 3b as the flood with an annual probability of 1 in 20 year (5% AEP) or greater.
The 1 in 20 year (5% AEP) flood outline has been mapped and provided by the EA for the River Cherwell,
this has been included on the GIS layer for functional floodplain.
The 1 in 20 year (5% AEP) flood outline has not been mapped for the River Nene. However, the 1 in
25 year (4% AEP) flood outline has been extensively modelled and mapped for the River Nene, this has
been included (as a surrogate) on the GIS layer for functional floodplain..
Where the 1 in 20 year or 1 in 25 year flood outlines are not available, for the purpose of the Level 1 SFRA
the whole of Flood Zone 3 has been assumed to be the functional floodplain until such time that more
detailed information is available, such as an EA Strategic Flood Risk Mapping (SFRM) study, a site specific
FRA or a Level 2 SFRA assessment (if applicable).
The Effects of Climate Change
To ensure sustainable development now and in the future, PPS25 requires that the effects of climate
change should be taken into account in an SFRA and that flood outlines delineating climate change should
be presented. Where possible, modelled outlines for Flood Zone 3 including the effects of climate change
have been presented.
Climate change has been added to the 1 in 100 year flood event using a net increase of 20% over and
above peak flows. In areas where climate change has not been modelled or mapped, an increase in the
depth and extents of the existing flood zones is likely. In order to take into this into account, Flood Zone 2
should be used as a surrogate for Flood Zone 3 plus climate change until such time that more detailed
information is available, such as an EA Strategic Flood Risk Mapping (SFRM) study, a site specific FRA or
a Level 2 SFRA assessment (if applicable).
Historical Flood Mapping
Outlines of mapped historical flooding events as provided by the EA have been combined to delineate
approximate areas that have previously flooded. Much of the information used to create the outlines is
estimated following a flood and some inaccuracies may exist. However the layer serves a useful purpose
to highlight to DDC, SNC and NBC that there are areas – potentially outside the flood zone maps – that
have previously experienced flooding.
Local Flooding Hotspots
Engineers from DDC, SNC and NBC have provided data relating to known incidences of flooding within the
respective authority areas. Flooding has been attributed to lack of capacity of structures, watercourses
and areas where surface water flooding is known to be an issue.
Surface Water / Sewer Flooding
Incidents of storm water flooding due to a lack of hydraulic capacity at key local sites have bee provided by
Thames Water and Anglian Water. This is in the form of DG5 data and the locations of flooding have been
presented in a point GIS layer. This layer will help to highlight to DDC, SNC and NBC that there are
certain areas where the drainage network can be overwhelmed during periods of high intensity rainfall and
therefore new development in these areas must take this into account.
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Flood Defences
EA maintained flood defences have been shown as a separate GIS layer. The information has been
derived directly from NFCDD system and, as a result, layers also contain metadata detailing the general
condition and a description of the defence. This will assist DDC, SNC and NBC in determining potential
development sites that lie in defended areas.
Flood Warning Layers
Areas benefiting from an EA flood warning have been shown as a separate GIS layer. Emergency
Planning Officers can use the flood warning layers in conjunction with the flood zone maps and flood
defence information to assist in developing emergency plans for areas at risk of flooding within the study
area.
Reservoir Act (1975) Water Bodies
A layer displaying major water bodies falling under the regulation of the Reservoir Act has been provided
by the EA (Exeter). This can assist DDC, SNC and NBC in assessing sites immediately downstream of
major water bodies. DDC, SNC and NBC may wish to undertake more detailed analysis of particular water
bodies to determine any potential flood risk.
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3

Study Area

The SFRA study area encompasses the areas administered by Daventry District, South Northants District
and Northampton Borough Councils and covers a total area of 1376 km² (Figure 3-1).

3.1

Flood Sources

The main source of flooding within West Northamptonshire is fluvial. The main rivers in the study area
drain from west to east with the exception of the River Cherwell, which flows from north to south. The
River Nene, River Great Ouse (including River Tove), River Cherwell and their tributaries all rise within the
administrative areas of the LPAs. The upper reaches of these catchments are classed as being ‘flashy’
due to the underlying hard rock geology, leading to relatively short catchment response times.
In addition to the above watercourses there are also interactions with the Grand Union Canal (with River
Nene), Oxford Canal (with River Cherwell).

Fluvial Flooding - River Catchments
Figure 3-2 maps the watercourses, canals and reservoirs within the study area. Figure 3-3 maps the Flood
Zones within the study as provided by the EA.
River Nene and Tributaries
The catchment of the River Nene covers the majority of the DDC and NBC administrative areas. The River
Nene rises on the mainly clay soils of the Northampton Uplands at sources near Badby, Naseby and
Yelvertoft and then crosses the gently undulating rural country to the flat plains of Peterborough. From
here, the Nene is embanked across the low-lying land of the Fens, in its course to The Wash. Upstream of
Peterborough, the principal tributaries of the River Nene are:
•

Wootton Brook,

•

The Kislingbury Branch,

•

The Brampton Branch,

•

River Ise,

•

Harper’s Brook,

•

Willow Brook.

The catchment is largely rural and the major land use is agriculture. The main urban areas include
Daventry, Northampton, Wellingborough, Kettering, Corby, Peterborough and Wisbech.
Northampton lies at the confluence of the River Nene’s main upper tributaries, which include the
Kislingbury Branch, the Brampton Branch and Wootton Brook. Through Northampton, the river is
defended and the Northampton Washlands compensate for the effect of upstream development on flow
downstream. The Washlands consist of an area of former gravel workings into which floodwaters are
diverted and stored for controlled release as the flood subsides. The three main tributaries of the upper
Nene (Kislingbury and Brampton Branches and Wootton Brook) respond to rainfall at about the same rate.
The April 1998 flood event passed through Northampton in a single peak arriving around 22 hours after the
onset rainfall.
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A flood storage reservoir has recently been constructed on the Weedon Branch with a view to protecting
Weedon. The reservoir also reduces the flood risk in the Kislingbury Branch through to Northampton.
2

The catchment area of the River Nene to Peterborough is 1711 km and the area of the fenland catchment
2
2
is 556 km , giving a total catchment area of 2267 km 1.
River Great Ouse and Tributaries
The Great Ouse’s catchment (including it’s tributaries) covers an area in excess of 8,500km² with the River
Great Ouse itself being the primary river system starting in Northamptonshire (near Brackley), passing
through Buckingham, Newport Pagnell, Bedford, St Neots, St Ives and Earith before crossing the Fens and
flowing into The Wash. The main tributaries of the River Great Ouse include:
•

River Tove,

•

River Ouzel,

•

River Ivel,

•

River Cam,

•

River Lark,

•

River Wissey,

•

River Little Ouse.

Of these watercourses only the River Tove is situated within the study area.
The catchment is largely rural and it supports traditional industries such as manufacturing, tourism, and
agriculture. However, research and technology, finance and service sectors are becoming more important.
The main towns are Milton Keynes, Bedford, Cambridge and King’s Lynn are situated downstream of the
study area.
The upper part of the Great Ouse catchment is at a level of typically 70m AOD and spans the southern part
of South Northants administrative area. At this location soils consist mainly of clays with limestone being
the dominant under-lying strata.
A Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) is being undertaken to look at the potential environmental
consequences of the flood risk management polices before they are approved. The EA have identified the
most important environmental “receptors” that may be at risk of flooding. These have been identified
where the receptors may be constrained or improved by flood risk management options2.
River Cherwell and Tributaries
The River Cherwell rises at Hellidon to the south east of Daventry, flowing in a southerly direction through
parts of Daventry District and South Northamptonshire. Downstream of the administrative area for South
Northants near to Cropredy, the Oxford Canal also follows the Cherwell Valley. Further downstream the
River Cherwell then flows through Banbury and parts of industrial Oxfordshire before flowing through
Oxford and ultimately flowing into the River Thames to the west of central Oxford.

1
2

Extracts from River Nene Catchment Flood Management Plan –Draft (July 2006), Environment Agency.
Extracts from Great Ouse Catchment Flood Management Plan – Summary of Draft Plan (February 2007), Environment Agency.
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Flood Defence Infrastructure
Failure
The EA have provided GIS data showing the location of flood defences and flood defence assets from the
there NFCCD database. There is a residual risk of flooding from failure, breach or overtopping of flood
defences. Further details of the flood defences are included in Section 3.4 and Section 4.2, with the GIS
layer displayed in Figure 3-4.
Standard of Protection
Also, the standard of protection (SOP) of flood defences needs to be considered. For example, Towcester
is defended to a 1 in 50 year SOP, this means that areas benefiting from defences still fall within FZ3 and it
may not be appropriate to allocate development in this area. Defences are provided to protect existing
development and should not be relied upon for new development as a residual risk of flooding exists.
Refer to Chapter 7 of Practice Guide for further information.

Canals
There are two canals within the study, which inter-link with watercourses and may convey floodwaters. In
addition to flood risk from canals due to the conveyance of floodwaters, there is also the residual risk of
failure of canal embankments.
Grand Union Canal
The Daventry and Drayton reservoirs in the upper catchment of the Kislingbury branch of the River Nene
supply the canal. The Canal and its ‘Northampton Arm’ cross the upper catchment of the River Nene. The
Northampton Arm of the Canal may have some effect on how the catchment responds. However, the
Canal does not introduce floodwaters from other catchments.
There are currently plans to construct a ‘Daventry Arm’ to the Grand Union Canal, which will extend
southwards into the centre of Daventry. However, this would be at a higher elevation and therefore
unlikely to pose a major flood risk.
Oxford Canal
The canal starts by the River Thames in Oxford and runs for 77 miles to near Coventry where it connects
to the midlands canal system. Twice along its route, the Oxford canal connects with the Grand Union
Canal. The Oxford Canal descends into the valley of the River Cherwell, where it passes briefly through
the western edge of the study area.
British Waterways have confirmed that the Oxford Canal is predominately situated within the floodplain of
the River Cherwell and as such it is likely that the canal would convey floodwaters during a major flooding
event. Should any development be proposed in the vicinity of the Oxford Canal, then the proposed
development sites should be examined in more detail during a Level 2 SFRA assessment to assess
whether they may be effected by canal flooding.

Stormwater Management Systems
Anglian Water and Thames Water are the statutory water undertakers for the West Northamptonshire
administrative area and are responsible for public sewers systems.
Recorded incidences of flooding and modelled flooding were provided in the form of DG5 data. Initially this
data was in the form of four and five digits postcode data. Due to the predominately rural nature of most of
2
the study area some five-digit postcode areas covered in excess of 100 km , with the total area being
2
765 km . Figure 3-5 shows the broad sewer flooding locations as provided by Anglian Water and Thames
Water.
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Additional data was therefore requested from Anglian Water and Thames Water to allow further resolution
of the DG5 dataset. As a consequence, the areas shown to be at risk of surface water / sewer flooding are
significantly reduced.

Local Flooding Hotspots
Anecdotal data (evidence) provided by drainage engineers from the three LPAs, the local IDB and a report
relating to historical flooding in Silverstone from EA, has been reviewed and GIS layers have been created,
mapping these ‘Local Flooding Hotspots’. Figure 3-5 shows these local flooding hotspots.
The local flooding hotspots are reported to be a consequence of several factors including, under capacity
of structures, surface water flooding and the over flowing of watercourses.

Groundwater Flooding
Groundwater flooding tends to occur sporadically in both location and time. When groundwater flooding
does occur, it tends to last longer than fluvial, pluvial or sewer flooding and mostly affects below surface
infrastructure and buildings (for example, tunnels, basements and car parks). There are several principal
causes of groundwater flooding which include:
•

Natural groundwater rises due to exceptionally wet periods (usually over the season timescale, for
example, a whole summer) where groundwater is recharged rapidly. This can reactivate springs
and “dry valleys”,

•

Groundwater rebound due to cessation of abstraction and mine dewatering,

•

Shallow drainage and flooding problems due to local conditions.

Consultation with the Environment Agency and searches revealed relatively few reported incidents of
groundwater flooding in West Northamptonshire. No documented records of groundwater flooding have
been identified in available CFMPs that relate to the study area and this identifies that groundwater
flooding is unlikely to be a significant issue for the assessment of strategic flood risk.
In the upper reaches of the River Nene, River Great Ouse (including River Tove) and the River Cherwell,
soil types are typically of a clay nature with underlying strata typically in the form of limestones and
ironstones. Sedimentary rocks are potential water bearing formations, however the impermeable nature of
the overlying drift means that there is less potential for groundwater emergence and potential flooding.
The risk posed by groundwater flooding is likely to remain remote within the sub-region. However, the
impacts of increased development in West Northamptonshire must be carefully assessed. For example,
infiltration based SuDS methods may increase groundwater levels locally. Similarly, increases in grassed
and open areas can also contribute to increased groundwater recharge.
Therefore consideration of the potential effects of groundwater flooding should be considered as part of
any site-specific flood risk assessment.

Reservoir Risk
The EA have provided a list of data relating to a number of reservoirs and inland waterbodies that either
fall within the study area or where significant failure / breach would have an effect upon watercourses
within the study area.
Figure 3-6 shows the location of these reservoirs within the study area. In addition, there are a number of
reservoirs located outside of the study area (upstream within the catchments that fall within the study area)
that may affect the study area if they were to fail / breach. Table 3-1 lists the reservoirs, their location,
capacity and surface area.
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A list of risk ratings for these reservoirs can be made available to the LPAs from the EA to assist with their
undertaking of Sequential Testing of their proposed development sites (upon approval of the EA).
Where there is a documented, known or perceived risk of flooding to development sites as a consequence
of reservoir breach, failure or overtopping, then an appropriate analysis should be undertaken as part of
any site specific flood risk assessment for that development site.
Table 3-1: Reservoirs within or close to study area
Reservoir

Location

Biddlesden Park Upper Lake
Big Waters, Fawsley
Boddington
Castle Ashby - Engine Pond
Castle Ashby - Menagerie
Castle Ashby - Park Pond
Clattercote
Dallington Brook
Daventry
Drayton
Duston Mill Flood Storage Area
Grendon Quarter Pond
Grimsbury
Harlestone Lake
High Park Lake
Hollowell
Naseby
Northampton Washlands
Overstone Lower (Pike Pond)

Near Town Unknown
Near Daventry
Near Banbury
Near Northampton
Near Northampton
Near Northampton
Near Banbury
Near Northampton
Near Daventry
Near Daventry
Near Northampton
Near Castle Ashby
Near Banbury
Near Northampton
Near Daventry
Near Spratton
Near Naseby
Near Northampton
Near Northampton

Reservoir

Capacity
3
(m )

Surface Area
2
(m )

38500
120000
930000
25000
28000
53000
250000
51740
933000
324000
480000
35000
234000
36000
80000
2064000
1141000
2340000
50000

24000
619000
290000
23000
18900
35330
85000
21340
324000
107000
160000
71000
23000
55000
542000
330000
970000
16000

Table 3-1: Reservoirs within or close to study area (continued)
Capacity
Surface Area
Location
3
2
(m )
(m )

Overstone Park Lake
Overstone Upper Pond
Pitsford
Ravensthorpe
Scotland Pond (Castle Ashby)
Sulby
Sywell
Towcester Flood Storage Reservoir
Upton Flood Storage Reservoir
Wakefield Lodge
Weedon Flood Storage Reservoir
Welford
West Cherwell Flood Storage Area
Wormleighton

Near Northampton
Near Northampton
Near Northampton
Near Spratton
Near Castle Ashby
Near Welford
Near Wellingborough
Near Towcester
Northampton
Near Potterspury
Near Weedon Bec
Near Welford
Near Banbury
Near Banbury

180000
17545000
1884000
28500
400000
1073000
105000
350000
80000
810000
274000
79000
79000

3030000
460000
25800
143000
270000
5700
456000
81000
52000

3

* Reservoirs with capacity >25,000m fall under the Reservoirs Act (1975)

Reservoir Act
“Under the Reservoirs Act 1975 reservoir owners (Undertakers) have ultimate responsibility for the safety
of their reservoirs. They must appoint a Panel Engineer (a specialist civil engineer who is qualified and
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experienced in reservoir safety) to continuously supervise the reservoir (Supervising Engineer) and to carry
out periodic inspections (Inspecting Engineer). A Panel Engineer must also be appointed to design and
construct a new reservoir or repair or make changes to an existing reservoir (Construction Engineer).
A periodic inspection, by an Inspecting Engineer, is required every ten years or more frequently if
necessary. As a result of that inspection, a safe operating regime will be specified and works required ‘in
the interests of safety may be recommended.
A Supervising Engineer is required to supervise the operation and maintenance of the reservoir and
produce an annual statement. The Supervising Engineer can recommend that a periodic inspection is
carried out”3.
As a result of inspections and assessments of reservoirs, the risk of catastrophic breach, failure or over
topping is reduced, although there is still a residual risk.
HR Wallingford and Hyder Consulting have undertaken a study to determine the residual risk of a breach
at Daventry Reservoir and the effects it may have upon proposed development to the downstream. The
analysis shows the effects of a worst-case breach of the reservoir and the extent of the resultant ‘flood
wave’. The limits of the flood wave are shown in Figure 3-5.
It is understood that a similar study has also been undertaken for Drayton Reservoir, results from this study
were not available at the time of publishing.

3.2

Administrative Areas

Environment Agency
The study area falls within parts of the EAs Midlands (Lower Severn Area), Anglian (Northern and Central
Areas) and Thames (West Area) Regions. The EA has discretionary powers under the Water Resources
Act (1991) for all Main Rivers and their associated flood defences within the study area.

Internal Drainage Board
The Bedford Group of Internal Drainage Boards (IDBs) administer the River Ouzel and Buckingham IDB,
which covers a small area in the south east of South Northants Councils administrative area (namely
around Deanshanger).

Wastewater and Drainage
Anglian Water and Thames Water are responsible for storm water and foul water management across the
study area.

3.3

Specific Local Information

The majority of the study area is rural, except for the major urban centres of Northampton, Daventry and
the main rural service areas of Towcester and Brackley. EA data, including Historical Flood Maps and
CFMPs and data held on the Chronology of British Hydrological Events website indicate that major flooding
has occurred on the River Nene in the past. As a result of the major Easter 1998 and November 2000
floods the flood defences through central Northampton were upgraded to a design standard of 1 in 200
years. Appendix C lists the entries for the River Nene, River Great Ouse and River Cherwell catchments
as held on the Chronology of British Hydrological Events database4.

3

4

www.environment-agency.gov.uk
http://www.dundee.ac.uk/geography/cbhe/
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Flooding from other sources is also important with stakeholder responses from DDC, SNC, NBC, Anglian
Water, Thames Water, the Highways Agency (Carillion / URS), Northamptonshire County Council
Highways (Atkins Highways) and the River Ouzel and Buckingham Internal Drainage Board indicating
sporadic flooding hotspots across the study area. British Waterways provided flow / level data or pumping
records for a number of interactions between the Grand Union Canal and the River Nene.
Any data received from the above sources are summarised in Table 3-2, with reference to relevance and
inclusion in GIS datasets.
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Table 3-2: Local Flooding Information

Included
in Level
1 GIS
dataset

Source

Location

Issue

EA

Graham Hill / Stewart
Drive
West End / Church St
Monks Wood
Little London
St Michaels Church

Info from post event questionnaire - Flooding at Bottom of Graham Hill, Green Lane, Stewart Drive and adjacent
farmland.
Info from post event questionnaire (August 2002) - Watercourse, local drainage, runoff, surface water flooding.
Info from post event questionnaire (August 2002) - Runoff problems.
Info from post event questionnaire (August 2002) - Local drainage, surface water flooding.
Records of historical flooding adjacent to St Michaels Church, due to inadequately sized culvert - unsure whether
remedial works have been undertaken.
Records of historical flooding adjacent to Rookery Farm, also info from post event questionnaire (August 2002) - unsure
whether remedial works have been undertaken.
Records of historical flooding at culvert entrance - unsure whether remedial works have been undertaken.

EA
EA

EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
DDC

Church St / Rookery
Farm / Pavilion
Olney, South of old
A43 (Brackley Rd)
Church Street
West of Olney – old
A43 (Brackley Rd)
Crick

DDC

Everdon Mill

DDC

Weedon

DDC

Winwick

DDC

Woodford Halse

Records of historical flooding, caused by under-sized twin arch culverts and silted downstream channel - unsure
whether remedial works have been undertaken.
Highlighted as potential area for flooding - no recommendations made at time as no development existed.
Properties at 78 & 80 Main Road and at 1 The Marsh flooded on a number of occasions. Circumstances of flooding are
under capacity in a culverted roadside ditch alongside Main Road. Various agencies currently working to remove some
sections and increase diameters of other culvert sections to mitigate flooding.
Old mill house and agricultural barns flooded on a number of occasions due to limited capacity of historical twin-arched
bridge on Stubbs Road. Flood bank constructed in 2004, maintained by landowner.
Number of properties including Plume of Feathers Inn flooded from Weedon Beck (Main river) in late 1990’s. Weedon
Beck now protected by large flood attenuation area near Dodford Mill (operated by EA Anglian Region).
Bridge Cottage regularly flooded by overflowing brook. Under capacity in brook considered to be related to a number of
relatively small culverts and service pipes within the channel section. Local speculation points towards large residential
developments in nearby West Haddon that discharge unbalanced flows into the brook upstream.
Pool House regularly flooded from overflowing watercourse alongside Ash Way. Part of problem is intermittent
blockage of grill at beginning of culverted section. Grill is cleared by Thames Water, who culverted the watercourse and
maintain the inlet chamber. Problem compounded by significant unbalanced flows discharging to watercourse from
Ash Way Development since 1980’s.
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Table 3-2: Local Flooding Information (continued)

Source
DDC

Location
Yelvertoft

SNC
SNC

Brackley
Bugbrooke

SNC
SNC
SNC
SNC
NBC

Kings Sutton
Nether Heyford
Silverstone
Tiffield
Collingtree

NBC
NBC
NBC

Collingtree Park
Wooldale Road
Duston

NBC
NBC

NBC
IDB

Dallington
East of Kingsthorpe
Golf Course
Round Spinney
Western edge of New
Duston
Marlow Close, M’field
Deanshanger

IDB

Cosgrove

NBC
NBC

IDB
Carillion / URS

Passenham
Study Area

In GIS
dataset

Issue
Swinnertons Lane and High Street flooded regularly due to under capacity in culverted watercourse in Swinnertons
Lane. Daventry District Council constructed flow attenuation area on Crick Road in 1990’s but area has limited capacity
due to cost constraints. Provides approximately 1 in 20 year protection. Watercourse was previously a COW and
qualified for en-mainment in 2005. EA Midlands Region currently working on an improvement scheme to increase
capacity of attenuation area. Properties at end of Ashwells Lane flooded occasionally from overflowing Clay Coton
Brook (Main river) at confluence with village brook.
1 sand bin - bottom of Dale Close off of Glebe Drive.
2 sand bins - far end of Peace Hill, on the forecourt of the Council garages, 4 sand bins – at various locations near
small lane leading off of West End opposite the cricket ground adjacent to Bugbrooke Brook.
4 sand bins - on the central grassed area of the access road to Council garages at The Willows.
7 sand bins - far end of the Council garage forecourt, Hillside Crescent.
2 sand bins – bottom of West End near the bridge across the river in Church Street.
6 sand bins - on the Council garage hardstanding (behind the hedge) at High Street North.
Estate prone to surface water flooding. Problems first occurred at construction time. All surface water drainage feeds
into main river, Wootton Brook, which is controlled by flap valve. When main river rises, the flap valve closes and the
system does not have sufficient capacity to accommodate high intensity storms.
Houses and gardens have flooded during high intensity storms. NBC have undertaken works.
Roads flood during high intensity storms.
Flooding to gardens. A stream runs along the boundary between dwellings. Sections have been built over and
collapsed. Riparian owners problem, not NBC.
Properties flooded during the Easter 1998 flood.
Properties flooded but problem is groundwater, not main river.
















Gardens flooded, caused by blocked surface water culvert - needs annual maintenance.
Fields reported by residents to flood during high intensity storms.



Two houses recently flooded. Attributed to prolonged rainfall and the stream to maximum capacity.
Watercourse to rear of school is narrow with steep sides, and therefore does not overtop easily. Also suffers from
rubbish being thrown in from school.
Flooding to fields occurs at Dogsmouth Bridge. Also restriction through culvert under disused arm of Grand Union
Canal approximately 150m downstream.
Road bridge becomes impassable when Main River floods.
Data received of recorded incidences of flooding on major trunk roads and motorways throughout the study area. Data
may be examined in further details at Level 2 should any trunk roads / motorways flank proposed sites.
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Table 3-2: Local Flooding Information (continued)

Source
Atkins Highways
Anglian Water
Thames Water
British Waterways

Location
Study Area
Study Area
Study Area
Several locations

Included
in Level
1 GIS
dataset

Issue
Lots of very localised data held by Atkins Highways. Deal with issues quickly and so are generally not recurrent
problems. Data may be requested at Level 2 when proposed sites have been determined.
DG5 records provided based on incidences of sewer network flooding based on postcode areas and / or towns.
DG5 records provided based on incidences of sewer network flooding based on postcode areas and / or towns.
Flow level / data or pumping records provided for a number of locations where there are interactions between the
Grand Union Canal and the River Nene.
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Requests for information were issued to the eight neighbouring LPAs asking for details of their future
development proposals. Table 3-3 summaries the responses received from the neighbouring LPAs. Any
such implications or effects of any proposals would be considered during the more detailed Level 2
assessment.
Table 3-3: Information from neighbouring Local Planning Authorities
Local Planning
Authority

Response

Proposals

Potential effect
upon Study Area

Map sent out showing three major development areas
allocated under local plan (2003). Issues and Options


Aylesbury Vale DC
report also received (2006).
Downstream of
watercourses draining West Northamptonshire study
area.
Cherwell Council in initial stages of producing a Site
Allocations DPD. Council recently published two Issues
and Options reports. Reports contain lists and maps of
sites being considered at present (for allocation). Maps


Cherwell DC
will be consulted at Level 2 should any proposed sites
lie close to the Cherwell / South Northants border.
Development in the western fringes of the LPA
(Cherwell Valley) may have an effect upon the study
area.
Council at early stage in development of Housing and
Employment Allocations DPD. Consultation Issues and


Harborough DC
Options document (2006) was received. Downstream
of watercourses draining West Northamptonshire study
area.
No data received. Development in the eastern fringes
of the LPA may have an effect upon the study area. A


Kettering BC*
second request for data will be made at Level 2 if it is
deemed necessary.
Email sent through with link to the council’s adopted


Milton Keynes
plan. Downstream of watercourses draining West
Northamptonshire study area.
Maps sent through showing the rural and urban
proposals within the council’s administrative area.


Rugby BC
Downstream
of
watercourses
draining
West
Northamptonshire study area.
No data received. Development in the western fringes
Stratford-upon-Avon
of the LPA (Cherwell Valley) may have an effect upon


DC*
the study area. A second request for data will be made
at Level 2 if it is deemed necessary.
CD received containing GIS housing layers (ARD 20052006), associated word documents, allocated sites vs
ARD 2005-2006 (word document), allocated GIS


Wellingborough BC
housing layer, employment sites (word document), GIS
employment layer and employment land spreadsheet.
Downstream
of
watercourses
draining
West
Northamptonshire study area.
* Kettering BC and Stratford-upon-Avon DC will be contacted again as part of the Level 2 SFRA, should any data be
required.

3.4

Flood Defence Infrastructure

The EA have provided data relating to flood defence infrastructure and management regimes from the
DEFRA National Flood and Coastal Defence Database (NFCDD). The data contains numerous entries
and at a strategic level it is not possible to review all of the entries, however there are key flood defence
measures within the study area and these are summarised in Table 3-4. In addition to this, all entries from
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the NFCDD as provided by the EA are shown on the district level and detailed (potential development site)
maps (Appendix D and E) and are available as a GIS layers.
Table 3-4: Key Flood Defence Measures
Flood Defence
Scheme

Weedon Flood
Alleviation Scheme
Kislingbury Flood
Alleviation Scheme
Towcester Flood
Storage Reservoir
Clay Coton Flood
Defence Embankment
Yelvertoft Attenuation
Area
Everdon Mill Flood
Defence Embankment

Standard of
Defence /
Capacity

50 year /
3
810,000 m

75 year
50 year /
3
105,000 m
-

Details
Completed in late 2003, designed to alleviate flooding in village of
Weedon Bec. On-line (Dodford Mill) flood storage reservoir on a
tributary of the Kislingbury Branch of the Nene at Dodford Mill, 1.5km
upstream of Weedon Bec. Also has benefit to Northampton (to
downstream) as it effectively reduces the flood peak.
Work commenced of scheme in 2003. In the form of floodwalls and
embankments to protect Kislingbury (to south bank of River Nene).
Impounding reservoir.
Previous work undertaken by Royal
Haskoning and Halcrow. Halcrow model held by Scott Wilson.
Flood defence embankment on Clay Coton Brook to protect village
of Clay Coton.
Attenuation area at Crick Road in Yelvertoft. On line storage area on
Yelvertoft Brook
Structure on ordinary watercourse constructed as joint venture
between riparian owner, DDC and EA. Protects three properties.

* Flood Alleviation Schemes within NBC are covered in Table 4-1.
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4

Northampton Borough Council SFRA Review

4.1

Overview

Bullen Consultants (now Faber Maunsell) completed the NBC SFRA in December 2004.
comprised a main document with a series of supporting maps.

The SFRA

The existing SFRA describes several causes of flooding within the administrative area of NBC.
causes of flooding are then split down into three classes of flooding.

4.2

The

Causes and Classes of Flooding within Borough

The existing NBC SFRA highlights the main causes of flooding within the borough as:
•

Overflowing of Watercourses,

•

Breaching of Embankments,

•

Mechanical, Structural or Operational Failure,

•

Localised Flooding,

•

Functional Floodplain and Washlands.

Causes of flooding were then split down further into three distinct classes:
Class 1 – Lowland Plains
Flooding results from overflowing of relatively large, slow moving rivers onto wide, extensive floodplains.
Flooding varies in depth but arises from continuous, frontal rainfall, usually on an already saturated
catchment, and develops over a period of hours or days. The duration of flooding will however be
correspondingly prolonged. In the floodplain velocities are typically low. Flood banks may in certain
places protect land adjacent to watercourses.
Class 2a – Upland River Valleys
Upland rivers are smaller but faster flowing. Flooding occurs by overtopping of the banks. Relatively
narrow floodplains. Depth of flooding may be considerable, especially where the river flow is impeded by
obstructions. Floodplain velocities may be considerable. Flashier than Class 1, arises from exceptionally
heavy, but shorter duration and more intense rainstorms.
Class 2b – Upland River Valleys
This has the same origin as Class 2a flooding but occurs in urban areas where the watercourse has been
extensively culverted.
Class 3a – Localised Flooding
Results from a local urban drainage system being unable to cope with runoff from particularly heavy,
intense storms. Problem is usually exacerbated by an obstruction or blockage of the drainage system or
by larger debris carried along with the storm runoff. In such cases the flooding can occur almost at
random, and on a relatively moderate storm event and hence comes under the heading of "residual risk"
flooding in PPG25. Unless the problem is chronic, due (e.g.) to under design, once the obstruction has
been removed the flood risk can be drastically reduced. This type of flooding is normally associated with
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the local surface water or combined (surface and foul) sewerage systems and its effects are generally
limited to part of a street or small cluster of properties.
Class 3b – Localised Flooding
Occurs at the downstream end of small local drainage systems as the result of "flood locking" of local
drainage outfall by flood levels in the receiving watercourse.

Flood Risk Review at Development Sites
The following paragraphs are summaries of the data included in the existing SFRA for Northampton
(2004), namely page 42 to page 75.
Dallington Grange 222.9 ha
Due to the topography of the area, even accounting for the presence of several nearby watercourses
(Dallington Brook, Harlestone Brook and River Nene – Brampton Branch) the flood risk to the area was
determined to be minimal with the majority of the site located in Flood Risk Category 1. Within the limits of
the development site a small area of riparian land was classed as being in Flood Risk Category 3, with a
recommendation made that site specific FRAs should be undertaken in this area if development proposals
are made.
A 12 hectare area in the eastern part of the development site was shown as being in the floodplain of the
River Nene and in the absence of any defences was classed as being in Flood Risk Category 3A.
Surface water runoff from the Dallington Grange development area will drain either to Dallington Brook or
to The River Nene. Dallington FSR was designed to accommodate anticipated development within its
catchment up to the year 2000 to a 50-year return period standard.
Upton 201.4 ha
The only significant flood risk source in the vicinity of the Upton development area is the Kislingbury
Branch of the River Nene, which is separated from the area by a buffer strip of farmland, mainly pasture,
along the floodplain. Upton Mill is situated at the downstream end of the southern edge of the
development area. Large parts of the development area was shown to be on a hillside and as such mostly
located within Flood Risk Category 1. The southern boundary of the development site was considered to
be located within Flood Risk Category 2. The southern boundary of the development area has obviously
been set to coincide with the edge of the 200-year flood envelope as defined on the EA’s Indicative
Floodplain map.
During the flood of Easter 1998, water levels at Upton Mill reached between 62.3 and 62.6mOD, based on
information received from the mill owner. 400m downstream of Upton Way flood flows in the Kislingbury
Branch of the Nene are diverted into or around Duston FSR. This reservoir was designed to attenuate the
effects of increased surface water runoff from the projected urban development. A considerable amount of
development has occurred but the reservoir has spare capacity available to accommodate runoff from
future development. Around 3ha of the development area drains to the Dallington Brook catchment. The
remainder of the development area will drain directly to the Kislingbury Branch of the Nene or via the
Norwood Farm tributary.
Pineham 94.6 ha
A number of watercourses constitute some of the boundaries of the development area. These include
Kislingbury Grange Brook, Wootton Brook and the Northampton Arm of the Grand Union Canal.
Flood risk in the Pineham development area is confined to the limited area falling within the floodplains of
the Kislingbury Branch, Wootton Brook or Kislingbury Grange Brook. The majority of the development
area falls within Flood Risk Category 1 with a small area within Flood Risk Category 2. The Flood Risks
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allocated to various parts of the site are a little ambiguous as later in this section of the report, areas of the
site are stated as being within Flood Risk Category 3
Downstream of the Nene / Wootton Brook confluence, flood flows in the Nene are diverted into or around
Duston Flood Storage Reservoir. This reservoir still has some capacity available to accommodate future
development upstream.
An FRA has previously been submitted for a site that includes the development area as well as some
adjacent land.
Swan Valley 109.3 ha
The Swan Valley development area is situated adjacent to the Pineham development area. Around half of
this development area has already been developed and consists of a number of large warehouses.
Flood risk in the development area is confined to those parts of the area that fall within the floodplains of
Wootton Brook and its tributaries, the Kislingbury Grange Brook and Rothersthorpe Brook. The nature of
the flood risk will differ for each of these watercourses. The majority of the Swan Valley development area
is outside these floodplains will therefore come under Flood Risk Category 1 with a small area of Flood
Risk Category 2. High water levels in the Nene could influence the Brook but flood events are likely to be
coincident with those in the Brook. The Northampton Arm of the Grand Union Canal runs along the
northeast edge of the development area. The minor watercourse, which crosses the area, is largely
spring-fed and its channel west of Swan Valley Way has recently been improved so that the risk of flooding
from this source is negligible. The issues regarding Duston Flood Storage Reservoir for Pineham are
applicable for this development.
It is probable that prospective developers prior to the existing developments in Swan Valley undertook
either a flood risk assessment for the whole area or site-specific assessments.
Collingtree 60.9 ha
Most of the site was determined to be located within Flood Risk Category 1, except for a narrow strip (30 m
wide) of land along the northern boundary considered to be in Flood Risk Category 2. The northern site
boundary follows the 100-year floodplain envelope of Wootton Brook on the EA’s Indicative Floodplain
map. It is evident that this boundary has been set intentionally coincident with the edge of the floodplain.
However, considering the effects of climate change and future development (on the Wootton Brook
catchment) it was considered that a 10 m strip of land along the northern boundary we fall into Flood Risk
Category 3C, with a corresponding southwards migration of the strip of land in Flood Risk Category 2.
It must be assumed that all surface water drainage from the development area will be discharged to
Wootton Brook. This could well result in a small increase in flows in the Nene through Northampton. All
surface water drainage systems associated with this development area should therefore be designed to
achieve both peak flow and volume attenuation.
Harvey Reeves 24.2 ha
The development site extends northwest from the Kislingbury Branch to the edge of the Ross Road
Industrial Estate. The two arms of West Bridge Brook bisect the area. The whole of the Harvey Reeves
development area, apart form the old landfill site, is shown in the floodplain on the EA's Indicative
Floodplain map (2002). The landfill site appears as a large, isolated island surrounded by floodplain.
The Kislingbury Branch of the Nene is a major flood risk source for the development area, but the other
prominent hydrological feature is the West Bridge Brook system. The Harvey Reeves development area is
200m east of the Sixfields development area and the layout of the Nene river system and the Duston Flood
Storage Reservoir is generally similar, though the Harvey Reeves area is closer to the downstream end of
the Duston FSR. The weir across the old course of the Nene at Millbrook Close is on the southern
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boundary of the development area. The Northampton Flood Alleviation Scheme now protects virtually the
whole of the development area and therefore the area is considered to be in Flood Risk Category 2.
Ransome Road 42.4 ha
The dominating hydrological feature of the Ransome Road development area is the River Nene. There are
two significant secondary features, which are the headwaters of the Hardingstone Dyke and the
Hardingstone Drain / Delapre Lake system. However, the whole of the area is now defended by the
recently completed Northampton Flood Alleviation Scheme with a level of service currently greater than
protection against a 1 in 200 years return period flood event.
Despite being in the Nene floodplain, the development area may be classified as Flood Risk Category 2
Hardingstone Dyke and Hardingstone Drain also present flood risk for the development area. The whole of
the Ransome Road development area, apart from the small area in the SE corner, is previously developed.
Even the SE corner of the area, although currently overgrown waste land, shows evidence of former
industrial occupation. Storm runoff from the area following redevelopment will not be significantly greater
than in the past.
Sixfields 31.1 ha
The Sixfields development area is located on the northern slopes of the Nene valley. Apart from the
southwestern extension the area is fully developed. The principal hydrological feature of this development
area is the Kislingbury Branch of the River Nene and associated flood alleviation works (including the
Duston FSR). Beyond the southern boundary of the area, Storton's Pits, the old course of the Nene,
Duston FSR, the Duston flood relief channel and the Northampton Arm of the Grand Union Canal can be
found. The slightly elevated canal defines the southern edge of the floodplain. The southern boundary of
the Sixfields development area coincides with the edge of the floodplain as shown on the EA’s Indicative
Floodplain (2002) map.
Major regrading of the land surface in the southern half of the development area has raised the ground
surface above the floodplain. There is therefore no risk of flooding from the River Nene and the main part
of the Sixfields development area is therefore in Flood Risk Category 1. The surface water sewer in the
western part of the site may pose a small flood risk though such flooding would be relatively minor. The
southwestern extension is therefore considered to be within Flood Risk Category 2 until a detailed
evaluation of the hydraulic capacity of this sewer has been carried out.
The area available for further development is restricted hence the scope for the generation of substantial
quantities of additional storm runoff from the development area is therefore considered limited.

Flood Alleviation Measures
Section 4.13 to 4.36 of the existing NBC SFRA refers to flood alleviation measures, these measures are
summarised in Table 4-1.
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Table 4-1: Flood Alleviation Measures from Existing NBC SFRA
Flood Defence Scheme

Standard of
Defence /
Capacity

Details

This scheme was completed in early 2003 comprising a series
of concrete walls and earth embankments providing protection
Post 1998 Flood Alleviation
> 200 year
over and above the 200-year standard. Once completed the
Scheme*
Upton FSR is likely to further increase the schemes standard of
service.
On the River Nene between Brackmills and Billing to
downstream of central Northampton.
Washland inflows
3
Northampton Washlands
3,400,000 m
controlled by two sluices. Built in late 1970’s and reduces flood
peak to downstream of Northampton.
Constructed to provide compensatory storage for additional
Duston Flood Storage
> 200 year /
runoff from large developments to south west (upstream) of
3
Northampton. Off-line reservoir situated to south of Kislingbury
Reservoir
328,000 m
branch of River Nene.
Dallington Flood Storage
50 year /
Off line reservoir constructed in 1980s to accommodate runoff
3
Reservoir
13,000 m
from proposed upstream development (to 2000).
Scheme is formed by a series of small on line and off line lakes
between Kislingbury Nene confluence and A508 at Collingtree.
Levels maintained by weirs at downstream ends.
NBC
Wootton Brook
consider the lakes as amenity lakes and not flood storage
reservoirs. Two of five recommended runoff-balancing ponds
on tributary to Wootton Brook (for Wootton Fields development)
have been constructed.
Large on line lake covering 14 ha (north east of Delapre Park).
Delapre Lake
Discharges to Hardingstone Dyke. Potential significant flood
peak attenuation.
Runoff retention lagoons and large pond.
Discharge to
Brackmills
Hardingstone Dyke.
Small redundant former sections of the River Nene. Minimal
capacity within former channel of the River Nene, inflows /
The Bedford Road Lakes
outflows controlled by sluices.
Downstream of central
Northampton.
Series of on line ponds along both watercourses. Constructed
Billing and Ecton Brooks
for amenity.
Flood Storage Reservoir currently under construction. National
Regeneration Agency and English Partnerships are working in
conjunction with the EA, NBC and West Northamptonshire
Upton Flood Storage
3
350,000 m
Development Corporation to deliver the £8,000,000 scheme.
Reservoir **
Scheme will allow the regeneration of Sixfields, Ransome Road
and Harvey Reeves Road (brownfield initiative sites) and also
add further protection to Northampton.
* Nene Flood Prevention Alliance have challenged the standard of protection offered by the Northampton Flood
Defences. The EA have confirmed that the defences offer a standard of protection of 1 in 200 years.
** Completed since the existing Northampton Borough Council SFRA.

Current Guidance
The Northampton Borough Council SFRA was completed in December 2004 and therefore adhered to
Planning Policy Guidance 25 (PPG25) ‘Development and Flood Risk’; it was however based upon the old
‘Indicative Floodplain Maps’ published by the EA in 2001 and updated by Section 105 studies and not the
Flood Zones as determined in PPG25 (and released in 2004) or the amended Flood Zones as determined
in PPS25 (November 2006).
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PPG25 was superseded by PPS25 in November 2006 and the draft Practice Guide Companion was
released in February 2007. Additionally, in October 2005, DEFRA and the Environment Agency released
‘Flood Risk Assessment Guidance for New Development’5. This report provides information and guidance
on SFRAs. It should be noted that the report was released prior to PPS25 and, whilst the document
provides sound information, it is not based on up-to-date guidance as set out in PPS25 (i.e. further
addressing of climate change and functional floodplain issues).
East Midlands Regional Assembly – Draft East Midlands Regional Plan (RSS8)
The Regional Plan highlights the need for urban intensification and planned, sustainable urban extensions
in order to strengthen the role of Northampton as a Principal Urban Area. It is also recognised that the
sub-regional role of Daventry should be strengthened.
East Midlands Regional Assembly – East Midlands Regional Flood Risk Appraisal
The RFRA recognises that the West Northamptonshire housing market area consists largely of uplands at
the head of the Nene valley. However, Northampton is situated in the bottom of the Nene valley at the
confluence of the three main tributaries and has a history of flooding. The western edge of SNC includes
the upper Cherwell valley and a small section of the Great Ouse valley.
According to the RFRA the three Councils have varied view of the significance of flood risk with SNC and
NBC considering the issue to be more significant than DDC. At the time of writing, no significant
development is expected in Flood Zone 3. Existing defences provide a high standard of protection to
major conurbations.
MKSM SRS
The MKSM SRS was adopted by the Secretary of State in March 2005 and covers the whole of
Northamptonshire. Within the sub-region, Northampton is projected to have substantial growth, second
only to Milton Keynes. Outside of Northampton growth will be concentrated in Corby, Kettering and
Wellingborough, though these are not within the West Northamptonshire study area. Smaller amounts of
development will take place in Daventry and in other small towns within the sub-region of which Towcester
and Brackley are in the study area. Northampton will develop as a Principal Urban Area for the MKSM
Sub-Region and the wider region, with a key emphasis on renaissance of the town centre and major
enhancement of the public transport network.
The MKSM SRS states that the Northampton Implementation Area (NIA) covers the administrative area of
NBC and neighbouring parts of DDC and SNC.
Joint Core Strategy
The Joint Core Strategy is currently being prepared and is at the issues and options stage.

Policy Review
Based on the above documents, a review of the existing NBC SFRA has been undertaken, with
consideration of the main obligations in relation to flood risk. Tables 4-2 to 4-8 review the applicability of
the existing NBC SFRA in line with current (and emerging) national, regional and local policies.

5

DEFRA / Environment Agency (2005) Flood Risk Assessment Guidance for New Development. Phase 2. R&D Technical Report
FD2320/TR2
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Table 4-2 – Obligations under National Policy - PPS25
Obligations of LPAs under PPS25

Existing NBC SFRA

1) Inform the preparation of Local Development Documents by having regard to catchment-wide flooding
issues that affect the area.
2) Provides sufficient information needed to adopt a sequential approach.
3) Meets the general principles of the assessment of flood risk set out in Annex E.

Catchments wide flooding issues have been considered. Flood
issues in development areas have been examined pg 39-73.
Unclear at this stage whether this will inform Local Development
Documents.
Information provided is sufficient.

E1 Flood risk should inform decision-making and there should be iteration between different levels of flood
risk assessment.

SFRA informs development planning.

E2 Development should not add to flood risk and should where practicable reduce it. Future users of
development should not be placed in danger from flood hazards and should remain safe throughout the
lifetime of the plan or proposed development and land use.

Effects of flooding on development and the effects of
development on flooding have been considered.

E3 Minimum requirements for flood risk assessments are that they should:
a) Be proportionate to risk and appropriate to the scale, nature and location of development
b) Consider risk of flooding to the development and risk arising from the development
c) Consider impacts of climate change
d) Be undertaken early, by competent people
e) Consider adverse and beneficial effects of flood management infrastructure and consequences of failure
f) Consider vulnerability of those occupying the development taking account of the Sequential Testing and
the Exception Test, the vulnerability classification and safe access arrangements.
g) Ensure that assessments are fit for purpose by ensuring that different types of flooding and considered
and quantified. Flooding would be considered from natural and human sources and joint and cumulative
effects should also be considered. Flood risk reduction measures should be identified.
h) The effects of flooding events (including extreme events) on people, property, the natural and historic
environment and river and coastal processes should be considered.
i) The remaining ‘residual’ risk following risk reduction measures should be included. It should be
demonstrated that this is acceptable for the particular development / land use.
j) The ability of water to soak into the ground may change with development and this should be considered
as should how the proposed layout of the development may affect the drainage systems.
Final

a) Assessment of flood risk and development has been
undertaken pg 39-73. Scale is appropriate.
b) Assessment of Flood Risk in Development Areas and
Development Areas in Northampton pg 39-73.
c) Covered by the assessment of flood risk in development areas
e.g. pg 46 paragraph 7.26.
d) Undertaken by Bullen consultants.
e) Consequences of the failure of flood management
infrastructure covered pg 8-9. Details of flood alleviation
measures have been covered pg 15-18.
f) Appears to be missing although this would perhaps be covered
by assessments of flood risk.
g) Consideration of Anthropogenic influences on flooding pg 24.
Categories of flooding covered pg 13.
h) Not covered.
i) Not covered.
j) Covered by the assessment of flood risk in development areas
pg 39 - 73.
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Table 4-2 – Obligations under National Policy - PPS25 (continued)
Obligations of LPAs under PPS25

Existing NBC SFRA

k) Assessments should be supported by appropriate data and information including historical data on
previous events.
4) Should be informed by broad locations and established locational criteria identified by the RFRA / RSS.
5) Is prepared in consultation with the Environment Agency, emergency response and drainage authority
functions of the LPA and where appropriate Internal Drainage Boards.
6) Provides the basis for applying Sequential Testing on the basis of the zones (1 – Low, 2 – Medium, 3a –
High, 3b – the Functional Floodplain).
7) Provides the basis from which to apply the Sequential Testing and the Exception Test in the
development allocation and development control process.
Where it has not been possible to allocate all proposed development and infrastructure in accordance with
Sequential Testing the SFRA should be widened to provide the information necessary for the application of
the Exception Test. The impact of flood risk management infrastructure on the flood risk zones on the flood
map should be considered. A range of flood risk management maintenance scenarios should be
considered.
The increased scope of the SFRA would enable the production of a flood risk map showing flood outlines
for different probabilities, impact, speed of onset, depth and velocity variance of flooding taking into
account the presence and likely performance of flood risk management infrastructure.
8) SFRAs should consult the Environment Agency and other relevant bodies (including adjacent LPAs)
when preparing policies in their LDDs on flood risk management and in relation to areas potentially
identifies as at risk of flooding. Sustainability appraisals, land allocations and development control policies
should all be informed by a SFRA carried out in liaison with the Environment Agency.
9) Identify the Functional Floodplain where floodwater flow, or are stored during times of flood.

Final

k) Consideration of historic flooding events pg 14.
Adequately covered.
Unknown whether assessment has been prepared in
consultation.
Figure 5.1 details flood risk zone areas providing information to
apply Sequential Testing to development sites.

Figure 5.1 details flood risk zone areas providing information to
apply Sequential Testing.

Existing SFRA was undertaken in liaison with the Environment
Agency.
Doesn’t appear to have been covered by existing SFRA
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Table 4-3 – Obligations under Regional Policy - RSS8
Obligations of LPAs under RSS8

Existing NBC SFRA

Policy 3 - Sustainability Criteria
Physical constraints on the development of land (including flood risk) should be considered
when assessing the suitability of land for development.

Assessment of Flood Risk in Development
Development Areas in Northampton pg 39-73.

Areas

and

Policy 33 - A Regional Approach to the Water Environment
Development Plans, future Local Development Frameworks, and policies of the Environment Agency and
other agencies should be co-ordinated to:
• take water related issues into account at an early stage in the process of identifying land for development;
• manage supply and demand, require sustainable drainage where practicable and promote the efficient
use of water;
Policy 34 - Regional Priorities for Strategic River Corridors
Actions of agencies and other bodies including those of adjoining regions should be co-ordinated to
maintain and enhance the multi-functional importance of strategic river corridors for wildlife, landscape and
townscape, regeneration and economic diversification, education, recreation, the historic environment,
including archaeology, and managing flood risk.
Policy 36 - A Regional Approach to Managing Flood Risk
Development Plans, future Local Development Frameworks, and strategies of relevant agencies should:
• be informed by the use of appropriate Strategic Flood Risk Assessments in order to evaluate actual flood
risk and should include policies which prevent inappropriate development either in, or where there would
be an adverse impact on, the coastal and fluvial floodplain areas;
• deliver a programme of flood management schemes that also maximise biodiversity and other
regeneration benefits; and
• require sustainable drainage in all new developments where practicable.

8.0 Planning policy taken from Milton Keynes South Midlands
Strategy (included as appendix) states that SUDs and
appropriate physical features such as adequate runoff retention
storage and flow retarders are included in developments.

Development should not be permitted if, alone or in conjunction with other new development, it would:
• be at unacceptable risk from flooding or create such an unacceptable risk elsewhere;
• inhibit the capacity of the floodplain to store water;
• impede the flow of floodwater;

Flood risk has
development.

Eight proposed development areas have been assessed in terms
of flood risk pg 43-73.

Outside of the scope of the SFRA
been

adequately

evaluated

to

inform

• have a detrimental impact upon ground water storage capacity;
• otherwise unacceptably increase flood risk; and
• interfere with coastal processes.
However, such development may be acceptable on the basis of conditions or agreements for adequate
measures to mitigate the effects on the overall flooding regime, including provision for the maintenance
and enhancement (where appropriate) of biodiversity. Any such measures must accord with the flood
management regime for that location.
Strategic flood risk assessments should be carried out where appropriate to inform the implementation of
this policy.
Final

Flood risk in proposed development areas has been adequately
evaluated.
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Table 4-4 – Obligations under Regional Policy - East Midlands Draft Regional Plan
Obligations of LPAs under EMDRP

Existing NBC SFRA

Policy 2 — A Regional Approach to Selecting Land for Development
In assessing the suitability of sites for development, priority should be given to making best use of
previously developed land and vacant and underused buildings to achieve national and regional targets.
The following criteria should also be considered: (among others)
• Physical constraints on the development of land including the level of contamination, stability & flood risk.
3.1.2 The regional plan seeks to ensure that good quality housing is available to all within the East
Midlands. Particularly important in this respect are the following issues: (among others)
• Managing flood risk in a sustainable manner.
3.3.7 ‘Environmental Infrastructure ’consists of the physical features and natural resources of the
environment (water, air, energy, minerals, soil) that provide services or support to society. Physical
features include floodplains, coastlines and ‘Green Infrastructure’.

Flood risk in proposed development areas has been adequately
evaluated.

Policy 27 - Regional Priorities for Environmental and Green Infrastructure
Local Authorities, statutory environmental bodies and developers should work with the voluntary sector,
landowners and local communities to ensure the delivery, protection and enhancement of Environmental
Infrastructure across the Region.

An assessment has been undertaken of the capacity of the
landscape to accommodate new development section 7.0
Development Areas in Northampton pg 42-75. The impacts of
climate change have been touched upon by the assessment of
flood risk in development areas e.g. pg 46 paragraph 7.26.
However the likely future demand for floodplains under climate
change scenarios has not been considered.

Local Authorities and those responsible for the planning and delivery of growth and environmental
management across the Region should work together to: (among others).

Flood risk in proposed development areas has been adequately
evaluated. The increased flood risk posed by development of
Greenfield sites has been considered in pg 39 paragraph 6.7.
Outside of the scope of the SFRA

• assess the capacity of existing Environment Infrastructure to accommodate change in order to inform
decisions on the scale, location and phasing of new development. Account should be taken of current
deficits and likely future demands, including those likely to result from climate change, to identify any
further needs or constraints.
• select appropriate indicators and targets to monitor the condition of Environmental Infrastructure and to
ensure that its capacity to accommodate change is not breached.

Indicators and targets to monitor the condition of the floodplains
have not been selected.

• ensure that the provision and design of new Environmental Infrastructure is considered and its delivery
planned through environmental capacity analysis at the same time as other infrastructure requirements.

Outside of the scope of the SFRA

• develop ‘green infrastructure plans’ based on character assessments of existing natural, cultural and
landscape assets and the identification of new assets required to meet the needs of existing and
expanding communities.

Outside of the scope of the SFRA

• identify delivery and funding mechanisms for the creation and m’ment of Green Infrastructure, including
the planning system and other funding sources (i.e. EU funded Environmental Stewardship Schemes)

Outside of the scope of the SFRA
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Table 4-4 – Obligations under Regional Policy - East Midlands Draft Regional Plan (continued)
Obligations of LPAs under EMDRP

Existing NBC SFRA

3.3.40 In accordance with Draft PPS25 and the conclusions of the Regional Flood Risk Appraisal, local
authorities in conjunction and agreement with the Environment Agency, should carry out detailed SFRAs
when preparing Local Development Frameworks. Where appropriate any necessary flood risk mitigation
measures should be identified as part of these assessments. Such an approach would be particularly
useful in the context of strategic site identification and previously developed land evaluation. A partnership
approach to the funding and preparation of such studies is advocated as this can significantly shorten the
overall development planning process.
3.3.41 Local planning authorities should take account of Draft PPS25 including the application of the
sequential approach and where appropriate the Exception Test. In addition the latest information available
on potential flooding, including Shoreline Management Plans, the Flood Zone maps, Catchment Flood
Management Plans and River Basin Management Plans should be considered. Care must be taken not to
look at relatively small areas in isolation. For example, account needs to be taken of the effect
development in upland locations can have on areas downstream.
3.3.42 In the past development has often increased flood risk, for example, by exacerbating flash flooding.
It should in the future contribute positively towards flood risk reduction. This can be achieved across the
whole Region by reducing surface water run off rates through the use of Sustainable Drainage techniques
(SuDS). In advocating the use of SuDS, Local Planning Authorities should ensure that any uncertainties
over adoption and future maintenance are resolved early in the development process.

Existing flood alleviation measures are identified in paragraph
4.13 pg 15 to paragraph 4.36 pg 18 and paragraph 5.32 to
paragraph 5.35 pg 28. Flood risk which may result as a
consequence of development and the steps which will be
needed to mitigate against this are details eg paragraph 7.61 pg
7.61 Flood risk in the Pineham development area.

3.3.43 Following consideration of a strategic flood risk assessment, development within the flood plain may
be deemed appropriate in order to meet wider sustainability objectives. In these circumstances,
development should incorporate flood mitigation measures into the design in order to minimise any
possible future damage. Relevant authorities and organisations should also encourage and promote the
retro-fitting of existing properties with flood proofing devices in these areas. When considering the
provision, maintenance or improvement of fluvial and coastal defences emphasis should be on a more
natural approach to flood defences, maximising environmental and other public benefits throughout. The
managed retreat scheme at Freiston Shore on the Lincolnshire coast is a good example of what can be
achieved.

Final

Sequential approach has been adopted. Flood Zone maps have
been considered pg 5.
The impact of flood risk as a consequence of development has
been considered pg 39-73.
The impact of flood risk as a consequence of development has
been considered pg 39-73. Guidance Notes have been prepared
for developers covering the use of SUDS. Policy 5 of Appendix
A Northampton Borough Council Flood Risk Policy and
Guidance Notes states that the Council consider the use of
SUDS as a desirable means of ensuring that developments do
not increase flood risk. No statement is made regarding the
adoption and maintenance of these.
No details given of plans to retro-fit existing properties with flood
mitigation measures following development. No explicit details
are given of the provision, maintenance or improvement to
defenses and whether a more natural approach will be adopted.
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Table 4-5 – Obligations under Regional Policy - MKSM SRS
Obligations of LPAs under MKSM SRS

Existing NBC SFRA

Policy 3 — Delivering Sustainable Communities
The scale of growth envisaged in Milton Keynes and Aylesbury must be harnessed to deliver an enhanced
quality of life following the principles of sustainable development. This will necessitate the phased provision
of high quality community, economic, environmental and social infrastructure and services, and should
include the following (among others):
• water — the strategic planning of surface water drainage management to minimise flood risk and avoid
adverse impacts of large scale development on water quality;

Issues regarding flood risk and development have been
adequately evaluated.
Drainage in the proposed development areas has been
assessed.

Table 4-6 – Obligations under Regional Policy - River Nene Regional Park Policy Area
Obligations of LPAs under River Nene Regional Park Policy Area

Existing NBC SFRA

RN1 Provision will be made for a River Nene Regional Park Policy Area. This will reflect the following
priorities (among others):
Seeking to prevent, and where possible reduce, the risk from flooding through a strategic approach to
floodplain management.

River Nene has been given particular consideration pg 33 and
Figure 1 Nene Catchment Location Plan.
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Table 4-7 – Obligations under Regional Policy - Northamptonshire Local Transport Plan
Obligations of LPAs under Northamptonshire Local Transport Plan

Existing NBC SFRA
Likely effect of flooding on the new roads or the effects of the
roads on flood risk has not been covered. Should be covered by
flood risk assessments undertaken to support development
proposals.

3.2.4.6 Major Road Improvements 2011-2031
• A5 Towcester Bypass
• Northampton North-West Bypass
• A43 Moulton Bypass
• A43 Moulton to Kettering Dualling
• A45 Weedon – Flore Bypass
• A509 Wellingborough Western Bypass Improvements
Parallel to the improvements to the county council’s roads, there will also need to be improvements to the
trunk roads within Northamptonshire which are the responsibility of the Highways Agency. These are:
• M1 Junction 19 Improvement – Funding agreed and publication of draft orders due March 2006. Works
due to commence in 2007 / 2008
• A14 Kettering Bypass – under consideration by Secretary of State with possible start in 2015 / 2016.
Highways Agency currently proceeding with further work to advise MKSM growth proposals. Highways
Agency currently in discussions with the Department for Transport on the funding implications of
accelerating the scheme to the earliest possible Start of Works in 2012 / 2013.
• A14 M1 to Kettering – under consideration by Secretary of State with work likely to commence post 2016
• A14 Kettering to Ellington – under consideration by Secretary of State with work likely to commence post
2016
• A45 Stanwick to Thrapston – As start of works not before 2008 / 09, entry to Targeted Programme of
Improvements will not be considered before April 2006.

Table 4-8 – Obligations under Local Policy - Northamptonshire County Structure Plan
Obligations of LPAs under Northamptonshire County Structure Plan

Existing NBC SFRA

6.6 Although the strategic development areas will be planned as new communities, they will be located
adjacent to and integrated with existing urban areas. This does not necessarily mean physically contiguous
as this may prevent an SDA from being as sustainable as it may otherwise be and therefore too restrictive.
Moreover natural or man-made features such as rivers, floodplains, railways or major roads may make
physical contiguity too high a prescription. It will also be important to incorporate landscaping to conserve
the character of existing settlements. The term should, therefore, be applied as meaning ‘next to or nearby’
to allow the local planning authorities to consider the most sustainable options taking account of the
guidance in Policy GS4 and other policies.
13 Environmental Assets and Natural Resource Objectives
- To achieve an overall reduction in flood risk.

Recognition that the development of proposed areas will
influence surrounding rivers and floodplains.
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Table 4-8 – Obligations under Local Policy - Northamptonshire County Structure Plan (continued)
Obligations of LPAs under Northamptonshire County Structure Plan

Existing NBC SFRA

13.6 Flooding on river floodplains is a natural process that plays an important part in shaping the natural
environment. Unless carefully located and designed, development can both be at risk itself from flooding
and increase the risk of flooding elsewhere, placing people and property at risk. However, positive flood
risk reduction measures (such as more sustainable alternatives to conventional drainage systems) can not
only attenuate flooding but also be of great value in contributing towards biodiversity. A balance must be
struck, therefore, between the need for development and the need to manage the threat of flooding in an
environmentally sensitive way.
AR8 Flood Protection and Flood Risk Reduction Policy
Development will not be permitted in areas at direct risk from flooding, or where it would be likely,
individually or cumulatively, to increase the number or extent of people, land or properties at risk from
flooding elsewhere, unless adequate measures are taken to mitigate the effects. In addition, local planning
authorities will seek to negotiate with developers, wherever possible, in order to achieve developments
which provide for an overall reduction in existing levels of flood risk.
In all areas proposals must incorporate sustainable urban drainage systems and provision for their
maintenance.
Particular consideration will be given to flooding issues in relation to the River Nene (see Policy RN1).
13.32 Development will generally not be permitted in areas at direct risk from flooding or where it would
indirectly increase the risk of flooding elsewhere.

Pg 39-73 provides an assessment of flood risk in the
development areas. Impact of development on flooding has also
been considered.

13.34 At sites suspected of being at unacceptable risk themselves and / or increase the flood risk at other
locations, but where other material considerations outweigh the risk, any necessary flood defences or flood
alleviation works required because of the development form a part of that development. They should
normally be funded by the developer. However, where such works would provide a wider benefit, the
funding provided by the developer may be proportional to the benefits to the individual development.

Outside of the scope of the SFRA.

13.35 Local planning authorities should undertake strategic flood risk impact assessments at the outset of
their local plan reviews which should look at the flood risks associated with land being considered as
potential allocations within a plan area. The assessment may also consider the impact of climate change.
Assessments should be undertaken in discussion with the Environment Agency. By assisting in this
process the Agency will be acting in accordance with its duty to exercise an overall supervisory role in all
matters relating to flood defence.
13.36 This policy requires that all proposals incorporate these (sustainable urban drainage) systems and
provide for their maintenance.

Flood risk in proposed development areas has been considered.

Final
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Table 4-8 – Obligations under Local Policy - Northamptonshire County Structure Plan (continued)
Obligations of LPAs under Northamptonshire County Structure Plan

Existing NBC SFRA

13.37 The River Nene merits particular consideration given its importance as the principal river in the
County and the need for a strategic approach to floodplain management in relation to the proposal for a
River Nene Regional Park (see Policy RN1). As a consequence of the Easter 1998 floods the Environment
Agency has undertaken a strategic review of the impact of development on flood risks in the Upper Nene
catchment. One principle of the review is that the Agency now requires a flood defence scheme for
Northampton, which will provide a standard defence for a 1: 200 year event. Therefore, surface water runoff of future development will need to mitigate to at least this standard.

River Nene has been given particular consideration pg 33 and
Figure 1 Nene Catchment Location Plan.
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Validity of SFRA Document
Although the flood related data contained within the existing SFRA is valid, the document is based around
the now superseded PPG25 document.
As a stand-alone document, the existing NBC SFRA is not valid in relation to existing and emerging best
practice. However, in conjunction with the data gathered as part of this Level 1 SFRA and through the
creation of additional GIS layers and mapping, together these provide the information required for NBC to
undertake Sequential Testing upon their potential development sites (areas).

Consequences of updated PPS25
It should be noted that both PPG25 and PPS25 class floodplain differently to the classes and categories as
included in the existing NBC SFRA. Any future consideration of flood risk within Northampton Borough
should be classified using the Flood Zones as revised in PPS25 (Table 4-8).
The existing NBC SFRA is based upon the old Indicative Floodplain Maps and not the existing Flood Zone
Maps (under PPS25).
Table 4-8: PPG25 and PPS25 Flood Zone Classifications
PPG25
Flood Zone 1
Little or no Risk
Flood Zone 2
Low to medium risk
Flood Zone 3
High Risk
Flood Zone 3a
Developed Areas
Flood Zone 3b
Undeveloped & sparsely developed
Flood Zone 3c
Functional Floodplain

PPS25
<1 in 1000 years
1 in 100 years (200 years for tidal
sources) to 1 in 1000 years

Flood Zone 1
Low Probability
Flood Zone 2
Medium Probability
Flood Zone 3
High Probability

>1 in 100 years or 1 in 200 years for
tidal sources

Flood Zone 3a
High Probability
Flood Zone 3b
Functional Floodplain

Further to the original brief and to ensure that this document is sound the West Northamptonshire LPAs
asked that the wards of Northampton and the Northampton Implementation Area were mapped in addition
to reviewing the existing NBC SFRA.
The additional mapping will allow NBC to make an informed decision with respect to a possible Level 2
assessment of potential development sites / areas.
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5

Flood Risk Overview

A suitable Level 1 SFRA will collate and review existing information on flood sources and flood risk to
assist the LPA in its obligation to consider flood risk in strategic land allocations and developing future
policies. The Level 1 SFRA will achieve this by providing sufficient information to enable LPAs to
undertake Sequential Testing (as set out in PPS25) to their potential growth areas to assist them in
determining the suitability of sites for development. In accordance with PPS25 and its Companion Guide,
where developments cannot be located in Flood Zone 1 it may be necessary to justify development
through successful application of the Exception Test. Successful application of the Exception Test will
require information specific to development sites and would be provided in a Level 2 SFRA.

5.1

Flood Risk Review

The information presented in this Level 1 SFRA has predominately been provided by the EA. Additional
contributions were made by DDC, SNC, NBC, Highways Agency (Carillion / URS), County Council
Highways (Atkins Highways), Anglian Water and Thames Water.
In line with PPS25, Sequential Testing should be applied at all stages of planning. The aim of this is to
direct new development towards areas that have a low probability of flooding. The information provided in
Table 5-1, Table 5-2 and Table 5-3 along with Appendix D and Appendix E indicate the geographical
extent of Flood Zone 2 and Flood Zone 3 for the administrative areas of the LPAs.
This information should be used by the LPAs to determine the suitability of potential development sites
based on Sequential Testing and vulnerability classifications presented in Tables D1 and D2 of PPS25.
Wherever possible the LPAs should seek to direct development to low probability flood zones (Flood Zone
1). Where this is not possible development should preferably be located in Flood Zone 2, where this is not
possible sites in Flood Zone 3 can be considered. Where there is uncertainty regarding flood risk the LPAs
should apply the precautionary principal and direct development to areas with a known low probability of
flooding.
Daventry District Council, South Northants District Council and Northampton Borough Council have a
combined administrative area of 1376.28 km². Of this area, approximately 6.55% (90.09 km²) is already
developed. All three LPAs have proportions of land that are at risk from flooding. From the Environment
Agency Flood Maps it is apparent that 4.36% (60.05 km²) of the total administrative areas are located
within Flood Zone 3 (High Risk) and 0.97% (13.39 km²) of the total administrative areas are located within
Flood Zone 2.
The data displayed in Table 5-1, Table 5-2 and Table 5-3 show that overall; flooding does not pose a
widespread and significant issue within the administrative areas of Daventry and South Northamptonshire.
However, there are potentially key strategic areas that may suffer from flooding. Greenfield land suitable
for development within Northampton Borough is at a premium, with 62.8 % of the borough already
developed. This comprised with the fairly extensive flood zones within the borough place a strain on land
availability and suitability.
Where potential development sites are at risk from flooding, ideally they should be relocated to Flood Zone
1 if possible in line with the Sequential Testing. However, in the absence of other suitable sites, the
development sites may be located in Flood Zones 2 and 3 (in order of preference respectively) where the
Exception Test could be applied if the land use classifications are not compatible. Any development sites
that are either wholly or partly situated in Flood Zone 2 or 3 will require further assessment in a Level 2
SFRA and justification through successful application of the Exception Test.
It should be noted that climate change is likely to impact on the flood risk of the administrative areas. A full
set of climate change outlines are not available for the entire study area. As such, in accordance with
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DEFRA guidance and in agreement with the LPAs and the EA, the conservative approach using Flood
Zone 2 as a surrogate for the Flood Zone 3 including an allowance for climate change has been adopted.
Therefore with the information received to date, it has not been possible to carry out a more detailed
assessment of the impacts of climate change. It is proposed that this is addressed as a priority (when the
relevant data is received) to update the Level 1 SFRA and contribute to the Level 2 SFRA.
However, it is possible to make some general comments on the impacts of climate change. It is generally
accepted that flood risk will increase and that the extents of Flood Zone 3 are likely to expand between the
existing Flood Zone 3 and Flood Zone 2 outlines. In Flood Zone 3, there is likely to be an increase in
depth and, if defended, a reduction in standard of service. In order for the Exception Test to be carried out,
more detail on the impacts of climate change will be needed at a site-specific FRA.
Table 5-1: Daventry District Study Area - Coarse Assessment

Daventry District

Area (km2)

% of Area

Total Administrative Area

663.6

100%

of total area

Area in Zone 3 (High Flood Risk)

20.77

3.13%

of total area

Area in Zone 2 (Moderate Flood Risk)

3.90

0.59%

of total area

Total Existing Developed Area

21.53

3.24%

of total area

Existing Development in Flood Zone 3

0.43

0.06%

of Zone 3

Existing Development in Flood Zone 2

0.08

0.01%

of Zone 2

Potential Development Required

TBC*

TBC*

of total area

Potential Development in Flood Zone 3

TBC*

TBC*

of Zone 3

Potential Development in Flood Zone 2

Localised Flooding Areas

TBC*
TBC*
of Zone 2
Details of local drainage problems were provided by DDC.
Issues were highlighted in Crick, Everdon Mill, Weedon,
Winwick, Woodford Halse and Yelvertoft. Details of the
flooding issues are summarised in Table 3-2 and the
extent of the flooding is mapped as a GIS layer.

* Subject to results of Sequential Testing
Table 5-2: South Northamptonshire Study Area - Coarse Assessment

South Northamptonshire

Area (km2)

% of Area

Total Administrative Area

632.2

100%

of total area

Area in Zone 3 (High Flood Risk)

29.91

4.73%

of total area

Area in Zone 2 (Moderate Flood Risk)

6.38

1.01%

of total area

Total Existing Developed Area

18.02

2.85%

of total area

Existing Development in Flood Zone 3

0.42

0.07%

of Zone 3

Existing Development in Flood Zone 2

0.29

0.05%

of Zone 2

Potential Development Required

TBC*

TBC*

of total area

Potential Development in Flood Zone 3

TBC*

TBC*

of Zone 3

Potential Development in Flood Zone 2

Localised Flooding Areas

TBC*
TBC*
of Zone 2
Details of local drainage problems were provided by SNC
and the local IDB. Issues were highlighted in Brackley.
Bugbrooke, Cosgrove, Deanshanger, Kings Sutton,
Nether Heyford, Passenham, Silverstone and Tiffield.
Details of the flooding issues are summarised in Table 3-2
and the extent of the flooding is mapped as a GIS layer.

* Subject to results of Sequential Testing
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Table 5-3: Northampton Borough Study Area - Coarse Assessment

Northampton Borough

Area (km2)

% of Area

Total Administrative Area

80.48

100%

of total area

Area in Zone 3 (High Flood Risk)

9.37

11.64%

of total area

Area in Zone 2 (Moderate Flood Risk)

3.11

3.86%

of total area

Total Existing Developed Area

50.54

62.80%

of total area

Existing Development in Flood Zone 3

1.73

3.28%

of Zone 3

Existing Development in Flood Zone 2

2.64

2.15

of Zone 2

Potential Development Required

TBC*

TBC*

of total area

Potential Development in Flood Zone 3

TBC*

TBC*

of Zone 3

Potential Development in Flood Zone 2

Localised Flooding Areas

TBC*
TBC*
of Zone 2
Details of local drainage problems were provided by NBC.
Issues within the borough were highlighted in Collingtree,
Collingtree Park, Dallington, Duston, East of Kingsthorpe
Golf Course, Marlowe Close (Merefield), Round Spinney,
Western Edge of New Duston and Wooldale Road.
Details of the flooding issues are summarised in Table 3-2
and the extent of the flooding is mapped as a GIS layer.

* Subject to results of Sequential Testing

Table 5-4 summaries report local drainage issues.
Table 5-4: Localised Drainage Problem Areas

Issue

Drainage Problem Areas

Highway Drainage Issues

Detail
Anglian Water and Thames Water provided four and five
digit postcode data related to incidences or modelled
incidences of flooding relating directly to their sewer
networks. The following postcodes were identified as
having previous or modelled incidences of flooding – NN1
5, NN2 7, NN3 3, NN5 6, NN6 8, NN6 9, NN7 1, NN7 2,
NN7 3, NN7 4, NN11 3, NN11 5, NN11 6, NN12 6, NN12
7, OX17 1 and OX17 2. The postcodes effected were
mapped as a GIS layer and then rationalised where they
covered an extensive area.
Details of localised flooding issues in Silverstone have
also been provided by the EA. This data has been
included as a GIS dataset.
Highway drainage details have been provided by Carillion
/ URS covering all of the major trunk roads and
motorways within the study area. Atkins Highways hold
data a large amount of data for other highways, however
many records are reported to since being rectified. Atkins
Highways will be contacted again at the start of Level 2 for
site-specific data.
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5.2

Implications of PPS25

Climate Change
Climate change outlines have been provided by the EA for several locations within the study area. These
outlines have been included in the GIS data set.
The DEFRA Flood Risk Assessment Guidance for New Development (FD2320/TR2) document
recommends the use of Flood Zone 2 outlines as a ‘good surrogate’ map for Flood Zone 3 plus climate
change in the absence of any other data. This approach has been adopted for any areas where climate
change outlines are not available for the 1 in 100 year event (Flood Zone 3).
Adopting this approach provides the three LPAs with enough information to undertake their Sequential
Testing. Any sites that fall within this designation should be examined in more detail either during a Level
2 SFRA or a site-specific flood risk assessment.

Functional Floodplain
PPS25 advocates the consideration of the functional floodplain. Functional floodplain is essentially undevelopable land (except for essential infrastructure and water compatible usage).
Data relating to the functional floodplain has been provided by the EA for certain reaches of watercourses
throughout the study area (River Cherwell and River Nene), this data has been included in the GIS data
set. In the absence of functional floodplain data and for the purpose of the Level 1 SFRA and the
subsequent Sequential Testing, the extent of the functional floodplain (Flood Zone 3b) should be
considered as the whole of Flood Zone 3 (where no other data exists).
Adopting this approach provides DDC, SNC and NBC with enough information to undertake their
Sequential Testing. Any sites that fall within Flood Zone 3 should be examined in more detail at a Level 2
assessment and, in particular, the extent of the functional floodplain should be determined in more detail.
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6

Sequential Testing

6.1

Background

The sequential approach is a decision-making tool designed to ensure that sites at little or no risk of
flooding are developed in preference to areas at higher risk. It can be applied at all levels and scales of the
planning process, both between and within Flood Zones. All opportunities to locate new developments
(except water-incompatible) in reasonably available areas of little or no flood risk should be explored, prior
to any decision to locate them in areas of higher risk.
Sequential Testing refers to the application of the sequential approach by LPAs. This allows the
determination of site allocations based on flood risk and vulnerability (see Table 6-1 and Table 6-2,
provided below). Development should be directed to Flood Zone 1 wherever possible, and then
sequentially to Flood Zones 2 and 3, and to the areas of least flood risk within Flood Zone 2 and then
Flood Zone 3, as identified within this SFRA. A flow diagram for application of the Sequential Testing from
the Practice Guide Companion to PPS25 is also provided.
Table 6-1: Flood Zones as defined in Table D1, Annex D of PPS25
(full description provided in Appendix D of PPS25).

Definition
Fluvial

Tidal

Probability of
Flooding

Flood Zone 1

< 1 in 1000 year (< 0.1%)

< 1 in 1000 year (< 0.1%)

Low Probability

Flood Zone 2

Between 1 in 1000 year
(< 0.1%) and 1 in 100
year (1%)

Between 1 in 1000 year
(< 0.1%) and 1 in 200
year (0.5%)

Medium Probability

Flood Zone 3a

> 1 in 100 year (> 1%)

> 1 in 200 year (> 0.5%)

High Probability

Flood Zone 3b

Either > 1 in 20 (5%) or as
agreed by between the
EA and LPA

Either > 1 in 20 (5%) or as
agreed by between the
EA and LPA

Functional Floodplain

Flood Zone

The application of the sequential approach aims to manage the risk from flooding by avoidance. This will
help avoid the promotion of sites that are inappropriate on flood risk grounds. The application of the
Exception Test through a Level 2 SFRA will ensure that new developments in flood risk areas will only
occur where flood risk is clearly outweighed by other sustainability drivers.
LPAs must demonstrate that it has considered a range of possible sites in conjunction with the Flood Zone
information from the SFRA and applied Sequential Testing, and where necessary, the Exception Test (see
Appendix D of PPS25), in the site allocation process. In cases where development cannot be fully met
through the provision of site allocations, LPAs are expected to make a realistic allowance for windfall
development, based on past trends.
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Table 6-2: Flood Risk Vulnerability Classification (from PPS25, Appendix D, Table D2)

Essential
Infrastructure

•

•

Highly
Vulnerable

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More
Vulnerable

•
•
•
•

Less
Vulnerable

Watercompatible
Development

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Essential transport infrastructure (including mass evacuation routes),
which has to cross the area at risk, and strategic utility infrastructure,
including electricity generating power stations and grid and primary
substations.
Police stations, Ambulance stations and Fire stations and Command
Centres and telecommunications installations required to be operational
during flooding.
Emergency dispersal points.
Basement dwellings.
Caravans, mobile homes and park homes intended for permanent
residential use.
Installations requiring hazardous substances consent.
Hospitals.
Residential institutions such as residential care homes, children’s
homes, social services homes, prisons and hostels.
Buildings used for: dwelling houses; student halls of residence;
drinking establishments; nightclubs; and hotels.
Non–residential uses for health services, nurseries and educational
establishments.
Landfill and sites used for waste management facilities for hazardous
waste.
Sites used for holiday or short-let caravans and camping, subject to a
specific warning and evacuation plan.
Buildings used for: shops; financial, professional and other services;
restaurants and cafes; hot food takeaways; offices; general industry; storage
and distribution; non–residential institutions not included in ‘more vulnerable’;
and assembly and leisure.
Land and buildings used for agriculture and forestry.
Waste treatment (except landfill and hazardous waste facilities).
Minerals working and processing (except for sand and gravel working).
Water treatment plants.
Sewage treatment plants (if adequate pollution control measures are in
place).
Flood control infrastructure.
Water transmission infrastructure and pumping stations.
Sewage transmission infrastructure and pumping stations.
Sand and gravel workings.
Docks, marinas and wharves.
Navigation facilities.
MOD defence installations.
Ship building, repairing and dismantling, dockside fish processing and
refrigeration and compatible activities requiring a waterside location.
Water-based recreation (excluding sleeping accommodation).
Lifeguard and coastguard stations.
Amenity open space, nature conservation and biodiversity, outdoor
sports and recreation and essential facilities such as changing rooms.
Essential ancillary sleeping or residential accommodation for staff
required by uses in this category, subject to a specific warning and
evacuation plan.
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Figure 6-1: Flow diagram illustrating the application of the Sequential Test
(from PPS25 Practice Guidance – April 2007)
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PPS25 acknowledges that some areas will (also) be at risk of flooding from flood sources other than fluvial
or tidal systems. All sources of flooding must be considered when looking to locate new development.
The other sources of flooding requiring consideration when situating new development allocations include:
•

Surface Water,

•

Groundwater,

•

Sewers,

•

Artificial Sources.

These sources (as sources of flooding) are typically less understood than tidal and fluvial sources. Data
primarily exists as point source data or through interpretation of local conditions. In addition, there is no
guidance on suitable return periods to associate with floods arising from these sources. For example
modern storm water drainage systems are constructed to a 1 in 30 year standard. Any storm event in
excess of the 1 in 30 year return period storm would be expected to cause flooding. If a location is
recorded as having experienced repeated flooding from the same source this should be acknowledged
within the Sequential Testing.

6.2

Using the SFRA to Apply Sequential Testing

Sequential Testing should be undertaken by the LPAs and accurately documented to ensure decision
processes are consistent and transparent. Sequential Testing should be carried out on potential
development sites, seeking to balance the flood probability and development vulnerability of sites
throughout the LPAs administrative area.
Table 6-3: Flood Risk Vulnerability and Flood Zone ‘Compatibility’ from PPS25, Appendix D, Table D.3
( - Development is appropriate,  - Development should not be permitted)

Flood Zone

Flood Risk
Vulnerability
Classification

Essential
Infrastructure

Water
Compatible

Highly
Vulnerable

More
Vulnerable

Less
Vulnerable

Zone 1











Zone 2





Exception Test
Required





Zone 3a

Exception Test
Required





Exception Test
Required



Zone 3b

Exception Test
Required









The recommended steps required in undertaking Sequential Testing are detailed below. This is based on
the Flood Zone and Flood Risk Vulnerability and is summarised in Table 6-3.

Recommended stages for LPA application of the Sequential Test
The information required to address many of these steps is provided in the accompanying Level 1 GIS
layers and maps presented in Appendix E.
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1. Assign potential development sites with a vulnerability classification (Table 6-2). Where
development is mixed, this should be moved to the higher classification,
2. The location and identification of potential development should be recorded,
3. The Flood Zone classification of potential development sites should be determined based on
a review of the EA Flood Zones. Where these span more than one Flood Zone, all zones
should be noted,
4. The design life of the development should be considered with respect to climate change:
•

60 years – up to 2072 for commercial / industrial developments,

•

100 years – up to 2112 for residential developments.

5. Identify existing flood defences serving the potential development sites. However, it should
be noted that for the purposes of Sequential Testing, flood zones ignoring defences should
be used,
6. Highly vulnerable developments to be accommodated within the LPA areas should be
located in those sites identified as being within Flood Zone 1. If these cannot be located in
Flood Zone 1, because the identified sites are unsuitable or there are insufficient sites in
Flood Zone 1, sites in Flood Zone 2 can then be considered. If sites in Flood Zone 2 are
inadequate then the LPAs may have to identify additional sites in Flood Zones 1 or 2 to
accommodate development or seek opportunities to locate the development outside their
administrative area,
7. Once all highly vulnerable developments have been allocated to a development site, the
LPAs can consider those development types defined as more vulnerable. In the first
instance more vulnerable development should be located in any unallocated sites in Flood
Zone 1. Where these sites are unsuitable or there are insufficient sites remaining, sites in
Flood Zone 2 can be considered. If there are insufficient sites in Flood Zone 1 or Flood Zone
2 to accommodate more vulnerable development, sites in Flood Zone 3a can be considered.
More vulnerable developments in Flood Zone 3a will require application of the Exception
Test,
8. Once all more vulnerable developments have been allocated to a development site, the
LPAs can consider those development types defined as less vulnerable. In the first instance
less vulnerable development should be located in any remaining unallocated sites in Flood
Zone 1, continuing sequentially with Flood Zone 2, then Flood Zone 3a. Less vulnerable
development types are not appropriate in Flood Zone 3b – Functional Floodplain,
9. Essential infrastructure should be preferentially located in the lowest flood risk zones,
however this type of development may be located in Flood Zone 3a and Flood Zone 3b,
provided the Exception Test is fulfilled,
10. Water compatible development has the least constraints with respect to flood risk and it is
considered appropriate to allocate these sites last,
11. On completion of the Sequential Testing, the LPAs may have to consider the risks posed to a
site within a Flood Zone in more detail in a Level 2 Assessment. By undertaking the
Exception Test, this more detailed study should consider the detailed nature of flood hazard
to allow a sequential approach to site allocation within a flood zone. Consideration of flood
hazard within a Flood Zone would include:
•

flood risk management measures,

•

the rate of flooding,

•

flood water depth,

•

flood water velocity.
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Where the development type is highly vulnerable, more vulnerable, less vulnerable or essential
infrastructure and a site is found to be impacted by a recurrent flood source, the site and flood sources
should be investigated further regardless of any requirement for the Exception Test. This should be
discussed with the EA to establish the appropriate time for the assessment to be undertaken, (i.e.
Exception Test through a Level 2 SFRA or assess through a site specific flood risk assessment).
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Example Questions
Question 1 – Is the proposed development defined as ‘highly
vulnerable’ according to Table D2 in Planning Policy Statement 25?

SFRA (FZ2, FZ3a & FZ3b) layers. Also examine
historical floodplain and take into consideration
climate change outlines.

GIS Layer

Watercourse
network & EA
main river maps.

Flood Zone Classification

Development Vulnerability

Category

Not applicable refer to Table D2 in PPS25

Table 6-4: Sequential Test Key - A Guide to using the GIS Layers

Question 2 - Is the proposed development defined as ‘more
vulnerable’ according to Table D2 in Planning Policy Statement 25?
Question 3 - Is the proposed development defined as ‘less
vulnerable’ according to Table D2 in Planning Policy Statement 25?
Question 4 - Is the proposed development defined as ‘essential
infrastructure according to Table D2 in Planning Policy Statement
25?
Question 5 - Is the proposed development defined as ‘water
compatible development’ according to Table D2 in Planning Policy
Statement 25?
Question 6 – Through consultation of the Environment Agency’s
flood zone maps, is the development site located in Flood Zone 1?
Question 7 - Through consultation of the Environment Agency’s
flood zone maps, is the development site located in Flood Zone 2?
Question 8 - Through consultation of the Environment Agency’s
flood zone maps, is the development site located in Flood Zone 3a?
Question 9 - Through consultation of the Environment Agency’s
flood zone maps, is the development site located in Flood Zone 3b?
Question 10 - Can the development be located in Flood Zone 1?

Question 11 - Can the development be located in Flood Zone 2?

Question 12 - Can the development be located in Flood Zone 3a?

Question 13 - Is the site located within 20m of a watercourse?
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Table 6-4: Sequential Test Key - A Guide to using the GIS Layers (continued)

GIS Layer

Historical Flood Outlines,
anecdotal evidence

Sewer Flood
Layer &
Historical
Flood
Outlines
Flood Defence Layer (NFCDD),
Flood Warning Layer, Areas
Benefiting from Flood Defences
Layer.

Flood Risk Management

Other Flood Sources

SFRA FZ3 & FZ2
outlines plus
climate change

Category

Example Questions
Question 14 – Is the site impacted by the effects of climate change

Question 15 - Is the site in an area potentially at risk from sewer
flooding?

Question 16 - Is the site in an area potentially at risk from overland
flow flooding?

Question 17 - Does the site have a history of flooding from any other
source?

Question 18 - Does the site benefit from flood risk management
measures?
Question 19 - Can the development be relocated to an area
benefiting from flood risk management measures or of lower flood
risk?
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7

Policy Review

National and local policies have been reviewed against the local flood risk issues and objectives identified
by the EA.

7.1

Catchment Flood Management Plans

River Nene CFMP (Consultation Draft Plan, July 2006)
The Upper River Nene catchment covers the majority of the administrative areas of DDC and NBC. The
River Nene rises on the Northampton Uplands at sources near Badby, Naseby and Yelvertoft and then
crosses the gently undulating rural country to the flat plains of Peterborough.
The River Nene catchment is largely rural and the major land use is agriculture. The main urban areas
include Daventry, Northampton, Wellingborough, Kettering, Corby, Peterborough and Wisbech.
The immediate actions for the River Nene catchment are to:
1. Ensure that the CFMP is adopted and that EA policies become part of development planning,
2. Ensure that planning controls are enforced; in particular that there is no inappropriate
development on floodplains,
3. Develop strategies which tell the EA what flood risk management measures are required and
when.
The longer-term actions for the River Nene catchment are to:
1. Monitor changes in the catchment and keep EA planning up to date,
2. Take opportunities to implement flood risk management measures.
The River Nene catchment is split into eight policy units, with four of the policy unit areas either covering
the study area or having an effect upon flooding within the study area. The four policy unit areas are:
•

Brampton Branch,

•

Kislingbury Branch,

•

Main River Nene,

•

Wootton Brook.

The specific policies that apply to the Brampton Branch Policy Unit are:
1. Sustain current level of flood risk – implement measures to prevent increase in flood risk
along the Brampton Branch,
2. Increase frequency of flooding – consider measures, in conjunction with other tributaries, to
prevent increase in flood risk through Northampton and to contribute to flood control along
the River Nene.
The specific policies that apply to the Kislingbury Branch Policy Unit are:
1. Sustain current level of flood risk – implement measures to prevent increase in flood risk
along the Kislingbury Branch,
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2. Increase frequency of flooding – consider measures, in conjunction with other tributaries, to
prevent increase in flood risk through Northampton and to control the accretion of flood flow
along the River Nene.
The specific policies that apply to the Main River Nene Policy Unit are:
1. Sustain current level of flood risk – consider controlling the contributions to flood flow made
by tributary catchments,
2. Sustain current level of flood risk – implement local protection if necessary,
3. Reduce flood risk – reduce flood risk where prominent, e.g. commercial / industrial areas of
Northampton,
4. Increase frequency of flooding - consider the reinstatement of floodplain and develop
floodplain storage, exploiting opportunities, where presented, in planned sequence.
The specific policies that apply to the Wootton Brook Policy Unit are:
1. Sustain current level of flood risk – implement measures to prevent increase in flood risk
along Wootton Brook,
2. Reduce flood risk – reduce flood risk, if economically viable, to southern outskirts of
Northampton,
3. Increase frequency of flooding - consider measures, in conjunction with other tributaries, to
contribute to flood control along the River Nene.
River Great Ouse CFMP (Summary of Draft Plan, February 2007)
The upper part of the Great Ouse catchment is at a level of typically 70m AOD and spans the southern part
of SNCs administrative area. At this location soils consist mainly of clays with limestone being the
dominant under-lying strata. The upper reaches of the River Great Ouse and the River Tove fall within the
study area, with the River Great Ouse (and its tributaries) draining the area around Brackley and
surrounding areas and the River Tove (and its tributaries) draining the area around Silverstone and
Towcester.
The catchment is largely rural and it supports traditional industries such as manufacturing, tourism, and
agriculture. However, research and technology, finance and service sectors are becoming more important.
The main towns are Milton Keynes, Bedford, Cambridge and King’s Lynn are situated downstream of the
study area.
In the summary of the draft plan for the CFMP, the main objectives are shown as being:
1. Minimise flood damage to people and property,
2. Manage flood risk to achieve development and regeneration objectives at Regional and
Local Government level without increasing flooding elsewhere,
3. Ensure that prospective mineral abstraction possibilities are retained,
4. Optimise joint use of the floodplain and river corridor for flood risk management, nature
conservation and recreation functions,
5. Protect and enhance where possible the nature conservation value within the catchment,
6. Maintain water quality standards and improve where feasible,
7. Preservation of heritage to protect and enhance cultural heritage and landscape character.
The Great Ouse catchment is split into five policy units, with the area of interest falling into the Bedford
Ouse policy unit. The specific policies that apply to the Bedford Ouse policy unit are:
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1. Continue existing and alternative actions to manage flood risk at current level (accepting that
flood risk will increase over time from this baseline),
2. Take further action to sustain the current scale of flood risk into the future (responding to the
potential increases in flood risk from urban development, land use change and climate
change),
3. Take further action to reduce flood risk (now and / or in the future),
4. Take action to increase the frequency of flooding the achieve benefits locally or elsewhere
(which may lead to an overall reduction in flood risk). An example of this would be the
creation of wetlands or washlands upstream of a risk area, which in addition to delivering
environmental benefits could reduce the frequency of flooding threatening people and
property.
In the CFMP action plan, a Flood Risk Management Study (with a medium priority) for the River Tove
is proposed for 2008 – 2010, with the main aim to identify what further actions can be taken to
manage flood risk at Towcester.
Thames Region CFMP (Consultation Document, January 2007)
“The Thames Region CFMP covers the fluvial part of the River Thames basin and its tributaries. This is
from the source of the Thames in Gloucestershire, through to Teddington weir, as well as the Lee Basin
and the smaller rivers in London. It includes some extensive rural areas such as Wiltshire and
Oxfordshire, and densely populated urban areas including London, Swindon, Reading, Slough, Guilford
6
and Luton” .
The River Cherwell rises at Hellidon to the south east of Daventry, flowing in a southerly direction through
parts of Daventry District and South Northamptonshire. Downstream of the administrative area for SNC
near to Cropredy, the Oxford Canal also follows the Cherwell Valley. Further downstream the River
Cherwell then flows through Banbury and parts of industrial Oxfordshire before flowing through Oxford and
ultimately flowing into the River Thames to the west of central Oxford.
There are four main messages for the Thames Region:
1. Flood defences cannot be built to protect everything,
2. Climate change will be the major cause of increased flood risk in the future,
3. The floodplain is our most important asset in managing flood risk,
4. Development and urban regeneration provide a crucial opportunity to manage the risk.
Within the CFMP, there are also six main specific messages for the catchments that fall within the Thames
Region area (including the Cherwell catchment):
1. Undeveloped natural floodplain,
2. Development floodplain with no built flood defences,
3. Developed floodplain with built flood defences,
4. Developed floodplain with typically concrete river channels,
5. Major urban expansion in or close to floodplains,
6. Narrow floodplains and mixed land use.

6

Thames Region Catchment Flood Management Plan, January 2007.
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From these policies the following catchment wide and specific area strategies have been developed under
the headings Flood Risk, SuDS, Flood Mitigation and the Water Environment. Integration of these
suggested policy considerations into LDF / LDD should ensure that the objectives and aspirations of the
EA and national policy are met whilst strengthening the position of the LPAs regard to Flood Risk.

7.2

Water Cycle Strategies

Water Cycle Strategies (WCS) provide plans and programmes Water Services Infrastructure
implementation. They are determined through an assessment of the environment and infrastructure
capacity for:
1. Water supply,
2. Sewage disposal,
3. Flood risk management,
4. Surface water drainage.
Water Cycle Studies also consider the impact of efficiency measures and provide an overall estimate of
cost for the identified solution and of the identified infrastructure improvements required.
A Stage 1 WCS is currently been undertaken on behalf of the West Northamptonshire LPAs, the issues
raised in the WCS should be considered once completed.

7.3

Flood Risk

Catchment Wide Strategies (in accordance with PPS25)
1. Allocate all sites in accordance with the Sequential Test reduce the flood risk and ensure
that the vulnerability classification of the proposed development is appropriate to the
flood zone classification,
2. Flood Risk Assessments (FRAs) should be undertaken for all developments within Flood
Zones 2 and 3 and sites with identified flooding sources (according to PPS25 Annex E)
to assess the risk of flooding to the development and identify options to mitigate the flood
risk to the development, site users and surrounding area,
3. Flood Risk Assessments are required for all major developments in Flood Zone 1
(according to PPS25 Annex E). These are residential developments consisting of sites
greater than 0.5 ha or greater than 10 dwellings and commercial developments that are
2
greater than 1 ha or have a floor area greater than 1000 m ,
4. Flood Risk to development should be assessed for all forms of flooding,
5. Where floodplain storage is removed, the development should provide compensatory
storage on a level for level and volume for volume basis to ensure that there is no loss in
flood storage capacity.

Area Specific Strategies
1. Surface water flooding should be investigated in detail as part of site specific FRAs for
developments located areas with identified problems, early liaison with the EA and DDC,
SNC or NBC for appropriate management techniques.
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Through integration of these suggestions, the emerging LDFs will comply with PPS25 and the aspirations
and policies represented in following:

7.4

•

Regional Spatial Strategy for the East Midlands (RSS8),

•

Milton Keynes South Midlands Sub-Regional Strategy (MKSM),

•

East Midlands Regional Assembly – Regional Flood Risk Appraisal,

•

East Midlands Draft Regional Plan,

•

Northamptonshire County Structure Plan,

•

Issues and Options for Joint Core Strategy (DDC, SNC and NBC),

•

River Nene Catchment Flood Management Plan,

•

River Great Ouse Catchment Flood Management Plan,

•

Thames Region Catchment Flood Management Plan,

•

West Northamptonshire Water Cycle Strategy (once completed),

•

Biodiversity Action Plan for Northamptonshire.

Sustainable Drainage Systems

A guide to Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) is provided in Appendix F.
Policies should address the following issues as:

Sustainable Drainage

Catchment Wide Strategies (in accordance with PPS25 and SuDS Manual)
1. Sustainable Drainage Systems should be included in new developments unless where it
is demonstrably not possible to manage surface water using these techniques,
2. PPS25 requires the use of SuDS as an opportunity of managing flood risk, improving
water quality and increasing amenity and biodiversity,
3. Flood Risk Assessments are required for all major developments in Flood Zone 1
(according to PPS25 Annex E). These are residential developments consisting of sites
greater than 0.5 ha or greater than 10 dwellings and commercial developments that are
2
greater than 1 ha or have a floor area greater than 1000 m ,
4. Runoff rates from new developments on greenfield sites should be not exceed
Greenfield runoff rates pre-development and should allow for climate change,
5. Runoff rates from previously developed developable land should not exceed existing
rates of runoff and should seek betterment. In addition, an allowance should be made for
climate change,
6. Runoff and / or discharge rates should be restricted to Greenfield runoff rates in areas
known to have a history of sewer and / or surface water flooding.

Area Specific Strategies
1. At the site-specific FRA level, the suitability of SuDS should be investigated for each
development. Specific emphasis should be given to the implementation of SuDS in
areas where permeability is low.
2. Environment Agency Policy Statement:
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a. “for the Upper Nene catchment (that is through Northampton and within the Nene
catchment upstream of Northampton), surface water attenuation should be provided
up to the 1 in 200 year flood (rainfall) event plus climate change allowance”.
A list of all geological units, together with recommendations for the consideration of SuDS for site-specific
FRAs is presented in Appendix F.
Through integration of these suggestions, the emerging LDF will comply with PPS25 and the aspirations
and policies represented in following:

7.5

•

Regional Spatial Strategy for the East Midlands (RSS8),

•

Milton Keynes South Midlands Sub-Regional Strategy (MKSM),

•

East Midlands Regional Assembly – Regional Flood Risk Appraisal,

•

East Midlands Draft Regional Plan,

•

Northamptonshire County Structure Plan,

•

Issues and Options for Joint Core Strategy (DDC, SNC and NBC),

•

River Nene Catchment Flood Management Plan,

•

River Great Ouse Catchment Flood Management Plan,

•

Thames Region Catchment Flood Management Plan,

•

West Northamptonshire Water Cycle Strategy (once completed),

•

Biodiversity Action Plan for Northamptonshire.

Water Environment

Catchment Wide Strategy
1. Development should not have a detrimental impact on the water environment through
changes to water chemistry or resource,
2. Developments should look to incorporate water reuse and minimisation technology,
3. Any development should not be located within 8 metres of the riverbank to ensure
access for maintenance but amongst other things should ensure a riparian corridor for
improvement of the riverine environment.
Through integration of these suggestions, the emerging LDF will comply with PPS25 and the aspirations
and policies represented in following:
•

Regional Spatial Strategy for the East Midlands (RSS8),

•

Milton Keynes South Midlands Sub-Regional Strategy (MKSM),

•

East Midlands Regional Assembly – Regional Flood Risk Appraisal,

•

East Midlands Draft Regional Plan,

•

Northamptonshire County Structure Plan,

•

Issues and Options for Joint Core Strategy (DDC, SNC and NBC),

•

River Nene Catchment Flood Management Plan,
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•

River Great Ouse Catchment Flood Management Plan,

•

Thames Region Catchment Flood Management Plan,

•

West Northamptonshire Water Cycle Strategy (once completed),

•

Biodiversity Action Plan for Northamptonshire,

•

River Nene Catchment Abstraction Management Strategy,

•

River Cherwell Catchment Abstraction Management Strategy,

•

Upper Ouse and Bedford Ouse Catchment Abstraction Management Strategy.

Flood Risk Management Policies contained within the Catchment Flood Management Plans have been set
out by the Environment Agency. The strategies suggested above mesh with these aspirations and if
integrated will aid to strengthen the position of the LPAs.
The area specific strategies should be updated following the application of the Sequential Test to provide
more specific strategies for allocated development sites.
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8

Flood Risk Assessment Guidance

8.1

Site Specific Flood Risk Assessment Guidance

The assessment of flood risk is a fundamental consideration regardless of the scale or type of
development. Understanding the flood risk to, and arising from, a development is key to managing the risk
to people and property thereby reducing the risk of injury, property damage or even death. The effects of
climate change may exacerbate future flood risk. Current predictions indicate that milder wetter winters
and hotter drier summers will be experienced in the future and there will be a continued rise in sea levels.
These changes will potentially lead to an increase in rainfall quantities thus altering the magnitude,
frequency and intensity of flood events.
Flooding is not limited to just rivers and the sea, in fact flooding can arise from a number of sources, each
presenting their own type of risk and requiring management. In addition some areas currently defended
from flooding may be at greater risk in the future as the effects of climate change take hold or defence
condition deteriorates with age.
Opportunities to manage flooding whilst providing development exist through an understanding and
mitigation of the risk. This includes the location, layout and design of developments to enable the
management of flood risk through positive planning. This positive planning needs to consider the risks to a
development from local flood sources but also the consequences a development may have on increasing
flood risk to others. Early identification of flood risk constraints can ensure developments maximise
development potential whilst achieving the principles of sustainability.
A Level 1 SFRA should present sufficient information to assist an LPA to apply the Sequential Test and
identify where the Exception Test may be required. These documents are predominately based on
existing data. The scale of assessment undertaken for a SFRA is typically inadequate to accurately
assess the risks at individual sites within the study area. The EA and SFRA Flood Zone Mapping do not
account for all watercourses within study area. Although, a watercourse may not have a flood zone
mapped, as a precautionary principle, it is advised that a flood risk assessment should be requested for all
development proposals within 20 m of a watercourse (the water environment). This will ensure that flood
risk is managed and that flooding is not increased within or to the surrounding area.
Site-specific flood risk assessments are required to assess the flood risk posed to proposed developments
and to ensure that, where necessary, appropriate mitigation measures are included in the development.
This section presents the recommendations for site-specific flood risk assessments prepared for
submission with planning applications to Daventry District Council, South Northamptonshire Council or
Northampton Borough Council.
The guidance presented in the following sections has been based on:
•

The recommendations presented in Planning Policy Statement 25 and the consultation
draft of the Practice Guide companion to PPS25,

•

The information contained within this Level 1 SFRA report.

When is a Flood Risk Assessment Required?
When informing developers of the requirements of a flood risk assessment for a development site,
consideration should be given to the position of the development relative to flood sources, the vulnerability
of the proposed development and its scale.
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In the following situations a flood risk assessment should always be provided with a planning application:
•

The development site is located in Flood Zone 2 or 3,

•

The proposed development is classed as a major development and located in Flood Zone
1. These are residential developments consisting of sites greater than 0.5 ha or greater
than 10 dwellings and commercial developments that are greater than 1 ha or have a floor
2
area greater than 1000 m ,

•

The development site is located in an area known to have experienced flooding problems
from any flood source,

•

The development is located within 20 m (water environment) of any watercourse
regardless of Flood Zone classification.

What does a Flood Risk Assessment require?
Annex E of PPS25 presents the minimum requirements for flood risk assessment, these include:
•

The consideration of the risk of flooding arising from the development in addition to the risk
of flooding to the development,

•

Identify and quantify the vulnerability of the development to flooding from different sources
and identify potential flood risk reduction measures,

•

Assessment of the remaining ‘residual’ risk after risk reduction measures have been taken
into account and demonstrate that this is acceptable for the particular development,

•

The vulnerability of those that could occupy and use the development, taking account of
the Sequential and Exception Tests and the vulnerability classification, including
arrangements for safe access,

•

Take consideration of the ability of water to soak into the ground may change with
development, along with how the proposed layout of development may affect drainage
systems,

•

Fully account for current climate change scenarios and their effect on flood zoning and
risk.

The Practice Guide Companion to PPS25 (consultation document) advocates a staged approach to site
specific flood risk assessment with the findings from each stage informing the next and site master plans,
iteratively throughout the development process.
The staged approach comprises of three stages:

Level 1 - Screening Study
This is intended to identify if a development site has any flood risk issues that warrant further investigation.
This should be based on existing information such as that presented in the Level 1 SFRA. Therefore this
type of study can be undertaken by a development control officer in response to the developer query or by
a developer where the Level 1 SFRA is available. Using the information presented in the Level 1 SFRA
and associated GIS layers a development control officer could advise a developer of any flooding issues
affecting the site. A developer can use this information to further their understanding of how flood risk
could affect a development.
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Level 2 - Scoping Study
This is predominately a qualitative assessment designed to further understanding of how the flood sources
affect the site and the options available for mitigation. The Level 2 Scoping Study should be based on
existing available information where this is available and use this information to further a developers
understanding of the flood risk and how they affect the development. This type of assessment should also
be used to inform masterplans of the site raising a developer’s awareness of the additional elements the
proposed development may need to consider.

Level 3 – Detailed Study
Where the quality and / or quantity of information for any of the flood sources affecting a site is insufficient
to enable a robust assessment of the flood risks, further investigation will be required. For example it is
generally considered inappropriate to base a flood risk assessment for a residential care home at risk of
flooding from fluvial sources on Flood Zone maps alone. In such cases the results of hydraulic modelling
are preferable to ensure details of flood flow velocity, onset of flooding and depth of floodwater is fully
understood and that the proposed development incorporates appropriate mitigation measures.
At all stages, the LPA, and where necessary the EA and / or the Statutory Water Undertaker should be
consulted to ensure the flood risk assessment provides the necessary information to fulfil the requirements
for planning applications.

8.2

Additional Requirements

Opportunities to Reduce Flood Risk
Working closely with the outputs from the Green Infrastructure Study, careful land-use planning and the
gradual reinstatement of green open spaces (within existing and new developments) together with the
introduction of wetlands and woodlands throughout the upper catchments could help reduce runoff. It is
also important that opportunities are sought to identify areas of floodplain reinstatement in conjunction with
the Green Infrastructure Study that may not only have flood risk benefits, but also ecological,
environmental and recreational improvements. This would assist with the identification, restoration and
creation of floodplains which would further reduce flood risk.
The use of SuDS within existing and new development is becoming more important. In addition to the
more usual attenuation and infiltration systems, providing more green and open spaces within the urban
environment can also help to reduce runoff and also increase wildlife habitat. These areas can be
sometimes be most effective when placed alongside development in water corridors (e.g. along canals).
Considering both Green Infrastructure and SuDS will ensure that future development sites, regeneration
areas and future allocations that potentially contribute to flood risk, can be developed in a safe and
sustainable manner.

Groundwater Flooding
The impacts of groundwater flooding should also be assessed as part of a site-specific flood risk
assessment. It should be noted that the flood risk assessment should not only consider the impacts of
groundwater flooding upon the development being considered, but also the effects the development may
have upon groundwater flooding elsewhere. For example, infiltration based SuDS methods may increase
groundwater levels locally. Similarly, increases in grassed and open areas can also contribute to
increased groundwater recharge.
A site specific flood risk assessment should as a minimum undertake an assessment of local geological
conditions (soils, drift and hard rock) to determine whether the strata have the ability to store and/or convey
groundwater. Where this initial assessment determines the potential for groundwater flooding, more
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detailed on-site analysis should be undertaken using ground investigation (e.g. monitoring, trial pits and/or
permeability testing). If following this more detailed on-site assessment, the residual risk of groundwater
flooding is determined to be medium to high, then further monitoring may be required and detailed
groundwater modelling may be necesarry to ensure that the development is safe, whilst also ensuring the
development does not create groundwater flooding elsewhere.
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9
9.1

Development Targets
Joint Core Strategy

DDC, SNC and NBC are currently undertaking their ‘Issues and Options’ stage, with the ‘Preferred Options
– Joint Core Strategy’ due to be completed in early 2008. As such, development targets as set by the
three LPAs are currently not available.

9.2

Potential Development Sites

To assist the three LPAs with the undertaking of their Sequential Testing a series of maps were produced,
based around potential development sites and or development areas. In total eleven potential
development sites were mapped in Daventry District, with a further seven mapped within South
Northamptonshire.
The twenty-three wards of Northampton were also mapped, along with the eight surrounding areas, which
form the Northampton Implementation Area.
As a result, a series of forty-nine detailed maps (at a suitable scale) are included in Appendix E.

Daventry District
E1 - Brixworth

E7 - North of Drayton Fields (Daventry)

E2 - Crick

E8 - Weedon

E3 - East of Welton Road (Daventry)

E9 - West Haddon

E4 - Long Buckby Road (Daventry)

E10 - Woodford Halse

E5 - Long Buckby

E11 - Yelvertoft

E6 - North of A45 and East of Borough Hill (Daventry)

South Northamptonshire
E12 - Brackley

E16 - Roade

E13 - Bugbrooke

E17 - Silverstone

E14 - Deanshanger

E18 - Towcester

E15 - Middleton Cheney
Further to the original brief and to ensure that this document is sound the West Northamptonshire LPAs
asked that the wards of Northampton and the Northampton Implementation Area were mapped in addition
to reviewing the existing NBC SFRA.
The additional mapping will allow NBC to make an informed decision with respect to a possible Level 2
assessment of potential development sites / areas.
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Northampton Borough
E19 - Abington

E31 - New Duston

E20 - Billing

E32 - Nene Valley

E21 - Boughton Green

E33 - Old Duston

E22 - Castle

E34 - Parklands

E23 - Delapre

E35 - St Crispins

E24 - Eastfield

E36 - St Davids

E25 - East Hunsbury

E37 - St James

E26 - Ecton Brook

E38 - Spencer

E27 - Headlands

E39 - Thorplands

E28 - Kingsththorp

E40 - West Hunsbury

E29 - Kingsley

E41 - Weston

E30 - Lumbertubs

Northampton Implementation Area
E42 - Blisworth & Roade**

E46 - Grange Park**

E43 - Boughton & Pitsford*

E47 - Hackleton**

E44 - Brafield & Yardley**

E48 - Harpole & Grange**

E45 - Brampton*

E49 - Moulton*

* Falls within administrative area of Daventry District Council.
** Falls within administrative area of South Northamptonshire Council.
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10

Recommendations

Sequential Testing
DDC and SNC should undertake their Sequential Testing based upon the information presented in this
Final Level 1 SFRA and the accompanying mapping and GIS datasets.

Level 2 SFRA
Following the completion of the Sequential Testing, any sites that cannot be located within a low flood risk
area (i.e. Flood Zone 1) should then be examined in more detail during a Level 2 assessment.
The purpose of a Level 2 assessment, is to provide enough information to allow the relevant LPA to either
re-apply their Sequential Testing, in light of further information or to apply the Exception Test to the
proposed development site.
NBC should investigate rapid inundation zones behind defences and formulate suitable policy approaches
in these areas to deal with the residual risk of breach of defences. Where flood storage reservoirs (FSRs)
have been identified, the flood risk associated with the breach or failure of these FSRs should be
investigated and suitable policy approaches formulated.

Hydraulic Modelling
As part of a Level 2 SFRA, to address the issues of functional floodplain and climate change, it may be
necessary to define and refine the extent of the floodplain.
Table 9-1 presents a summary of the hydraulic modelling available for use in the SFRA.
Table 9-1: Available Hydraulic Models / Output
Available from EA
Model
Output
Anglian Region – Central Area

Towcester - Flood Alleviation Scheme
Halcrow
?


Towcester – River Tove Pre-feasibility / s105
Royal Haskoning


Towcester / Silverstone – Pre-feasibility / s105
Royal Haskoning


Brackley – Flood Alleviation Scheme
WS Atkins


Brackley – Pre-feasibility
WS Atkins


Stony Stratford / Maids Morton SoP
WS Atkins


Stony Stratford – Pre-feasibility
WS Atkins
Modelling Study

Nene Strategic Model

Consultant

Anglian Region – Northern Area

Halcrow



Held by SW
Model
Output






























*

Kislingbury - Flood Alleviation Scheme

-

Report & survey only

N/A

Upper Wootton - Pre-feasibility

-

Report & survey only

N/A

Lower Wootton - Pre-feasibility

-

Report & survey only

N/A

Midlands Region – Lower Severn Area

Clay Coton and Yelvertoft Brooks
JBA Consulting

?





?

?

?

Thames Region – West Area
River Cherwell

-

?

* Partial output held by Scott Wilson
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During the Level 2 SFRA, additional modelling of key watercourses may be required to define the
functional floodplain and extent of the floodplain including climate change where no data is available.

NBC additional work
NBC are not as advanced in their planning process as DDC and SNC and as such are not in a position to
undertake their Sequential Testing on potential development sites.
It is envisaged though that Sequential Testing may be undertaken for the key development areas, thus
setting the scope for broader Level 2 assessments for NBC, which will examine potential development
areas. Although not agreed at this stage, it is likely breach analysis of the River Nene flood defences
through Northampton may be required (for key development sites).
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Meeting Notes
Page

Title

Subject

Attendees

Distribution

Daventry District Council, South Northants District
Council and Northampton Borough Council - Strategic
Flood Risk Assessment
Inception Meeting
Richard Wood (RW)
Steve Whelton (SW)

Daventry District Council (DDC)
Daventry District Council

Claire Berry (CB)
(NBC)

Northampton Borough Council

John Mooyman (JM)

South Northamptonshire Council

Rhiannon Swindale (RS)
Gerry Crasto (GC)
Alastair Windler (AW)
Chris Swain (CS)
Tom Barratt (TB)
Nick Hall (NH)
John Foulds (JF)

Environment Agency (EA)
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
Environment Agency
Environment Agency

Michael Timmins (MT)
Stephen Riley (SR)

Scott Wilson Ltd
Scott Wilson Ltd

All Above

Item

Notes

1

Introductions & Roles

Project Number

1

of

5

D114265/ STG1

Supply Number
Meeting
Number

1

Venue

Daventry District Council, Committee
Room Two

Notes
by

Michael Timmins

Date & Time

24/01/2007
10.00

Action

Alistair Windler will be the central contact at the EA for all data requests relating to the Strategic
Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA).
JF stated that as of April, the “Lower Severn Area” in the Midlands Region, would be moved into a
new “Central Area”. It is possible that John Beckett will replace JF as the contact for the area.

2

Confirmation of Stages
Staged approach to SFRA confirmed through round table discussion. Project will consist of two stages:
Stage 1:

All agreed that Stage 1 will consist of data collection, review and preliminary
processing to determine suitability of data in meeting SFRA objectives. Findings
will be presented in an interim report and accompanying presentation. Stage 1 will
identify the key flood risk issues in the study area and inform the direction that Stage
2 will take.
SR requested that any additional specific requirements for Stage 1 identified by
councils be brought to the attention of the SW team by 9th February 2007.

Stage 2:

 Scott Wilson Holdings Limited

SR explained that the data identified in Stage 1 would be pulled together and
analysed. Any specific flood risk issues identified and agreed by the steering group
in Stage 1 will be examined in more detail. The overall aim will be to produce a
working, practical and intuitive document. The primary deliverable will be a series
of maps and plans, with technical reports and guidance notes provided in appendices
and a brief, easy to understand report. The potential for a non-technical summary
for dissemination to the public and developers was discussed and will require further
discussion if the idea is to be progressed.
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Item

2

Notes

of

5

Action

SR raised concerns regarding recent the Environment Agency Southern Region position regarding
SFRA and their desire for all SFRAs to be produced in accordance with the DEFRA/Environment
Agency R & D Technical Report FD2320/TR2. SR requested if the Anglian Region would make a
similar requirement. AW and CS agreed to investigate and inform the project team. SR identified
that producing an SFRA in accordance with FD2320/TR2 may have financial implications to the
project.

AW & CS

RW asked if the EA would cover any additional costs should the SFRA need to be in accordance with
FD2320/TR2. CS commented that it would be unlikely that the EA would cover any additional costs.
GC enquired as to how the previously completed Northampton Borough Council SFRA had been
accepted and used within the council. Is there anything that this SFRA study can learn from it?
CB stated that generally the Northampton SFRA had been straightforward and easy to use, though it
had taken some time for the planning team to learn to use it effectively. The only issue that had
occurred was that the mapping website had crashed on several occasions.
CB asked if SW could ensure that any electronic deliverables for this SFRA were more stable – perhaps
splitting the data and mapping deliverables into smaller parcels would help. MT and SR will take
comments on board and discuss with the GIS team.
MT stated that PPS25 had been issued since the award of this contract. One of the issues within PPS25
that has changed since PPG25, is that Flood Zone 3 has been re-classified into 3a and 3b. Flood zone
3b is “functional floodplain” and is defined as an area of land that floods at the 1:20yr (5% exceedence
probability) event or above. Most EA models and mapping identify the 1:25yr (4% exceedence
probability).
MT asked if the EA would be happy for the SFRA to use the 1:25yr event in place of the 1:20yr event
where applicable?
CS replied that the EA would accept previously modelled results and mapping at the 1:25yr event
and would not request additional model runs and mapping be carried out for the 1:20yr event.
3

Data Collection.
Scott Wilson welcomed the fact that a single point of contact at the EA had been identified for the
SFRA and MT enquired whether an up-to-date data list was available (spanning all the different areas
and departments within the EA)? AW to liase internally with EA colleagues and to provide an upto-date list of available EA data as soon as possible.

AW

GC explained that there are defined EA procedures for requesting and acquiring data. A formal request
for data items will need to be completed by the councils and sent to AW. The EA have no problem
with SW contacting them directly for information, though the data agreement would be with the
councils.
RS queried what the licensing arrangements were with the EA and that it could be complicated as so
many EA personnel/offices and datasets were involved. AW to investigate what the licensing issues are
from EA policies and how they can be simplified – i.e. One license agreement for all datasets.

AW

With regards to the OS licenses, MT stated that normally, SW would act as a sub-contractor on the
council licenses. Therefore, there are likely to be three OS licenses for SW to sign – one with each
council.

 Scott Wilson Holdings Limited
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Action

SR enquired as to what GIS information the councils held and how accessible this was. For example,
the proposed development sites, alternative sites, growth areas/directions, boundaries etc…
CB stated that all existing allocations for NBC were digitised and available electronically in GIS
formats. However, the growth options would only be available within the next few weeks. CB
confirmed that there is no definitive growth outlines available for NBC and that several options still
exist. The SFRA would be required to assist in the decision as to which options would be most suitable
for growth.
RW stated that almost all of DDCs information was available in GIS formats.
JM stated that most of SNCs information was also available in GIS formats, but there may be some
available only in paper format. JM to confirm what planning information is held in GIS format for
SNC.

JM

All agreed that GIS data held by all councils be available to Scott Wilson by the 15 February
2007.
NH – enquired whether hydraulic models would be required for the SFRA? SR commented that models
may be required so that model results can be assessed against flood risk areas. Scott Wilson will need
to know what software was used for hydraulic modelling and, if required, Scott Wilson would need the
results from the models in the native modelling format.
4

Stakeholders
SR highlighted that the main stakeholders envisaged at this time would be the Councils themselves, the
EA, local Internal Drainage Board, Highways Agency and the utility companies.
Steve Whelton to be main contact for COWs and OWs within DDC.
Mike Kitchen is the main contact for COWs within NBC.
Jay Surti is the HA contact for DDC and most of the area, based in Birmingham.
Mick Galey main contact for Thames Water and will require postcodes to check database of
flooding.
Ian Hope (EA – Exeter) has information regarding the water bodies falling under the
Reservoirs Act in the catchments.

RS commented that with increased growth in the SFRA area, there would be an increase in the volume
of foul and surface water discharging into the sewer network and treatment plants. Will the SFRA
identify increased volumes with the utility companies and suggest mitigation and or potential sites for
addition treatment works?
RW stated that this could be an issue to the west of Daventry and would expect this to be addressed in
the Water Cycle Strategy, but perhaps a reference to the issue would be needed in the SFRA.
MT replied that PPS25 requires all new developments to examine the increased runoff from their
developments. As a result, site FRAs would identify SuDS to reduce the surface water runoff from
developments. The SFRA would look strategically at the issues but is not the correct document to
address in detail, or to identify growth in and treatment of foul and surface water drainage. However,
the issue could be addressed on the decision tree as a question for a member of the planning team to
bring up with developers and the utility companies.
SW stated that the Utilities Sub-Group for areas falling within the WNDC should be identifying the
growth in development and additional capacity and treatment works as part of the planning process.

 Scott Wilson Holdings Limited
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Action

CS stated that there might not be a great deal of information available from the emergency services in
terms of plans and procedures for dealing with flood events. He recommended that the EA flood
warning departments are consulted together with the councils to determine if and what emergency flood
response plans have been formulated.
The impacts of flooding on COMAH sites would also fall under emergency response. MT reminded the
group that the SFRA would be looking at issues at a Strategic Level and not to get into too much detail.
AW to consult with the Environmental Management teams within the EA with regard to COMAH
sites in floodplains.

AW

Other key stakeholders:
British Waterways
The Inland Waterways Association
The County Highways Department
CB

CB is able to provide contact names and details for all.
JM enquired about the Thames Region of the EA and who, in particular, should be the main point of
contact there. AW stated that he would be the main point of contact on the SFRA for the EA as a
whole.
5

Confirmation of Project Deliverables
SR – following completion of Stage 1, final deliverables and exactly what they will contain, will be
confirmed.
Stage 1 is to be a single, brief document. It will cover local and administrative issues, highlight what
data has been collected, the review methodology and its suitability for use in Stage 2. Stage 1 will
identify any additional data requirements and which specific areas to tackle in more detail at Stage 2.
SR enquired whether 50 (fifty) hard copies of the final reports and mapping were still required? RW,
CB and JM to discuss reducing the number of hard copies and increasing the use of the electronic
deliverable.

6

RW, JM &
CB

Restatement of Programme
SR stated that one of the longest tasks on the programme was data collection and stakeholder
consultation. The delivery milestone for Stage 1 is presently set at 27th April 2007 with Stage 2 and
the final deliverables currently programmed for issue on the 17th August 2007. The presentation of
the SFRA results is to be agreed.
SR enquired about the EA’s timescales for data provision.
GC – Timescales depend on volume of data to be requested and how dispersed it is across different EA
offices. Providing all of the data in one go would take significantly longer than providing it in a piecemeal fashion.
MT – would it be possible too set aside a day or two with key EA personnel and to visit the EA office
with a removable hard drive?
GC/CS – As long as this was coordinated with plenty of notice through AW, then there shouldn’t
be a problem. This could mean data collection from the EA taking a few days rather than several
weeks.
GC – The Upper Nene Model will not be available until the end of March at the earliest and therefore it
is unlikely to be included in the SFRA due to the tight programme.
SR – If additional work is identified, is there room in the council’s programme for additional time, i.e.
later than the 17th August 2007?
RW – It is possible, but will need to consult and confirm with others. RW to confirm ASAP.

 Scott Wilson Holdings Limited
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Action

CS expressed concern at the allocated timescales for report review in the tender programme. The EA
will require at least 3 weeks to review draft reports whereas 2 weeks were allocated. Would it be
possible to extend the review period to 3 weeks now that the data collection phase may be reduced?
SR – Scott Wilson will review the Stage 1 programme following confirmation of how data will be
provided by the Environment Agency and confirm a new project programme to the group 1 week after
the receipt of all deadlines and timescales from the councils and EA. SR reminded everyone that until
Stage 1 is complete, the Stage 2 programme is indicative only and will be refined as part of the Stage 1
report.
7

Additional Requirements
RW – Would it be possible to hold a training session for the planners on completion of the SFRA? SR
informed RW that a training session was already included for planning personnel from the councils.
However, a training session/presentation to developers was not but could be included at an additional
cost.
CS – A 1 page guide/leaflet for the SFRA is also very useful for developers and the general public. SR,
this could be looked at and agreed with RW, CB and JM.

8

Date/Venue of next meeting
The next scheduled meeting of the steering group will be on completion of Stage 1 and will consist of a
presentation and seminar to discuss and confirm the programme for Stage 2.
Date TBC by 9th February 2007.

9

Any Other Business
CS – The SFRA needs to address planning permissions for very large sites. There are very large sites
that already have approval in areas at risk of flooding. CB, the information is already available in GIS
formats and so can easily be integrated into the SFRA. SW to ensure that large planning sites that
have already gained planning approval in flood risk areas are included in the SFRA.
CS – One example is an EA flood alleviation scheme at Upton. The scheme consists of large flood
attenuation areas in 3 phases. Phase 1 is almost complete, but Phases 2 & 3 aren’t due for completion
for a few years.

 Scott Wilson Holdings Limited
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Appendix B: Data
Title

Source

Description

Reservoir information

Environment Agency

Revised reservoir
information

Environment Agency

Highway flooding in Area 8

Highways Agency (Carillion /
URS)

Highway flooding on trunk
roads

Northamptonshire County
Council (Atkins Highways)

Sewer flooding data (DG5)

Anglian Water and Thames
Water

Sewer flooding data (DG5)

Anglian Water and Thames
Water

Location plans of known
flooding areas

Internal Drainage Board
(Buckingham and Ouzel)

Canal flow data

British Waterways

SNC expected growth plans

South Northamptonshire
Council

Background OS mapping

Daventry District Council

Political boundaries

Daventry District Council

LPA planning details
LPA planning details
LPA planning details
LPA planning details
LPA planning details
LPA planning details

Rugby BC
Aylesbury Vale DC
Wellingborough BC
Cherwell DC
Harborough DC

EA: Anglian Central data

Environment Agency

Milton Keynes Council

Final

Spreadsheet containing information on
119 reservoirs within the study area and
in adjacent areas.
Spreadsheet containing information for
41 r3eservoirs that fall in the study area
or that could affect the study area.
Spreadsheet showing all roads in Area 8
and flooding incidents.
No data provided as there are many
very localised events held on database.
May be interrogated during Level 2.
Five and six digit postcode areas for
known incidences of sewer flooding
Confirmation of towns / villages where
sewer flooding is known to occur within
the five or six digit postcode areas.
Location plans showing areas of
Historical flooding within the IDB area.
Spreadsheet containing flow level data
for two canals at five-minute intervals for
2004-6.
Three maps setting out boundaries for
growth, with an accompanying note
stating the proposed number of
dwellings.
• 1:10,000,
• 1:50,000,
• 1:250,000.
GIS layer showing the extent of the
study area and the individual LPA
boundaries.
Proposals maps.
Information on proposals.
Information on proposals.
Information on proposals.
Information on proposals.
Direction to LDP info for MK neighboring authority.
• Brackley FAS,
• Towcester PFS,
• Data licence agreement,
• River Ouse and River Tove dwgs,
• Northants SFRA GIS layers,
• Milton Keynes drainage strategy,
• Stony Stratford – Maids Morton SoP,
• Stony Stratford PFS,
• Flood zones.

Confidence
Very Good

Very Good
Good
Good
Fair
Very Good
Good
Good

Good

Very Good

Very Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good

Very Good
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Appendix B - Data (continued)

EA: Anglian Northern data

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environment Agency

River Welland CFMP,
NCFM Draft CFMP,
Nene peak river levels,
Main river,
Flood zones,
Flood warning areas,
Flood defences,
GPS points,
Historical flood map,
Washlands,
Areas benefiting from defences.

Very Good

River Nene modelled flood outlines
• 25 year,
• 100 year,
• 100 year plus CC events.
• Asset photographs,
• Defences,
• Flood storage areas,
• Structures.
EA Thames West data

Environment Agency

EA: Midlands data
Northampton Longer Term
Growth Options Study

Environment Agency
Northampton Borough
Council

Northampton COW's

Northampton Borough
Council

MKSM

Downloaded

RSS8

Downloaded

SNC - growth areas

South Northamptonshire
Council

DDC requirements for
detailed mapping
SNC requirements for
detailed mapping

River Cherwell model outlines
• 5 year,
• 20 year,
• 100 year,
• 100 year plus CC.
GIS layers.
Options study by Faber Maunsell.
Layers from previous NBC SFRA
showing the location of COWs within the
administrative area of NBC.
Milton Keynes South Midlands SubRegional Strategy.
East Midlands Regional Spatial
Strategy.
GIS layers showing Brackley, Towcester
and Northampton Implementation Area.
List of towns / villages where detailed
mapping is required.
List of towns / villages where detailed
mapping is required.
All wards of Northampton and
surrounding districts within Northampton
Implementation Area.
Maps and associated notes detailing
historical flooding within the district.
Document highlighting flooding policy
within SNC and location of sand bag
bins within area.
Maps and associated notes detailing
historical flooding within the district.

Daventry District Council
South Northamptonshire
Council

NBC requirements for
detailed mapping

Northampton Borough
Council

Historical flooding
information

Daventry District Council

Historical flooding
information

South Northamptonshire
Council

Historical flooding
information

Northampton Borough
Council

Final

Very Good

Very Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
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Appendix B - Data (continued)
Preferred Options Daventry

Daventry District Council

Fire and Rescue
Information

Northamptonshire Fire and
Rescue Service

Silverstone flooding report

Environment Agency

Details of local flooding in
Silverstone

Environment Agency

River Nene CFMP

Downloaded from
Environment Agency website

River Great Ouse CFMP

Downloaded from
Environment Agency website

Thames Region CFMP

Downloaded from
Environment Agency website

Reservoir Breach Analysis
Results

HR Wallingford / Hyder
Consulting

Newspaper article

Northampton Borough
Council

Independent Review of
Northampton’s Flood
Defences

Northampton Borough
Council

Final

Preferred options report for Daventry DC
(up to 2021) new PO work will cover to
2026.
Information and guidance on flood risk
issues.
1971 report detailing flooding issues
within the town of Silverstone.
Results from a post event questionnaire,
detailing properties believed to be at risk
of flooding.
Consultation Draft (July 2006) of River
Nene CFMP downloaded from EA
website.
Summary Draft Plan (February 2007) of
the River Great Ouse CFMP
downloaded from EA website.
Consultation Document (January 2007)
of the Thames Region CFMP
downloaded from EA website.
Plan showing the extent of the worstcase breach of Daventry Reservoir.
Article from local newspaper questioning
the standard of protection offered by the
Northampton Flood Defences.
Report by Professor Fleming
questioning the standard of the
Northampton Flood Defences.

Very Good
Good
Good
Good

Very Good

Very Good

Very Good
Good
Fair

Fair

August 2007
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River Nene – extract from http://www.dundee.ac.uk/geography/cbhe/
Year

1236

Month

11

Quotation
1236 November p7: "The St Albans chronicler, Matthew Paris ... described one such disastrous combination of wind and sea ...
Translated, his account reads 'Then on the morrow of St Martin [12 Nov] and within the octave of the same there burst in astonishing
floods of the sea, by night, suddenly, and a most mighty wind resounded, with great and unusual sea and river floods together, which
especially in maritime places, deprived all ports of ships, tearing away their anchors, drowned a multitude of men, destroyed flocks of
sheep and herds of cattle, plucked out trees by the roots, overturned dwellings, dispersed beaches ... at Wisbech and in neighbouring
townships, and so by the sea shore and coast, countless men perished...'" [ha 032]

1236

"Doddington was too far inland to be affected by the great [sea] flood of 1236 which caused so much damage at Wisbech and Elm"

1246

"1246 "disastrous floods" across North Level"

1260

1260 "Prodigious rainfall .... fresh water from the uplands, combining with high tides, overtopped embankments and inundated some
35,000 acres, causing great losses".

1274

1274 "a disaster from which the North Level was unable to recover until the new outfall channel to the River Nene was cut in the
nineteenth century. At this time the Little and Great Ouse discharged into the River Nene at Wisbech. This combined fresh water flow
helped to keep the outfall clear of silt, or rather reduced the acceleration of silting of the estuary which was then apparent. During 1274,
the people of Littleport cleaned out an old Roman canal and that winter, a major flood broke the bank of the Little Ouse which flowed
down the canal into the River Lark, thence to King's Lynn to become the new course of the Little Ouse. In one foul winter's night the
destiny of the Nene outfall and the North Level changed, with the considerably reduced flow of the River Nene unable to keep the
siltation of outfall at bay...."

1335

1335 " major flooding"

1427

1427 [p130] "There are a few records of the periodic attempts that were made to cure the [Nene] floods, such as the Commission on
Sewers, which a royal decree sent on circuit in 1427, charging it ... to inquire in flood areas 'as to the persons by whose default lands were
damaged, and to those who might have hurt therefrom...'" [Nene]

1437

1437 The 'Great Breach' in Fendyke flooded the Northside Area

1490

1490 "John Morton, Bishop of Ely, ... in 1490 constructed a straight cut over 19 kilometres long from Stanground to Guyhirne ..." [ha
032]

1570

Final
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1570 December "After Christmas .... massive floods, both tidal and freshwater " .... "caused by melting of great quantities of snow in the
uplands" ... after Candlemas [Feb 2, 1571] ... and some 38,000 acres were under water.
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1570

10

" Wansford Bridge is a great structure .... There used to be an eight-arched wooden bridge. In 1221, a remission of 10 days penance was
granted to anyone giving alms for its repair. After floods damaged it in 1571 it was replaced by a thirteen-arched stone bridge. Only the
seven northernmost arches remain, the other six being replaced after about 100 years....."

1571
1622

1570 October 5 p18, based on R. Holinshed (1577, six volume 1807 London edition) Chronicles of England, Scotland and Wales: "...a
storm on 5th October which had devastating effects on the whole east coast from the Humber down to the Strait of Dover. ... three things
are clear from his account: the terrific force of the wind; the aggravation of the flooding by heavy rainfall, which caused flooding in the
inland counties as well, such as Bedfordshire, Huntingdonshire, Staffordshire and Warwickshire; and the suddenness of the climax of
catastrophe as the [coastal] defences were overwhelmed." [ha 032]

07

1622 July 2 Northampton, p102, identifying the floods of July 1622, May 1633, Christmas 1821 and July 1875 as the worst in 250 years:
"On the 2nd July 1622, when the flood was so high that people in the south and west parts of the town had to be carried about in boats ..."
1633 [p130] "Another Commission [on Sewers] which sat at Kettering in 1633 and laboriously surveyed the Nene from Wansford to
Kislingbury had 'all obstructions cleared and the river widened to its ancient breadth' ... or so it is claimed." [Nene]

1633
1633

05

".... the floods of July 1622, May 1633, Christmas 1821 and July 1875 as the worst in 250 years "

1663

05

1663 May 8 About May 8th there was a violent thunderstorm at Northampton " which caused extraordinary floods in a few hours, bearing
away bridges, drowning horses, men and cattle..........." [River Nene]

1663

05

1663 May 6 Northampton, p102, identifying the floods of July 1622, May 1663, Christmas 1821 and July 1875 as the worst in 250 years:
"... on the 6th May, 1663, when the water came as high as St. John's Hospital, forcing away two of the arches of the South Bridge..."

1663

05

Kislingbury, west of Northampton: " 1663:May Flood. Probably half to two thirds of the houses were flooded to a depth of over 4ft."

1713

1713 [p131] "... an Act of Parliament was passed for making the river navigable from Peterborough to Northampton ... " [Nene]

1735

"There was a terrible storm of wind that did a great deal of mischief both at sea and on shore...... About an hour before noon, the wind
increased to a storm, at W. and W.S.W. so violent as has not been known since that memorable one November 27,1703; in comparison of
which it was of longer continuance, but some think it not quite so violent.......The rivers being high from the great rains before, and during
the storm, the waters were forced over their banksand overflowed the low lands; sheep and other cattle were lost in some places; in others
the people took to their upper rooms to secure themselves from the inundations that were on every side.But we have not room to
enumerate more particulars of the damage done before six o'clock in the evening, about which time it abated; nor indeed is it
necessary;for the effects of it were perceived in much the same manner, at the same time, in every corner of the kingdom, and
consequently by all its inhabitants. But we must not omit the good, occasioned by this dreadful tempest, to the harbour of Wisbich(sic),
which is deepened by the freshes to above fifteen foot water, so that ships come up to the town, which saving lighterage ,has been of great
service to the trade of that port."

Final
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1762

1762 Loans made [Aug 1763] to repair bank from Guyhirn to Wisbech after disastrous floods.

1764

1764 Jan 21 Reported that highland floods surrounded Murrow and Northside but the new banks held [at Wisbech]. Major breach
between Peterborough and Guyhirn -"evidence remains today"

1769

1769 March [p202] "Strange road accidents ... such as the one which overtook a stage wagon crossing Wellingborough bridge in March
1769. The main arch gave way, the vehicle fell through to the river ... as the Northampton Mercury recorded ..." [Nene]

1770

1770 Major breach between Peterborough and Guyhirn -"evidence remains today". Breach 130 yards long.....2nd District under 7 to 8 feet
of water.

1773

1773 Major breach between Peterborough and Guyhirn --evidence remains today.

1795

1795 Major flood in the North Level caused by banks giving way, by slips 83,000 yards, by downfall 57,000 yards.

1795

02

1795 February [p132, 203] "...But though clearing of the [Nene] channel may have lessened the floods, it by no means cured them.
Typical of their violence was the catastrophe that followed a sudden thaw in 1795. Floods along the whole Nene smashed down bridges at
Wellingborough, Thrapston and Oundle, and did serious damage to every other bridge below Northampton. An arch of the
Wellingborough bridge claimed two lives as it collapsed ... in the night ... a mass of masonry fell from an arch and smashed the boat,
drowning father and son. Marooned on the broken bridge, the terrified wife and children huddled there until daybreak, when they were
rescued ... In February 1795 the arches of Wansford bridge were so much damaged by floods that they were impassable for carriages and
even dangerous for a horse. Such was the fury of the Nene, that Peterborough, Oundle and Thrapston bridges were all reported broken."
[Nene]

1795

02

"....it is tempting to recognise in the appalling Nottingham and Cambridge floods about February 9, associated with very heavy snow
further north, a slow-moving warm front, remarkably like the more reluctant affair of March 4-6, 1947. Moreover, in 1795 the ice on the
Nen [Nene] was blown up by a courageous volunteer to relieve the danger."

1795

" Wansford Bridge ......Further rebuilding in 1795 after more flood damage left a single span over the main stream, making navigation
easier....."

1799

1799 35000 acres [of North Level] lay under water.

1821
1830

Final
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1821 December Northampton, p102, identifying the floods of July 1622, May 1633, Christmas 1821 and July 1875 as the worst in 250
years: "... at Christmas, 1821, when the water washed away the foundations, &c., of several houses and buildings at the lower end of
town.
1830 "Nene Estuary. New Cut through sandbanks dug from Gunthorpe Sluice to the sea (Crabs Hole). Sutton Bridge built and 3,000 acres
of Marsh reclaimed. Result - at Wisbech Nene scours 10 feet." [ha 032]
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1847

1848

09

1847 September [p128] "For weeks that autumn and winter the floods had been out along the whole distance from Northampton to
Peterborough, forming an enormous inland lake two miles wide in places, and covering 10,000 acres of land that could not recover from
the soaking for months. Mr Hartshorne [Rev Charles Hartshorne, Rector of Cogenhoe] ... prepared a complete report on the problem ..."
To a December meeting of gentry he is reported as saying '...Few seasons pass without a summer flood ... Sometimes the waters reach
their height as quickly as a day and a half after rain.' [p132], Northampton: "...the flood of September 1847 put Northampton Bridge
Street station under water and left gaps in embankments which stopped all trains between Northampton and Peterborough for three
days,..." [Nene]

12

"Cogenhoe....is close to the river, yet built safely above the two hundred-foot contour line. The Rector in 1848 was the Rev. Charles
Hartshorne, who...saw a great deal of the damage done by the Nene floods....For weeks that autumn and winter the floods had been out
along the whole distance from Northampton to Peterborough, forming an enormous inland lake two miles wide in places, and covering
10,000 acres of land that could not recover from the soaking for months. Mr Hartshorne....prepared a complete report on the problem and
called a meeting of the landed gentry at Northampton to hear it and consider what action couyld be taken. The floods were still lapping
round Northampton as one chilly December day they drove in from the sodden country to hear what the Rector of Coggenhoe had to
say...'These lands,' he said, 'are always liable to be placed under water after a few hours' rain. Few seasons pass without a summer flood
with a most disastrous loss. All these beautiful meadows near the Nene are so liable to flooding that they are regarded as of use for only
half the year. Enough provender is lost annually to keep 52,000 beasts and 24,000 sheep. Sometimes the waters reach their height as
quickly as a day and a half after rain.'.... "

1849

1849 p102: Northampton flood still remembered in the higher one(s) of July 1875.

1851

1851 [27] "One of our largest southern lakes, Whittlesea Mere, has finally disappeared from the map, and the food of man will in future
supersede sedges and rushes ..."

1851

1851 p91: "By the mid-19th century the centrifugal pump came into use for land drainage. An early application was in the drainage of
Whittlesey Mere, near Peterborough, in 1851 ..." [ha 032, lower Nene]

1852

11

1852 November 25 [page 199] "Northamptonshire and Cambridgeshire suffered severely. Both the Midland and North-Western Railway
traffic was interrupted. Whittlesea Mere, which had recently been drained at a vast expense, and had been brought into rich cultivation,
was again an expanse of water, with no present hope of drainage, the whole country around being in a similar state. At Cambridge the
students were rowing over the country, the fens and Isle of Ely being one sheet of water... Many individual cases of drowning occurred;
large numbers of sheep were drowned; hares, rabbits, wild animals, and birds perished in vast numbers; all farm industry was interrupted,
and low fevers became prevalent." [ha032, 033]

1852

11

1852 November [p132] Northampton: "... During a November storm five years later [there having been a flood in 1847] floods did great
damage to the [railway] track and washed out bridges at Hignham Ferrers and Fotheringay. This time no trains could use the line for a
week." [Nene]
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1868

1868 (p[52]) Wells at Orlingbury failed, and did not do so again until 1911. [Upper Nene]

1869

1869 [p69] Rainfall observer at Northampton (Thorpelands) noted "Drought felt severely in July and August, and also in October and
November. No extraordinary falls of rain in the year, and springs quite as low in November as in the previous year..."

1870

11

1870 November Rainfall observer at Northampton (Thorpelands) noted (p77) "in November the rain had only penetrated a few inches
into the soil, and the springs had not increased in volume at the end of the year."

1870

12

1870 December [p78] Northampton "Thorpelands: In November the rain had only penetrated a few inches into the soil, and the springs
had not increased in volume at the end of the year"

1872

1872 p102: Northampton flood still remembered in the higher one(s) of July 1875.

1872

06

1872 June 18 Rare daily rainfall of 3.63 inches at Kettering, Northants. [ha 032, R.Ise]

1872

06

1872 June 18 Rare daily rainfall of 3.63 inches at Kettering, Northants. [ha 032, R.Ise]

1875

1875 The major flow in the Nene, resulting from the extremely wet year of 1875, produced further erosion in the tidal cut............

1875

07

1875 July Northampton, p102, identifying the floods of July 1622, May 1663, Christmas 1821 and July 1875 as the worst in 250 years:
"Fields adjoining rivers canals, and brooks, were entirely submerged, while in many instances the water ran over the roads; hay and grain
crops considerably damaged; much injury done to a tan yard by the pits being filled with rain water, and the liquor spoilt, an engine was
set to pump out the water, but its furnace was gradually put out and rendered useless. Most mills breweries, foundries &c., had to stop
work on account of the floods, the engines fires being in many cases extinguished ... Many of the inhabitants, remembering the floods in
1849 and 1872, had prepared forth the recent one by stopping up likely places for its entrance, or removing their property either to
buildings standing higher, or to upper parts of their houses."

1875

07

1875 July 14/22 "In the fens of Cambridgeshire and Northamptonshire the water is said to cover the country for miles; the valley of the
Nene, near Peterborough, is flooded..."

1875

07

NOTES ON THE FLOOD OF- JULY 15TH ... Northampton - The Nene over its banks; great quantities of hay spoilt ...

1875

07

NOTES ON THE SUBSEQUENT FLOODS ... Higham Ferrers: On Wednesday [July 21] Higham was converted into an island, being
completely surrounded - with water, but no striking damage has been done except to the hay crops.

1875

07

Ravensthorpe - Very heavy rain on Sunday [July 18], from 5 to 6.15 pm. 1.14 in; in ... 24 hours, measured 9 a.m. of the 21st, 1.965
[inches]. [Nene trib.]

1875

07

West Haddon - Streets and houses flooded on Sunday [July 18], and were not in a much better state by Wednesday. [Nene headwater]

1875

07

Brigstock, July 18th - Terrific thunderstorm, the rain flooding the houses as it fell, not by swelling the streams but by itself; yet at
Lyvedon, about 3 miles from Brigstock, there was not sufficient rain to lay the dust. They had rain again on Monday and Tuesday, and on
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Wednesday the water was rising. [Harper's Brook]
1875

07

Brigstock, July 18th - Terrific thunderstorm, the rain flooding the houses as it fell, not by swelling the streams but by itself; yet at
Lyvedon, about 3 miles from Brigstock, there was not sufficient rain to lay the dust. They had rain again on Monday and Tuesday, and on
Wednesday the water was rising. [Harper's Brook]

1875

07

Thrapston: Several heavy coal barges have been washed from the river, and are now drifting about in the fields.

1875

07

Burton Latimer: A man endeavouring to save some sheep was carried away and drowned [Nene trib.]

1875

07

Raunds: A culvert made last year at £170 expense burst in several places, and helped to deluge the town. Mr Nichol's [sic] employed
several wagons to fetch in his sheep, or they would have all been drowned.

1875

07

Stamford and Peterborough : Traffic has been stopped between these places.

1875

07

Northamptonshire - The Fens totally submerged for miles; many acres of grain on low lying land under water, and crops on higher lands
beaten down by the rain. For more than a week we have had an incessant downpour, and the rain continued to fall with no appearance of
clearing up until 22nd [July]. The river Nene, which overflowed its banks two or three days ago, still continued to rise rapidly on
Thursday [22/7/1875]."

1875

07

1875 July 21 "Higham Ferrers: On Wednesday [21/7/1875] Higham was converted into an island, being completely surrounded -with
water, but no striking damage has been done except to the hay crops." [ha 032]

1875

07

1875 July 21 "Ravensthorpe - Very heavy rain on Sunday [18/7/1875], from 5 to 6.15 pm. 1.14 in; ... measured 9 a.m. of the 21st, 1.965
[inches]." [ha 032, Brampton Branch trib.]

1875

07

1875 July 18 "West Haddon - Streets and houses flooded on Sunday [18/7/75], and were not in a much better state by Wednesday." [ha
032, Kislingbury Branch]

1875

07

1875 July 18 "Brigstock, July 18th - Terrific thunderstorm, the rain flooding the houses as it fell, not by swelling the streams but by itself;
yet at Lyvedon, about 3 miles from Brigstock, there was not sufficient rain to lay the dust. They had rain again on Monday and Tuesday,
and on Wednesday the water was rising." [ha 032, Harpers Brook]

1875

07

1875 July "Thrapston: Several heavy coal barges have been washed from the river, and are now drifting about in the fields." [ha 032]

1875

07

1875 July "Burton Latimer: A man endeavouring to save some sheep was carried away and drowned." [ha 032, R. Ise]

1875

07

1875 July "Raunds - A culvert made last year at £170 expense burst in several places, and helped to deluge the town." [ha 032]

1877

01

1877 January Observer at Castle Ashby, below Northampton, noted (p[38]) "Excessive rainfall, which, following the very heavy fall in
December, 1876, of 5.42 in., produced almost continuous floods in the Nene Valley."

1878

10

1878 October 30 Rainfall observer at Northampton noted, p[51], "... heavy snowstorm on 30th"
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1879

07

1879 July Observer at Northampton noted, p[41], "...Floods in the Nene Valley"

1880

07

1880 July 14 Rainfall observer at Northampton noted, p[14]: "Heavy rain all day; total fall , 1.74 in., causing a flood on the outskirts of
the town, with destruction of property and loss of life." [ha 032]

1882

11

1882 November 7 Rainfall observer at Northampton noted (p[23]) "Heavy floods" [Nene]

1883

09

1883 September 29 Rainfall observer at Northampton (Sedgebrook) noted (p[26]) "Heavy rain all day, followed by a great flood in the
Nene valley on 30th."

1883

11

1883 November 6 Observer at Northampton (Sedgebrook) noted (p[28]) "Great flood in the Nene valley."
1884 autumn Observer at Northampton (The Holly's) noted p[90]: "The town was on short supply of water during a great part of the year
- from 7 to 10 in the summer months, and 6 to 12 at the end of the year."

1884
1884

12

1884 December Observer at Thrapstone (Hargrave), Northants, noted p[90]: "All farm work was in a very forard condition at the end of
the year, though springs were very low, and water for the cattle had to be carted considerable distances." [Nene]
1884 Observer at Oundle (Vine Cottage) noted p[90]: "A very dry year, so many wells never having been known to fail before, though
the river did not fall so low as might have been expected ..." [Nene]

1884
1885

07

1885 July Rainfall observer at Blencowe noted (p[65]) "...this year great scarcity of water prevailed, the Petteril being very low..."
Observer at Northampton (Sedgebrooke) noted (p[93]) "A serious drought prevailed from August 12th to September 2nd, which
following an exceptionally dry July, caused a great want of water, the Petteril never having been known so low before. " [Nene trib.]

1886

05

1886 May "... rivers and their tributaries which were flooded and overflowed their banks: .... Nene ... [ha 032]

1887

1887 Rainfall observer at Thrapstone (Hargrave) noted "Cracks in the soil due to the drought could be traced to depths of 4 and 5 feet...."

1890

12

1890 December Observer at Thrapstone (Hargrave) noted, p[75], "... ponds were still empty at the close of the year."

1893

12

1893 December Observer at Easton Maudit noted p[90] "... Grounds very dry at the close, and small brooks scarcely running" [Nene]

1896

06

1896 June 2 [p7] “... Heavy thunderstorm in Northamptonshire, the main street of Wansford flooded...”

1897

02

1897 February 5 Observer at Blisworth noted p[6]: "Heavy rain all day, which with the thaw of snow made the largest flood for several
years." [ha 032]

1897

02

1897 February 9/11 p[7]: "There was considerable flooding ... in Northampton, Huntingdon, Cambridge, Norfolk, Leicester, Lincoln and
other counties." [ha 032, 030]

1897

08

1897 August Rainfall observer at Daventry (Fawsley) noted p[62]: "Following a very dry July, 6.10 in. of rainfell, the greatest in any
month since observations began in 1879." [ha 032, Nene headwater]
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1898 autumn "The drought of the past year (1898) in Northamptonshire and other Midland and Southern Counties, has been such a
serious inconvenience to localities supplied by superficial or shallow-seated water ... I was recently informed by Mr Wallis, of Burton
Latimer, that having occasion during the latter part of 1898 to dig into the ground a considerable depth, he found it to be thoroughly hard
and quite dry to a depth of 45 in. to 50 in. Capilliarity had certainly acted through 4 feet or more..."

1898

1900

04

1900 April 13-14 Observer at Thorney (Wryde House) noted (p[14]) "Gale and clouds of dust.; dykes in many cases being filled up level
in open situations."

1900

02

1900 February 16 Rainfall observer at Blisworth (Grafton House ) noted (p[43]) "Rapid thaw on 16th, with large floods."

1903

01

1903 January 6 Rainfall observer at Blisworth (Grafton House) south of Northampton noted "5th and 6th Large floods" [River Nene]

1904

02

1904 February Rainfall observer at Blisworth (Crieff House) noted (p[30]) "Very heavy rain in the first half, causing the largest floods for
some years." [Nene]

1905 Observer, R. Soames, at Scaldwell, Northants, [now just above Pitsford Reservoir] noted, p[68], "springs and ponds lower than
ever".

1905
1907

05

1907 May 13/14 Rainfall observer at Blisworth noted, p[11], “In the 24 hours ending 8.30 p.m. 14th, 2.09 in. of rain fell, causing large
floods.”[Nene]

1907

12

1907 December 16 Observer at Raunds noted, p[25], “High floods in the Nene valley.”

1907

05

1907 May Rainfall observer at Huntingdon noted, p[37] “Both here and in the village of Brampton floods spoiled much of thehay crop.”
1907 autumn Rainfall observer, R.Soames, at Scaldwell, Northants, [noted, p[66], “The last three months were very wet, resulting in
heavy floods.”

1907
1908

04

1908 April 28 Rainfall observer at Blisworth noted (p[10]) "Rain all day, which with thaw, caused largest flood for some years."
[R.Nene]

1910

12

1910 December Rainfall observer, Leon G.H. Lee, at Raunds noted (p[35]) "Tremendous floods occurred in the Nene valley during the
first half of December. The Midland Railway suffered serious damage owing to embankment slips."

1911

1911 Observer, W.B.Jacques, at Orlingbury (Hall) noted (p[52]) "Wells here failed on August 15th for the first time since 1868. Springs
only began to move on December 24th." [Upper Nene]

1912

North level suffered heavy rainfall culminating from 20th to 26th August in a downfall amounting to 4.09 inches..... in 1912, 28.51 inches
were recorded. Problems were compounded in August when floodwater from the Welland at Peakirk entered the Newborough and First
District, flooding that area and increasing the considerable load on the New South Eau. Much of the North Level region was flooded or
water-logged and the "new-fangled" tractor was useless. Cereal crops were lost and the potato crop failed. Sir John Coode ....... estimated
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that discharge at the outfall sluice by gravity averaged 1/8th inch of rain per day over the whole North Level Area. Sir John Coode
appears to be the first engineer to take account of the state of saturation of the ground, pointing out that after two days during the fatal
week the ground became saturated and further rain ran off immediately. The North Level Superintendent had observed this effect and
taken gaugings on the Main Drains. At this time, much of the North Level was in transition from grass to arable, but the drainage regime
was still designed to retain high water levels for cattle-fencing and a high water table for the grass.
1912

08

1912 August 27 "The high level of the water on the Whittlesey Wash, affected the river level at Peterborough where a maximum level of
16.4 above Newlyn datum (nearly 7 ft. above normal) was attained [in March 1947]. This is comparable with the August 1912 level." "On
August 27th 1912 the level at Stanground Sluice was 15.9. This was the highest level in a record dating from 1905 [cf 15.8 there in March
1947]."

1912

01

1912 January 15-24 (p[3]) Nene Valley 7,000 acres flooded between Northampton and "Peterborough."

1912

08

1912 August 25/26 "In the Fen District, between Spalding and Peterborough, the floods stretched for 20 miles, resembling a lake, in
places miles wide." [Nene]

1912

08

Fig 141 shows Peterborough Town Bridge with flood water close to the arch top. Caption gives the date as 27 August 1912, and a flood
height of 17 ft. 6 inches.

1919
1919

1919 severe inundation
06

1919 June [p29] "The most conspicuous, and indeed the only widespread period of drought in 1919, occurred in May and June ... At four
stations, Tenterden, Brighton, Eye (near Peterborough) and Bradwell-on-Sea the period [of Partial Drought with mean rainfall not
exceeding .01 in. per day] reached 50 days, in each case from 1st May to 19th June."

1926

1926 severe inundation

1927

1927 Floods....when many acres were inundated

1929

1929 Thorney Drainage Board [TDB] minute records great shortage of water; too low in Thorney River for syphon to work.

1947

03

" "The Nene behaved particularly well, though it carried a volume and intensity of floodwater such as it had not experienced for a century
at least. Much reinforcement and improvement had been done to its floodbanks., and all these new works stood the test of the great flood
splendidly; there was no inundation of any consequence from the River Nene

1947

03

" Wansford Bridge ......Even in flood, most of the water now goes under just one arch, the two northernmost arches being completely
blocked with the ground level well above river level. This may account for the seriousness of the Easter 1998 flood, a foot higher than
1947."

1951

04

"On April 10 the flow of the River Nene at Northampton was nine times the average winter flow..."
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1951

04

"Evesham, Rushden, Esher and Bedford were among the places [flood] affected..."

1998

04

" Wansford Bridge ......Even in flood, most of the water now goes under just one arch, the two northernmost arches being completely
blocked with the ground level well above river level. This may account for the seriousness of the Easter 1998 flood, a foot higher than
1947."

1998

04

Kislingbury, west of Northampton: "Very serious flooding again experienced in the village. The worst in living memory"

2003

Final
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and including The Bridge and on to the playing fields. Cost £1.4 million"
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River Cherwell – extract from http://www.dundee.ac.uk/geography/cbhe/
Year

1852

1775

Month

Quotation

11

[November/December] The valley from Vauxhall to Windsor [Thames Valley] was a vast lake. Oxford was standing in a sea of water, the
Cherwell and Isis being miles in width....At Maidenhead, Reading, Ealing, Uxbridge and many other places, the principal corn fields were
overspread with several feet of water....At Farringdon the sheet of water was of amazing extent; and at Cricklade, Lechlade and other
places, the farms were under water....Much of Epsom, Dartford, Lewisham and Charlton was overflowed. On the North-Kent Railway, the
valley of the Medway and the marshes along the Thames were one expanse of water for many miles. Parts of Chatham, Rochester and
Stroud were also flooded....At Guildford, Chertsey, Woking and Battersea the flood was several flood deep: Windsor and Reading
suffered as usual. At Newbury, Sonning, Burghfield, Oxford &c, &c, many hundreds of acres of meadow were flattened and spoiled....and
at Banbury, for many miles on the eastern side, the country was entirely deluged. Summary from Phil Griffiths [originally from Journal of
Royal Ag.Soc. vol 15, 1855, pp1-73]

09

"Five horses and a waggon, drawing home a load of barley, at Windrush, in Gloucestershire, about four miles from Burford, in
Oxfordshire, were struck dead by lightning. The boy that drove the team, and a woman upon the mow in the barn, were struck down, but
escaped further injury. The flashes of lightning were continued, and extremely tremendous, the thunder uncommonly loud, and the rain
which accompanied the storm was so heavy as to be productive of many sudden inundations; there being immediately a flood both on the
Cherwell and Isis. The river Cherwell overflowed allthe pastures near Marston, Sufcot, Wood-Eaton, Islip, and many other places.
Magdalen College water-walks, Merton fields, Christ Church meadows, Hinksey, Iffley, Kennington, Stanford [sic] etc were one entire
scene of water. In the parish of St Thomas, west of Oxford, the inhabitants were obliged to remove to the second floor, the water being
nearly up to the first story; where their food and necessaries were conveyed to them by boats, while part of their houshold furniture was
floating in the street. The cattle, in some places, stood up to their bellies in water, and many of the roads leading to Oxford were rendered
impassable."
"[Wood writes] that so much rain fell in October that it caused a great flood about Oxford, and later a flood came down the Cherwell
caused by rain towards Banbury 2 to 3 days before, so that the meadows ere drowned and we have a second flood"

1679
1682

10

"A flood at Oxford caused by the Cherwell with no rains at Oxford, only Northamptonshire"

1766

02

"By the heavy rains, which, for a few days before, had fallen in Oxforshire, the rivers Cherwell and Isis, that run by Oxford, rose higher
than ever was known by any rains that had fallen in the same time in the memory of man." [River Cherwell]

10

"We hear from Oxford, that the waters are so much out round about that place, that several roads leading to the city are impassable, and a
great number of sheep and other cattle have been lost; and the waters are so much out in St Thomas's parish, that the inhabitants are
obliged to live up two pair of stairs, and have their provisions brought to them by boats; and the walks belonging to Christ Church College
are entirely washed away, and likewise Merton College walks. There is no land to be seen within three or four miles of that place. The

1774
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damage done to the walks of Christ Church College is computed to be upwards of 200 l." [River Cherwell]
1903

06

1903 June 13 Rainfall observer at Islip noted "Rain commenced at about noon, and continued steadily without cessation for 70 hours. The
floods were most disastrous to hay and corn crops." [R. Cherwell]
1903 Rainfall observer at Hampton Poyle (Rectory) noted "There were four local floods in the year-in May, June, August and October of which the worst was in October". [R.Cherwell]

1903
1887

01

1887 January 19 Rainfall observer at Banbury (Bloxham Grove) noted "Thaw followed by great flood in the meadows on 20th".
[Cherwell]

1887

06

1887 June Rainfall observer at Banbury (Bloxham) noted "On the first three days heavy rain fell, partially flooding the meadows."
[Cherwell]

1887

09

1887 September Rainfall observer at Banbury (Bloxham) noted "Springs and mill streams were low at the close, and the rain had not
penetrated to the depth of the plough." [Cherwell]

1875

07

1875 July 23 Rainfall observer at Oxford noted "The river Cherwell began to rise on the 15th, attained its greatest height on 23rd; the total
rise from 15th was 3 ft. 2 in."

1875

07

1875 July 23 rainfall observer at Oxford noted "Floods in the Thames and Cherwell valleys".

1875

10

1875 October 9 Rainfall observer at Banbury (High Street) noted "Rain between noon and 10.30p.m., 3.25 in.; highest flood known".
Observer at Ings Sutton noted "The whole neighbourhood flooded." [Cherwell]

1875

10

1875 October 19 rainfall observer at Oxford noted ".... 1.66 in. fell in 10 hours after 11 p.m.; river rising." Observer at Banbury noted
"Great flood, water 12 in. above rails at G.W. station." [Cherwell]

1862

03

1862 March 29 First notable flood since 16/11/1852 according to this observer (who lived at Long Wittenham, between Abingdon and
Wallingford). It peaked at 4.30 p.m. on March 28th at Islip on the Cherwell, and at 4 p.m. on 29th march at Long Wittenham; "It there
occupied a sectional area of 2,546 square feet, of which 1,796 square feet may be accounted flowing water, with a central surface velocity
of 240 feet per minute, and a mean depth of eleven feet."

1862

05

1862 May 10 "The flood in the Cherwell, and in the extreme west, rose higher than in the former periods" [i.e. than in March or April
when other spate peaks passed down the Cherwell] according to this observer (who lived at Long Wittenham, between Abingdon and
Wallingford).

1795

2

"We have not experienced so great a flood at this place [Oxford] and in its neighbourhood for 21 years. The waters both in the Isis and the
Cherwell were swelled to an alarming height"

1663

5

"There were great rains in the Upper Cherwell Valley but none at Oxford such that the Cherwell had a prodigious flood, not only over the
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meadows but over the raised walks at Magdalen"
1663

5

"….the Cherwell backed up as far as Ivy-Hinksey a mile from its confluence with the Thames; it came up almost to Merton College and
the water was level almost with the common way at Magdalen Bridge."

1908

04

1908 April 23 Rainfall observer at Islip noted (p[12]) "The heavy snow storm and the sudden thaw afterwards with torrents of rain caused
a serious flood in the Cherwell river, the highest that has been known in this village." Observer at Bicester noted "heavy fall of snow,
which measured 16 inches in depth at 11 p.m." [Cherwell]

1908

05

1908 May 2 Rainfall observer at Oxford noted (p[13]) "A punt containing four undergraduates was upset in the flooded Cherwell by being
driven against a pier while attempting to get through Magdalen Bridge and one of the occupants was drowned." [Cherwell]

1875

07

1875 July 15-23 The diagrammatic list of flood heights for 1872 to 1894, as reached on River Cherwell at Magdalen Bridge, Oxford,
shows this event to be the highest of 11 flood events in that period, reaching 185.76 feet above Liverpool Ordnance Datum. [Cherwell]

1883

02

1883 February The diagrammatic list of flood heights for 1872 to 1894, as reached on River Cherwell at Magdalen Bridge, Oxford, shows
this event to be the third highest of 11 flood events in that period, reaching almost 185 feet above Liverpool Ordnance Datum. [Cherwell]

1883

10

1882 October The diagrammatic list of flood heights for 1872 to 1894, as reached on River Cherwell at Magdalen Bridge, Oxford, shows
this event to be the fourth highest of 11 flood events in that period, just below the level reached in February 1882. [Cherwell]

1894

11

1894 November The diagrammatic list of flood heights for 1872 to 1894, as reached on River Cherwell at Magdalen Bridge, Oxford,
shows this event to be the fifth highest of 11 flood events in that period. [Cherwell]

1877

01

1877 January The diagrammatic list of flood heights for 1872 to 1894, as reached on River Cherwell at Magdalen Bridge, Oxford, shows
this event to be the sixth highest of 11 flood events in that period. [Cherwell]

1887

01

1887 January The diagrammatic list of flood heights for 1872 to 1894, as reached on River Cherwell at Magdalen Bridge, Oxford, shows
this event to be the seventh highest of 11 flood events in that period. [Cherwell]

1882

11

1882 November The diagrammatic list of flood heights for 1872 to 1894, as reached on River Cherwell at Magdalen Bridge, Oxford,
shows this event to be the eighth highest of 11 flood events in that period. [Cherwell]

1880

02

1880 February The diagrammatic list of flood heights for 1872 to 1894, as reached on River Cherwell at Magdalen Bridge, Oxford, shows
this event to be the ninth highest of 11 flood events in that period. [Cherwell]

1880

10

1880 October The diagrammatic list of flood heights for 1872 to 1894, as reached on River Cherwell at Magdalen Bridge, Oxford, shows
this event to be the tenth highest of 11 flood events in that period. [Cherwell]

1881

12

1881 December The diagrammatic list of flood heights for 1872 to 1894, as reached on River Cherwell at Magdalen Bridge, Oxford,
shows this event to be the eleventh highest of 11 flood events in that period, reaching just over 184 ft above Liverpool Ordnance Datum.
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[Cherwell]
1889

03

1889 March 6-9 Rainfall observer at Banbury (Bloxham Grove) noted (p[31]) "...heavy falls on the 6th, 7th, and 8th caused a considerable
flood." [Cherwell]

1906

09

1906 September Rainfall observer at Hampton Poyle noted (p[52]) "Water, after being low in river and wells during August, became
extremely scarce." [Cherwell]

1900

06

1900 June 12 Rainfall observer at Swerford noted (p[18]) "Thunderstorm, with hail as large as walnuts. The worst storm in the
neighbourhood since the great hail storm in August, 1843." [Swere, tributary of Cherwell]

1843

08

1843 August Hail storm at Swerford, remembered in 1900 as akin to that of June 12 in the latter year [Swere, tributary of Cherwell]

1904

02

1904 February 3 Rainfall observer at Oxford noted (p[5]) "The meadows completely flooded, the Thames and Cherwell forming a vast
lake for miles above and below the city." [Cherwell]
1904 autumn Observer, G.H. Norris, at Adderbury noted (p[80]) "...there was an abnormal scarcity of water in wells and springs." [Sor
Brook, Cherwell trib.]

1904
1882

10

1882 October 24 Rainfall observer at Banbury (Wroxton) noted (p[21]) "Gale of wind with heavy rain and snow, 1.07 in., followed by
great floods." [Cherwell]

1882

10

1882 October Observer at Oxford (Magdelen Bridge) noted (p[71]) "Wet, work at Magdalen Bridge suspended in consequence of the
rising of the Cherwell, portions of the Botanic garden under water." [Cherwell]

1913

04

1913 April 29 Rainfall observer at Farnborough, Warwickshire, noted (p[13]) "Terrific storm of thunder, lightning and rain. The village
was flooded." [upper Cherwell trib.]

1875

10

1875 October Rainfall observer at King’s Sutton, near Banbury, noted p100, “The October floods were the heaviest known for 30 years in
this district; in July large quantities of hay were carried away by the floods.” [upper Cherwell]

1875

07

1875 July Observer at Oxford (Magdalen College) noted, p99, “... Floods out from July 23rd to middle of August; depth that of an
average winter flood...” [lower Cherwell]

1881

12

1881 December Observer at Banbury (Wroxton) noted p[73] “Heavy floods and land very wet” [Sor Brook, trib of Cherwell]

1912

08

1912 August 26-31 Observer at Hampton Poyle noted, p[21], "Great inconvenience and loss from flooding over the riverside meadows."
[Cherwell]

1890

12

1890 December Observer at Stanton St John's (Woodperry) noted, p[75], "The springs were lower at the close than they had been for 11
years..." [lower Cherwell]

1662
Final

1662 "...an unusual Accident that happened to the Cherwell, An. 1662/3, which without one Drop of Rain, or any other visible Cause
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here, but from great and sudden Showers, that fell in Northampton-shire swell'd to that vast height, that in Two Hours time, not only the
Meadows were o're-flown, Magdalen-College Cellar drowned, and their raised Water-walks covered; but the River Isis driven back as far
as Ivy-Hincksey, at least a Mile from the Confluence of rthe two Rivers." [Cherwell]

1876

06

1876 June Observer at Oxford [p107] noted" Great heat was registered from 13th to 24th. The river Cherwell showed a temp, on 13th
64.5 degrees, at the surface, 64.0 degrees 3 ft. below surface; on 14th 66.5 degrees at the surface, 66.5 degrees, 3 ft. below surface; on
15th 69 degrees at the surface, 68 degrees 3 ft. below surface; on 16th 71 degrees at the surface, 70 degrees 3 ft. below surface; on 17th
71.5 degrees at the surface, 71 degrees 3 ft. below surface; on 18th 71 degrees at the surface, 71 degrees 3 ft. below surface; on 19th 71
degrees at the surface, 70 degrees 3 ft. below surface; on 20th 70 degrees at the surface, 69 degrees 3 ft. below surface; on 21st 70 degrees
at the surface, 70 degrees 3 ft. below surface; on 22nd 70.3 degrees at the surface, 70 degrees 3 ft. below surface" [Cherwell]

1905

1905 Observer, George H. Norris, at Adderbury, Oxfordshire, noted, p[68], "... the springs in the neighbourhood were abnormally dry."
[Sor Brook, trib. of Cherwell]

1909

09

1909 September 17 Rainfall observer at Oxford (Banbury Road) noted p[21] "...at 3 p.m. rain began to fall, but slightly at first. Suddenly
the storm burst with dense hail ... At 3.35 p.m. the rain measured 1.19 in. and there were still hail stones in the funnel. The drains were all
choked, the hail having brought down leaves and twigs, besides the volume of water being too great for them, and many houses were
flooded ... The storm appeared to travel nearly due north." [Cherwell]

1899

12

1899 December Observer at Grimsbury, Banbury, noted p[91]: "The river was comparatively low all the year, and was still very low at
the end" [Cherwell]
1884 Observer at Banbury (Bloxham Grove) noted p[90]: "...The shallow wells were very deficient in water, and many springs were dry,
but the deeper ones were not much affected." [Cherwell]

1884
1880

07

1880 July Observer at Banbury (Bloxham Grove) noted p[74] : " ....heavy rain and floods in both July and September" [ha 039, Sor
Brook, trib. of Cherwell]

1879

08

1879 August Observer at Oxford (Magdalen College) noted, p[44]: "Potato crop an entire failure;. Floods out as in winter." [ha 039,
Cherwell]

1855

Final

1855 summer Beardmore, Engineer to the Lee Navigation, stated in January 1856 "... that the bad state of water in the [upper estuary of
the] Thames, during the past year, had been, to some extent, caused by the extraordinary drought of the two preceding years ..."
Clutterbuck noted that "In May last [1855], the river was in a most filthy condition, which was ... in his opinion, ... rather due to a
defalcation in the 'perennial flow' ... inasmuch as in the eighteen months ending April 1855, only 23.5 inches of rain had fallen, that being
the average for twelve months. The perennial flow, especially in the upper districts, before the river received the larger streams flowing
from the chalk, was never, in the memory of man, so much reduced. The Surveyor of the Thames Navigation had informed him, that they
were enabled to open all the flood-gates of the Pangbourn lock, at one time; a fact without example in his remembrance ... The Cherwell
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... was ...(May 1855) so reduced in volume , that it was deemed necessary to contrive a dam to flush the bed of the stream. He had never ,
from his own observations, known the stock of water in the chalk stratum to have been so low, nor the perennial flow of the streams
issuing from it, to have been so reduced..."

1875

10

1875 October Banbury: "This month has been by far the wettest observed by me during 24 years, the rainfall exceeding by 1.5 inches that
of November, 1872. It has also afforded the wettest day (3.25 in on the 9th) since 1860, when I began daily registration, and probably
within living memory ... The morning of the 9th was very foggy. Temperature at 9 am, 50.3 [degrees Fahrenheit]; bar., 29.386 (59
degrees); wind S. and light. As the fog cleared away, light clouds were seen, and occasionally the sky became over-cast, and a few drops
of rain fell. About noon continuous rain began, the sky became very dark, and the rain soon fell in torrents, with hardly an interval of
mitigation, until 10 pm, when it measured 3.18 inches. Soon after this it nearly ceased; thus 3 in fell in nine hours. The temperature during
the rain was 43 degrees [F.]. Towards evening, the wind, which had changed to E. and N.W., blew in gusts with great force, uprooting
trees and dislodging chimney-pots. In the night the waters from the sources of the Cherwell on the hills bordering the upper Cherwell
valley, came down with such unwonted rapidity, that by 7 am on the following morning, the Great Western Railway at the Banbury
Station platform was two feet under water (not four feet, as reported by penny-a-liners). Across the line, which is raised several feet above
the valley, the water rushed from the east, or Northampton side, and tumbled in a turbi-cascade into the river and meadows on the west,
and thence across the towing path into the canal, where a heavily laden coal barge was swamped, and an empty one lifted on to the towing
path lower down. At noon the flood had fallen considerably, but was still rushing with great velocity along the valley. This flood had but
just left our meadows, when, on the night of the 18th, heavy rain came on with high wind from S.E., continuing during the whole of the
19th and part of the 20th, the wind still S.E. Thewhole rain measured 2.54 inches. This brought another great flood, not quite so high with
us, the greatest depth of water at G.W.R. station not exceeding one foot. But below us it was higher than the first, the former flood not
having passed away." [ha 039, Cherwell]

1875

07

1875 July 15 "Banbury - The Cherwell in flood; hay suffered severely." [ha 039]

1875

07

1875 July 22 "Banbury, 22nd: Great floods; scarcely anything but water between here and Oxford. Traffic stopped on East and West
Junction Railway." [ha 039, R. Cherwell]

1875

10

1875 October 9 "High Street, Banbury: Highest flood known" [ha 039, Cherwell]

1909

11

1909 November Observer at Woodstock (Hampton Poyle) noted p[54]: "There were severe floods in the neighbourhood, and all business
was much hindered as a consequence." [ha 039, Cherwell]

1893

10

1893 October Observer at Bloxham noted p[70]: "The rain had not set the drains running at the close or affected the springs..." [ha 039,
Cherwell]

1861

07

Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford: 2.05 inches rain in the day, the highest daily figure here in the period 1851-1875. "Rain until 12 h. and at
21 h." [lower Cherwell]
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1851

08

Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford: 1.12 inches rain in the day "in 12 hours" [lower Cherwell]

1852

01

Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford: 1.40 inches rain "for greater part of the day" [lower Cherwell]

1852

06

Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford: 1.68 inches rain "All day" [lower Cherwell]

1852

07

Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford: 1.04 inches rain "Thunderstorm with hail from 2 h. to 4 h. 20 m." [lower Cherwell]

1852

07

Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford: 1.15 inches rain "At 2 h. 30 m., 5 h., and after 12 h." [lower Cherwell]

1852

11

Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford: 1.39 inches rain "The greater part of the day" [lower Cherwell]

1853

07

Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford: 1.82 inches rain "From 4 h. to 9 h.; heavy about 15 h.; ceased at 21 h." [lower Cherwell]

1854

01

Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford: 1.01 inches rain "About half the day" [lower Cherwell]

1855

07

Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford: 1.65 inches rain "About 12 hours; thunderstorm at 4 h." [lower Cherwell]

1872

12

December 17 1872 “BANBURY – on Tuesday [17 December 1872] the Cherwell at Banbury overflowed its banks, and inundated the
country in its neighbourhood for miles. Houses were inundated, and outbuildings swept away. The flood ran through the station of the
Great Western Railway like a river, and the water was upwards of two feet deep.” Navigation on the Oxford and Birmingham Canal is
stopped, the water rushing over the locks with a force that would sink the boats. The floods are pouring into the canal, and have swollen it
to such an extent that wharves and boat building yards are completely inundated.” [Cherwell]

1856

05

Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford: 1.32 in. rain in the day "Heavy rain in the afternoon " [lower Cherwell]

1856

06

Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford: 1.27 in. rain in the day "Showery throughout the day; thunderstorm at 10 h. p.m." [lower Cherwell]

1857

07

Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford: 1.78 in. rain in the day "Of about 10 hours duration; thunder" [lower Cherwell]

1857

09

Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford: 1.10 in. rain in the day "Throughout the day" [lower Cherwell]

1857

10

Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford: 1.54 in. rain in the day "Of about 22 hours duration" [lower Cherwell]

1858

04

Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford: 1.10 in. rain in the day "Thunder showers after 2h.; violent rain from 13 h. to 14 h. 30 m." [lower
Cherwell]

1859

07

Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford: 1.18 in. rain in the day "Thunderstorm from 2 h. 30 m. to 3 h. 30 m.; rain from 18 h. to 19 h." [lower
Cherwell]

1859

08

Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford: 1.14 in. rain in the day "Rain from 5 h. to 7 h.; heavy after 12 h." [lower Cherwell]

1859

08

Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford: 1.00 in. rain in the day "Heavy rain after daybreak (about 6 hours)" [lower Cherwell]

1859

10

Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford: 1.14 in. rain in the day "Of about 12 hours duration" [lower Cherwell]
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1884

By Christ Church Meadows, Oxford map on P 7, and text on P 8:".... in 1884 the 'new cut' was constucted, and it now forms the main
channel for the Cherwell entering the Thames. Whereas this channel is now regularly dredged and well-maintained, the old channel has
been neglected and left to silt up."

1643

04

Denensive flooding of Christ Church Meadow , Oxford,at Cherwell / Thames confluence: "During the Civil War the low level of the
Meadow was turned to good use by the royalists. In April 1643 ' ...the Cutt of grounde toward the further end of East bridge by St.
Clement's was made for the lettinge in of Cherwell river the better to overlowe Christch:mede and Cowley landes about Millham bridge,
by the meetinge of Charwell and Thames together, for the defence of the cittie'. "

1663

05

Christ Church Meadow , Oxford,at Cherwell / Thames confluence: " On 7 May 1663 Anthony Wood wrote that the waters rose ' in the
morning in such abundance that it seemed like the coming in of a tide and by one o'clock it came up to the backside of Merton College
within 4 yards; all [Christ] Ch. walkes and [Magdelen] walkes were drowned.'

1809

01

Christ Church Meadow , Oxford,at Cherwell / Thames confluence: " In 1809 ' the raised gravel walk round the Meadow was completely
inundated by a sudden flood, great part of it was washed away, and the repairing it was attended with great expense to the college' "

1833

Christ Church Meadow , Oxford,at Cherwell / Thames confluence: " In 1833 a 16-year-old Oxford schoolboy, W.Tredwell, thought the
'wind & the waves were beautiful' on the Meadow. "

1852

Christ Church Meadow , Oxford,at Cherwell / Thames confluence: " In 1852 the Meadow flooded so badly it was possible to sail small
boats across it..."

1882

10

Christ Church Meadow , Oxford,at Cherwell / Thames confluence: "On 28 October 1882 the Oxford Chronicle reported: ' Christ Church
Meadow -- The walks skirting and abutting on the Isis and Cherwell were not discernible, the depth of water inside the iron fence near the
boats being 21 in.....The large meadow was nearly covered.' "

1947

03

Christ Church Meadow , Oxford,at Cherwell / Thames confluence: " As recently as 1947 ( an exceptional year) the Meadow was flooded
up to the Broad Walk ( plate 4 [ an oblique air photo of the flooded Meadow and adjacent housing]) "
"On the 9th of October, 1875, the Rev T.H.Hopkins, Tutor of Magdelen College, Oxford, placed in the River Cherwell, where the river
forms the boundary of the College meadow, a scale, the base of which is a flat stone. This stone has only once been known to be dry, and
the level of the upper surface is the zero of the observations. Mr Chapman, of Frewen Hall, remarks that the recent [1875] floods seem to
have been almost exactly equal to those of 1852, and that the rise of the river follows the rain at an interval of about thirty-six hours." [R.
Cherwell]

1852

1889

07

"The Cherwell at Oxford in the same year [1889] had a range of 27.4 [degrees F], the difference between 37.3 [degreesF] in December
and 64.7 [degreesF] in July....The observations...were made at 9 a.m."

1889

12

"The Cherwell at Oxford in the same year [1889] had a range of 27.4 [degrees F], the difference between 37.3 [degreesF] in December
and 64.7 [degreesF] in July....The observations...were made at 9 a.m."
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1795

02

"Oxford: We have not experienced so great a flood at this place and in its neighbourhood for 22 years. The waters both in the Isis and the
Cherwell were swelled to an alarming height; many of the roads were so much inundated as to render them in many places dangerous, and
in some impassable. In St. Thomas's parish in this city in particular, a great many houses were mid-leg deep in water, and in some much
nigher; so that they passed from house to house in boats, and inhabited the upper rooms." "

1882

10

"Floods (a) Their history p13-17...On 28 October 1882 the Oxford Chronicle reported: Christ Church Meadow--The walks skirting and
abutting on the Isis and Cherwell were not discernable, the depth of water inside the iron fence near the boats being 21 in.,....The large
meadow was nearly covered. "
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River Great Ouse – extract from http://www.dundee.ac.uk/geography/cbhe/
1771

11

"Advice is received from the Isle of Ely, that the floods have been out so much, that all the lower grounds in one night were over-flowed,
by which many head of cattle were drowned, and a great deal of other damage done." [River Ely, Ouse]

1903

01

1903 January 5 Rainfall observer at Addington, near Winslow (Bucks) noted "Large flood; meadows all covered with water" [River Great
Ouse]

1902

1902 Rainfall observer at Winslow (Botolph House) noted (p[74]) "exceptionally dry, ponds being very low and wells failing in many
places." [Great Ouse]

1889

1889 May-July Rainfall observer at Stretham Ferry noted (p[57]) "The wettest year since 1852. The Washes were flooded from bank to
bank no less than four times during May, June, and July." [Great Ouse]

1912

07

1912 July 23 Rainfall observer at Hitchin quoted Daily Telegraph (p[16]) "It is something like seventy- five years since Hitchin
experienced a storm similar to that which raged around the district on Tuesday ... the rainfall constitutes a fresh record [Gauge at Hitchin
(The Maples) registered 3.07 in. rain]. Considerable damage was done to business establishments in Bridge-street, Sun-street and Marketplace, when the water flooded them to a depth of from 6 in. to 3 ft... The damage to crops is enormous. The motor-'bus which runs
between Letchworth and Hitchin had the greatest difficulty in getting through, the water in parts being above the hubs. It is remarkable
that at Letchworth, only a mile and a half away, scarcely any rain fell during the day." [R. Hiz, trib of Great Ouse]

1878

02

1878 February 14 Rainfall observer for Winslow (Addington Manor) noted (p[5]) "Large flood." [Great Ouse]

1885

02

1885 February 17 Rainfall observer at Winslow (Addington) noted (p[6]) "Brook flooded, the first time for many months" [upper Great
Ouse]

1885

11

1885 November 3 Rainfall observer at Winslow (Addington) noted (p[32]) "Heavy rain (.97 in.) causing a large flood on the 4th." [upper
Great Ouse]

1885

07

1885 July Rainfall observer at Winslow (Addington) noted (p[61]) "..Vegetation was suffering at the close from drought, the rainfall
being the smallest recorded in any month since observations were commenced in 1871." [upper Great Ouse]

1883

02

1883 February 11 Rainfall observer at Winslow (Addington) noted (p[8]) "Meadows all covered with water." [upper Great Ouse]

1883

02

1883 February 11 Rainfall observer at Winslow (Addington) noted (p[8]) "Meadows all covered with water." [upper Great Ouse]

1882

07

1882 July 12 Rainfall observer at Addington (Winslow) noted (p[16]) "Thunder and heavy rain, .92 in., causing large floods, which
carried away much hay" adding (p[57]) "... many hundred acres being covered with water ..." [upper Great Ouse]

1882

10

1882 October 24 Rainfall observer at Addington (Winslow) noted (p[21]) "Violent gale of wind, with rain and snow and followed by
floods, many large trees blown down." [upper Great Ouse]
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1882

10

1882 October 28 Rainfall observer at Addington (Winslow) noted (p[22]) "Very stormy, great flood." [upper Great Ouse]

1882

11

1882 November 7 Rainfall observer at Addington (Winslow) noted (p[23]) "Great flood" [upper Great Ouse]

1877

09

1877 September 4 Observer at Addington noted (p[27]) "Brook in high flood" [upper Great Ouse]

1907

05

1907 May 13 Rainfall observer at Winslow noted, p[11], “Heavy rain storm, causing a big flood” [Upper Great Ouse]

1907

11

1907 November 27 Rainfall observer at Winslow (Addington) noted, p[23], “Owing to the heavy rain of the two previous days the
meadows were all covered with water.” [Upper Great Ouse]

1875

11

1875 November 15 Rainfall observer at Tempsford noted, p100, “The rains of June 29th, and July 3rd, caused very heavy local floods, but
only partial damage. The flood of 15th November reached higher than in 1852, or in any year since 1823, all through this county
[Bedfordshire] and Huntingdonshire.” [Great Ouse]

1852

1852 Rainfall observer at Tempsford noted, p100, “The flood of 15th November [1875] reached higher than in 1852, or in any year since
1823, all through this county [Bedfordshire] and Huntingdonshire.” [Great Ouse]

1823

1823 Rainfall observer at Tempsford noted, p100, “The flood of 15th November [1875] reached higher than in 1852, or in any year since
1823, all through this county [Bedfordshire] and Huntingdonshire.” [Great Ouse]

1881

01

1881 January 29 Rainfall observer at Addington noted p[6] “Very large flood.” [upper Great Ouse]

1881

12

1881 December 18 Observer at Addington noted p[29] “ High wind, great flood” p[80] “December 17th (1.61) ... we had the largest flood
noticed for years.” [upper Great Ouse]

1875

07

1875 July "Brackley - The lower part of Syresham is so flooded that communication between one part of the village and another is
stopped." [ha 033, Great Ouse headwater]

1928

01

1928 January Great Ouse, from Doran: "Serious floods: Roswell Pits 111 ft. 1 in. [Newlyn O.D., plus 100 ft.] Denver High Water 110 ft.
7 in. [Newlyn O.D., plus 100 ft.]

1841

1841 Great Ouse: "Floods" listed for this year, as for 22 other years between 1337 and 1947 inclusive.

1256

Severe thunderstorms with heavy rain on June 19th, 1256: "Matthew Paris gives us the following account:- ...an extraordinary storm of
wind and ...driving rain, with hail and thunder and vivid lightning, filled the souls of men with fear and immense damage was
sustained...The mill wheels were seen to be wrenched off their axles, and transported by the force of the waters to great distances,
destroying neighbouring houses.And what the waters did to the water mills, the wind did not spare to do to the windmills. The piles of
bridges, stacks of hay, huts of fishermen, with their nets and poles, and even babies in cradles were suddenly carried away, so that it
looked as if the floods of Deucalion were come again. And not to mention other cases, Bedford which is watered by a river called Ouse,
as it did a few years before, suffered damage beyond estimation. Indeed, in one place, a block of six adjacent houses was transported by
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the rapid torrents, the inhabitants hardly being able to crawl out of them. And other places on the banks of this river were exposed to
similar perils." [Bedford Ouse]

1947

Final

03

".....The weakened bank of the Wissey did not hold. The water blew it out with a great roar at six o'clock on that Tuesday morning, March
18, hurling huge lumps of peat far ahead as it raced into Hilgay Fen. There were only a few farms in Hilgay Fen, and the farmers managed
to get out in time; the nearby villages were on slightly higher ground. But the fen itself is quite level, and the water spread across it,
transforming it into a rising lake, as far as the Ely-King's Lynn road.....As the Minister of Agriculture announced at the peak of the floods
to a grave House of Commons, these inundations were a disaster of the first magnitude which cannot fail to have a most serious effect on
our home food production this year..In all, at some time or another during the floods, 690,000 acres of land [nationally] were inundated.
This is roughly equal to the farming area of the whole county of Kent..in 1947 the recording apparatus [for te flow of the Great Ouse]went
out of action when the flow already exceeded 10,000 cubic feet of water per second, and the waters were still rising....In 1946 the average
rainfall over the whole country was 41. 87 inches, which is nearly 20 per cent higher than the yearly average for a period of 35 years. In
the first three months of 1947 the average rainfall for the country (the term rainfall includes snow, of course) was 12.2l inches, which is
nearly half as much again as the average for January, February and March during the preceding 35 years. In March itself the rainfall was
prodigious. It was 6.78 inches. The normal, during the 35 preceding March months, was 2.67 inches.Normally, a lot of this rainfall would
have sunk into the ground, and the rest would have run off into the sea along the rivers of the country. In the spring of 1947, very little of
it could sink into the soil because the whole country was gripped by frost, and in the first days of March the soil was frozen as hard as
rock. Nearly all of it, therefore, was forced to drain off into the rivers. There was no flood until the thaw began. Till then, a vast part of the
rainfall which had occurred in the form of snow was held where it had fallen.On March 9 the thaw began accompanied by even heavier
rain.... In the main stream of the Great Ouse, just above Earith, the discharge of water was 50 percent higher than ever previously
recorded it is difficult to know how high the level of the water rose, for the sluice keeper who tends the gauge at this point was flooded
from his home for eleven days, the height of the water above any previous record was about three feet. On the eastern side of the Fens the
waters rose by about eight feet in four days...On the morning of Thursday, March 13, the men watching the river gauges reported them all
at just about, or just below, the safety level. By that evening one of the lesser tributaries, called Cottenham Lode, was already spilling its
banks...More ominous still, at 9 o'clock on the Sunday morning the southerly wind began to freshen, then to blow harder, then to approach
the force of a gale.This wind was a terrible addition to the floods. By afternoon it had whipped the water into sizable waves that were
dashing against the sagging banks, damaging them far more than any pressure of floodwater might do. Moreover, the wind added to the
difficulties of working on the banks, for it blew the waters over the tops in great sheets of ice-cold spray, and with such severity that the
workmen could remain there at all only by clinging to a fence or whatever else would yield a handhold. At about 4 o'clock in the
afternoon the wind veered round to the south-west, and in that direction, the worst possible for the floods, it increased to gale force,
reaching in one gust a speed of 98 miles per hour.Its average was 67 miles per hour. At some particularly exposed points the gale tore
from the bank-tops the breastworks of clay-bags which had been so painfully and laboriously erected....The breach had been torn in the
floodbank of the main stream of the Great Ouse itself, just above Earith, in the four-mile stretch of high bank that runs south from Earith
towards the village of Over, and which protects the fen lying many feet below its crest. The bank here is of solid clay, a dozen feet wide
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on top, and never in living memory had the river overflowed or breached it; though there are old stories of its being overflowed more than
a century ago....It gives perhaps some idea of the force and dimensions of the flood ...that one farmer, rowing out across the Haddenham
fen to the banks of the New Bedford River, came to his own house which stood in the middle of the lake. He was able to row his boat
right through his house, through gaping holes which the waves had torn in the walls on either side..."

1875

1823

1875

Final
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“DISASTROUS FLOODS. The flood of last Sunday [10 October 1875] we should say had been unprecedented in magnitude in this town
[Buckingham], were we not informed that on October 31st, anno domini 1823, a great flood overflowed the banks to an even greater
extent [although this statement is put in doubt later in this article]; however, be this right or wrong, it is evident that all floods since that
date which have occurred in our town sink into insignificance, as it were, in comparison to the one last Sunday. … this is the second
disastrous flood we have had to record during the present year … we give more ‘full particulars’ of this great flood which occurred on
Sunday, 10th October 1875. On Saturday afternoon a heavy storm passed over the town … It fell in torrents and poured down the streets
… ‘the floods came’, however, and in a short time [after midnight] their houses were inundated … Thus the waters increased until about
eight o’ clock, at which time we think, the water had risen to its highest point, and at which, however, it remained without the least
abatement for some hours. … The deepest part of the flood appeared to be at the Butcher’s Arms, where it was nearly five feet deep, in
the front room. … With regard to the extent of the flood, having been witnesses of that of Sunday, we state it is our opinion, which is
supported by the few old diaries that have been kept in the town, that the flood was deeper and greater near School Lane, Banker’s Row,
Castle Mill and Bridge Street than in 1823; but probably less near the Woolpack, London Road and Canal Wharves, which might be
accounted for by the numerous and in some instances almost impassable blockages which are met by the river in its course.” [Upper Great
Ouse]

10

“DISASTROUS FLOODS. The flood of last Sunday [10 October 1875] we should say had been unprecedented in magnitude in this town
[Buckingham], were we not informed that on October 31st, anno domini 1823, a great flood overflowed the banks to an even greater
extent [although this statement is put in doubt later in this article] … With regard to the extent of the flood, having been witnesses of that
of Sunday, we state it is our opinion, which is supported by the few old diaries that have been kept in the town, that the flood was deeper
and greater near School Lane, Banker’s Row, Castle Mill and Bridge Street than in 1823; but probably less near the Woolpack, London
Road and Canal Wharves, which might be accounted for by the numerous and in some instances almost impassable blockages which are
met by the river in its course.” [Upper Great Ouse]

11

“ANOTHER FLOOD. … Down came the pouring rain on Wednesday evening and night, and the river being already considerably
swollen and the adjoining meadows partly submerged, a flood was expected, and it assuredly came in the morning [11 November 1875]
… At Mr. Gough’s Mill … it created damage … but not to the extent of its former visits. … Thus the atmospheric conditions of 1875 will
mark out the year as one of the most destructive since the present century dawned. England from the earliest ages has been subject to
visitations of storm and flood, from the year 245, when thousands of acres were laid under water in Lincolnshire; in Cheshire 100 years
later 5,000 persons perished; more than 300 houses were overwhelmed by the sea at Winchelsea [near Hastings] in 1280; then there were
the Great Waters when the Severn was overflowed during ten days, and carried away men, women, and children in their beds; in 1686 we
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are told a great rock opened and poured out water to the height of a church steeple in Yorkshire, causing considerable devastations …”
[Upper Great Ouse]
1254

11

"On the 20th November a great flood swept away part of Bedford and drowned many people, even children in their cradles " [Bedford
Ouse]

1281

"1281: A hard frost ended in a great flood and at Biddenham Bridge the ice broke under a woman and floated her down to Bedford bridge
but nobody could help her and she was seen no more" [Bedford Ouse]

1907

"1907: Leighton Buzzard floods and great swathes of the countryside disappear under water. The river was reported to 'have the
appearance of an open sea' " [Bedford Ouse]
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Appendix D: Study Area Coarse Assessment Map
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Appendix E: Potential Development Site Mapping
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Appendix F: Sustainable Drainage Systems Review
Traditionally, built developments have utilised piped drainage systems to manage storm water and convey
surface water run-off away from developed areas as quickly as possible. Typically, these systems connect
to the public sewer system for treatment and / or disposal to local watercourses. Whilst this approach
rapidly transfers storm water from developed areas, the alteration of natural drainage processes can
potentially impact on downstream areas by increasing flood risk, reduction in water quality, loss of water
resource and detriment to wildlife. Therefore, receiving watercourses have greater sensitivity to rainfall
intensity, volume and catchment land uses post development.
The up rating of sewer systems to accommodate increased surface water from new development is
constrained by existing development and cost. Therefore, the capacity of the system becomes inadequate
for the increased volumes and rates of surface water runoff. This results in an increase in flood risk from
sewer sources and pollution of watercourses. In addition, the implications of climate change on rainfall
intensities, leading to flashier catchment / site responses and surcharging of piped systems may increase.
In addition, as flood risk has increased in importance within planning policy, a disparity has emerged
between the design standard of conventional sewer systems (1 in 30 year) and the typical design standard
flood (1 in 100 year). This results in drainage inadequacies for the flood return period developments need
to consider, often resulting in potential flood risk from surface water / combined sewer systems.
A sustainable solution to these issues is to reduce the volume and / or rate of water entering the sewer
system and watercourses.

What are Sustainable Drainage Systems?
PPS25 indicates that Regional Planning Bodies and Local Authorities should promote the use of
Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) for the management of surface water runoff generated by
development. In addition, drainage of rainwater from roofs and paved areas around buildings should
comply with the 2002 Amendment of Building Regulations Part H (3). The requirements are as follows:
1. Adequate provision shall be made for rainwater to be carried from the roof of the building,
2. Paved areas around the building shall be so constructed as to be adequately drained,
3. Rainwater from a system provided pursuant to sub-paragraphs (1) or (2) shall discharge to one of
the following in order of priority:
•

An adequate soakaway or some other adequate infiltration system; or where that is not
reasonably practicable,

•

A watercourse; or where that is not reasonably practicable,

•

A sewer.

SuDS seek to manage surface water as close to its source as possible, mimicking surface water flows
arising from the site, prior to the proposed development. Typically this approach involves a move away
from piped systems to softer engineering solutions inspired by natural drainage processes.
SuDS should be designed to take into account the surface run-off quantity, rates and also water quality
ensuring their effective operation up to and including the 1 in 100 year design standard flood including an
increase in peak rainfall up to 30% to account from climate change.
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Wherever possible, a SuDS technique should seek to contribute to each of the three goals identified below
with the favoured system contributing significantly to each objective. Where possible SuDS solutions for a
site should seek to:
1. Reduce flood risk (to the site and neighbouring areas),
2. Reduce pollution,
3. Provide landscape and wildlife benefits.
These goals can be achieved by utilising a management plan incorporating a chain of techniques (The
SuDS Manual - C697, 2007), where each component adds to the performance of the whole system:
Prevention - good site design and upkeep to prevent runoff and pollution (e.g. limited
paved areas, regular pavement sweeping),
Source control - runoff control at / near to source (e.g. rainwater harvesting, green
roofs, pervious pavements),
Site control - water management from a multitude of catchments (e.g. route water from
roofs, impermeable paved areas to one infiltration / holding site),
Regional control - integrate runoff management systems from a number of sites (e.g.
into a detention pond).
This chapter presents a summary of the SuDS techniques currently available and a review of the soils and
geology of the study area, enabling the local authorities to identify where SuDS techniques could be
employed in development schemes.
The application of SuDS is not limited to a single technique per site. Often a successful SuDS solution will
utilise a combination of techniques, providing flood risk, pollution and landscape / wildlife benefits. In
addition, SuDS can be employed on a strategic scale, for example with a number of sites contributing to
large scale jointly funded and managed SuDS. It should be noted, each development site must offset its
own increase in runoff and attenuation cannot be “traded” between developments.

Planning
All relevant organisations should meet at an early stage to agree on the most appropriate drainage system
for the particular development. These organisations may include the Local Authority, the Sewage
Undertaker, Highways Authority, and the Environment Agency. There are, at present, no legally binding
obligations relating to the provision and maintenance of SuDS. However, PPS25 states that:
‘where the surface water system is provided solely to serve any particular development,
the construction and ongoing maintenance costs should be fully funded by the
developer.’
The most appropriate agreement is under Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act. Under this
agreement a SuDS maintenance procedure can be determined.
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SuDS Techniques
SuDS techniques can be used to reduce the rate and volume and improve the water quality of surface
water discharges from sites to the receiving environment (i.e. natural watercourse or public sewer etc).
Various SuDS techniques are available and operate on two main principles:
•

Infiltration,

•

Attenuation.

All systems generally fall into one of these two categories, or a combination of the two.
The design of SuDS measures should be undertaken as part of the drainage strategy and design for a
development site. A ground investigation will be required to access the suitability of using infiltration
measures, with this information being used to assess the required volume of on-site storage. Hydrological
analysis should be undertaken using industry approved procedures, to ensure a robust design storage
volume is obtained.
During the design process, liaison should take place with the Local Planning Authority, the Environment
Agency and if necessary, the Water Undertaker to establish a satisfactory design methodology and
permitted rate of discharge from the site.

Infiltration SuDS
This type of Sustainable Drainage System relies on discharges to ground, where suitable ground
conditions are suitable. Therefore, infiltration SuDS are reliant on the local ground conditions (i.e.
permeability of soils and geology, the groundwater table depth and the importance of underlying aquifers
as a potable resource) for their successful operation.
Various infiltration SuDS techniques are available for directing the surface water run-off to ground.
Development pressures and maximisation of the developable area may reduce the area available for
infiltration systems but this should not be a limiting factor for the use of SuDS. Either sufficient area is
required for infiltration or a combined approach with attenuation could be used to manage surface water
runoff. Attenuation storage may be provided in the sub-base of a permeable surface, within the chamber
of a soakaway or as a pond / water feature.
Infiltration measures include the use of permeable surfaces and other systems that are generally located
below ground.

Permeable Surfaces
Permeable surfaces are designed to allow water to drain through to a sub-base at a rate greater than the
predicted rainfall for a specified event. Permeable surfaces act by directly intercepting the rain where it
falls and control runoff at source. Runoff during low intensity rainfall events is prevented by permeable
surfaces. During intense rainfall events runoff generation may occur from permeable surfaces. The use of
permeable sub-base can be used to temporarily store infiltrated run-off underneath the surface and allows
the water to percolate into the underlying soils. Alternatively, stored water within the sub-base may be
collected at a low point and discharged from the site at an agreed rate.
Programmes should be implemented to ensure that permeable surfaces are kept well maintained to ensure
the performance of these systems is not reduced. The use of grit and salt during winter months may
adversely affect the drainage potential of certain permeable surfaces.
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Types of permeable surfaces include:
•

Grass / landscaped areas,

•

Gravel,

•

Solid Paving with Void Spaces,

•

Permeable Pavements.

Sub-surface Infiltration
Where permeable surfaces are not a practical option more defined infiltration systems are available. In
order to infiltrate the generated run-off to ground, a storage system is provided that allows the infiltration of
the stored water into the surrounding ground through both the sides and base of the storage. These
systems are constructed below ground and therefore may be advantageous with regards to the
developable area of the site. Consideration needs to be given to construction methods, maintenance
access and depth to the water table. The provision of large volumes of infiltration / sub-surface storage
has potential cost implications. In addition, these systems should not be built within 5 m of buildings,
beneath roads or in soil that may dissolve or erode.
Various methods for providing infiltration below the ground include:
•

Geocellular Systems,

•

Filter Drain,

•

Soakaway (Chamber),

•

Soakaway (Trench),

•

Soakaway (Granular Soakaway).

Table F-1: Suitability of Infiltration Methods towards with respect to the wider aims of SuDS
Landscape and
Reduce Flood Risk
Reduce Pollution
Infiltration Method
Wildlife Benefits
(
/
)
(
/
)
(
/
)
Permeable Surface







Sub-surface Infiltration







Attenuation SuDS
If ground conditions are not suitable for infiltration techniques then management of surface water runoff
prior to discharge should be undertaken using attenuation techniques. This technique attenuates
discharge from a site to reduce flood risk both within and to the surrounding area. It is important to assess
the volume of water required to be stored prior to discharge to ensure adequate provision is made for
storage. The amount of storage required should be calculated prior to detailed design of the development
to ensure that surface water flooding issues are not created within the site.
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The rate of discharge from the site should be agreed with the Local Planning Authority and the
Environment Agency. If surface water cannot be discharged to a local watercourse then liaison with the
Sewer Undertaker should be undertaken to agree rates of discharge and the adoption of the SuDS system.
Large volumes of water may be required to be stored on site. Storage areas may be constructed above or
below ground. Depending on the attenuation / storage systems implemented, appropriate maintenance
procedures should be implemented to ensure continued performance of the system. On-site storage
measures include basins, ponds, and other engineered forms consisting of underground storage.

Basins
Basins are areas that have been contoured (or alternatively embanked) to allow for the temporary storage
of run-off from a developed site. Basins are designed to drain free of water and remain waterless in dry
weather. These may form areas of public open space or recreational areas. Basins also provide areas for
treatment of water by settlement of solids in ponded water and the absorption of pollutants by aquatic
vegetation or biological activity. The construction of basins uses relatively simple techniques. Local
varieties of vegetation should be used wherever possible and should be fully established before the basins
are used. Access to the basin should be provided so that inspection and maintenance is not restricted.
This may include inspections, regular cutting of grass, annual clearance of aquatic vegetation and silt
removal as required.

Ponds
Ponds are designed to hold the additional surface water run-off generated by the site during rainfall events.
The ponds are designed to control discharge rates by storing the collected run-off and releasing it slowly
once the risk of flooding has passed. Ponds can provide wildlife habitats, water features to enhance the
urban landscape and, where water quality and flooding risks are acceptable, they can be used for
recreation. It may be possible to integrate ponds and wetlands into public areas to create new community
ponds. Ponds and wetlands trap silt that may need to be removed periodically. Ideally, the contaminants
should be removed at source to prevent silt from reaching the pond or wetland in the first place. In
situations where this is not possible, consideration should be given to a small detention basin placed at the
inlet to the pond in order to trap and subsequently remove the silt. Depending on the setting of a pond,
health and safety issues may be important issues that need to be taken into consideration. The design of
the pond can help to minimise any health and safety issues (i.e. shallower margins to the pond reduce the
danger of falling in, fenced margins).
Various types of ponds are available for utilising as SuDS measures. These include:
•

Balancing / Attenuating Ponds,

•

Flood Storage Reservoirs,

•

Lagoons,

•

Retention Ponds,

•

Wetlands.
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Table F-2: Suitability of Attenuation Methods towards the Three Goals of Sustainable Drainage Systems.
Landscape and
Reduce Flood Risk
Reduce Pollution
Infiltration Method
Wildlife Benefits
(
(
/
)
/
)
(
/
)
Basins







Ponds







Alternative Forms of Attenuation
Site constraints and limitations such as developable area, economic viability and contamination may
require engineered solutions to be implemented. These methods predominantly require the provision of
storage beneath the ground surface, which may be advantageous with regards to the developable area of
the site but should be used only if methods in the previous section cannot be used. When implementing
such approaches, consideration needs to be given to construction methods, maintenance access and to
any development that takes place over the storage facility. The provision of large volumes of storage
underground also has potential cost implications.
Methods for providing alternative attenuation include:
•

Deep Shafts,

•

Geocellular Systems,

•

Oversized Pipes,

•

Rainwater Harvesting,

•

Tanks,

•

Green Roofs

In some situations it may be preferable to combine infiltration and attenuation systems to maximise the
management of surface water runoff, developable area and green open space.

Broad-scale assessment of SuDS suitability
The underlying ground conditions of a development site will often determine the type of SuDS approach to
be used at development sites. This will need to be determined through ground investigations carried out
on-site. A broad-scale assessment of the soils and underlying geology allow an initial assessment of
SuDS techniques that may be implemented across the study area.
Based on a review of the following maps SuDS techniques that are likely to be compatible with the
underlying strata can be suggested:
•

The Soil Survey of England and Wales 1983 – 1:250,000 Soils Maps (Sheet 6),

•

The Geological Survey of Great Britain (England and Wales) 1:625,000 Series Superficial and
Bedrock Edition South of England (2000),

•

The Soils Map Legend and Geological Survey Memoir were also consulted as part of this
assessment.
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In the design of any drainage system and SuDS approach, consideration should be given to site-specific
characteristics and where possible be based on primary data from site investigations. The information
presented in the following table is provided as a guide and should not be used to accept or refuse SuDS
techniques.
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Table F-3: Hard Rock Geology Units within West Northamptonshire
Class

Oolitic
Limestone

Lias

General Drainage
SuDS
Assessment
Recommendation

Sub class

Overview

Cornbrash

Limestone
(Transition from Lower to
Middle Oolites)

Moderately drained

Great Oolite

Limestone, ironstone and
Northampton sands

Moderately drained

Inferior
Oolite

Limestone, ironstone and
Northampton sands

Moderately drained

Lower

Clays

Poorly drained soils

Middle

Clays

Poorly drained soils

Upper

Clays

Poorly drained soils

Oxford Clay and
Kellaways Beds

Silts, sands and clays

Poorly drained soils

Triassic Mudstones

Mudstones

Poorly drained soils

FRA Requirements

Potential Development
Sites /Areas Effected

E1, E5, E6, E8, E9, E10,
E12, E13, E14, E16, E17,
E18, E19, E20, E21, E22,
Infiltration and / or
combined infiltration FRA will be required to determine E23, E24, E25, E26, E27,
E28, E29, E30, E31, E32,
and attenuation
suitable drainage and SuDS
systems may be
arrangements
E33, E34, E35, E36, E37,
appropriate
E38, E39, E40, E42, E43,
E44, E45, E46, E47, E48 &
E49.

E1, E2, E3, E4, E5, E6, E7,
E8, E9, E10, E11, E12,
Site-specific FRA may be required E13, E14, E15, E16, E17,
to carefully consider suitable
E18, E19, E20, E22, E23,
Attenuation systems
E25, E26, E28, E29, E30,
adoption of SuDS, though site
E32, E34, E35, E37, E38,
area is less than 0.5Ha.
E39, E40, E42, E43, E44,
E45, E46, E47, E48 & E49.

Site-specific FRA may be required
to carefully consider suitable
Attenuation systems
adoption of SuDS, though site
area is less than 0.5Ha.
Site-specific FRA may be required
to carefully consider suitable
Attenuation systems
adoption of SuDS, though site
area is less than 0.5Ha.

E44.

E8.

Notes: Broadscale assessment based upon British Geological Survey 1:625,000 paper maps, more detailed assessments will be required for site specific FRAs.
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Table F-4: Drift Geology within West Northamptonshire
Classification

Overview

General Drainage
SuDS
Assessment
Recommendation

Alluvium

Clay, silt and sand

Potentially poorly
drained soils

Glacial Sand and Gravel

Sand and gravel

Moderately drained

River Terrace Deposits

Sand and gravel

Moderately drained

Till

Diamicton

Poorly drained soils

FRA Requirements

Potential Development
Sites / Areas Effected

Site-specific FRA may be required E2, E5, E8, E9, E11, E13,
to carefully consider suitable
E14, E15, E18, E20, E22,
Attenuation systems
adoption of SuDS, though site
E23, E32, E37, E40, E44 &
area is less than 0.5Ha.
E48.
Infiltration and / or
E2, E3, E4, E5, E8, E9,
combined infiltration FRA will be required to determine
E13, E17, E23, E32, E40,
and attenuation
suitable drainage and SuDS
E42, E44, E45, E46, E47 &
systems may be
arrangements
E48.
appropriate
Infiltration and / or
combined infiltration FRA will be required to determine
E8, E11, E13, E14, E20,
and attenuation
suitable drainage and SuDS
E37, E40, E44 & E48.
arrangements
systems may be
appropriate
E1, E2, E3, E5, E7, E8, E9,
Site-specific FRA may be required E10, E11, E12, E13, E14,
to carefully consider suitable
E16, E17, E18, E24, E25,
Attenuation systems
E27, E31, E32, E33, E34,
adoption of SuDS, though site
E36, E40, E42, E43, E44,
area is less than 0.5Ha.
E45, E47, E48 & E49.

Notes: Broadscale assessment based upon British Geological Survey 1:625,000 paper maps, more detailed assessments will be required for site specific FRAs.
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